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Abstract
In this paper, we consider classification problem of asymmetric gapped Hamiltonians, which
are given as the non-degenerate part of the Hamiltonians introduced in [O1]. We consider the
C1-classification, which takes into account the effect of boundaries. We show that the left
and right degeneracies of edge ground states are the complete invariant. As a corollary, we
consider the bulk-classification problem. We study Hamiltonians that1.are given by translation
invariant finite range interactions, 2.are gapped in the bulk, 3.are frustration-free, 4.have
uniformly bounded ground state degeneracy on finite intervals, and 5.have a unique bulk
ground state. We show that for the bulk-classification, any such Hamiltonians are equivalent.
1 Introduction
In Part I [O1], we introduced a class of gapped Hamiltonians on quantum spin chains, which allows
asymmetric edge ground states. They are defined as MPS (matrix product state) Hamiltonians
given by n-tuple of matrices in ClassA, a class we introduced in [O1]. It is an asymmetric gener-
alization of the class of Hamiltonians given in [FNW]. We investigated the properties of this new
class in Part I [O1]. In particular, we showed that Hamiltonians in this class satisfies five qualita-
tive physical conditions, which are listed as [A1]-[A5] in [O2]. We call H˜ , the set of Hamiltonians
satisfying [A1]-[A5]. In Part II [O2], conversely, we showed that these five properties [A1]-[A5]
actually guarantee the ground state structure of the Hamiltonian to be captured by the MPS
Hamiltonians given by ClassA. More precisely, we showed for any Hamiltonian in H˜ , there is an
MPS Hamiltonian given by ClassA satisfying the followings: 1. The ground state spaces of the two
Hamiltonians on the infinite intervals coincide. 2. The spectral projections onto the ground state
space of the original Hamiltonian on finite intervals are well approximated by that of the MPS one.
From the latter property we see that two Hamiltonians are in the same class in the classification
problem of gapped Hamiltonians with open boundary conditions, (the type II-C1-classification).
Hence the classification problem of H˜ is reduced to the classification problem of MPS Hamiltonians
given by ClassA. In this paper, we classify MPS Hamiltonians given by ClassA′, where ClassA′ is
the “non-degenerate” part of ClassA. We show that the left and right degeneracies of edge ground
states are the complete invariant for the type II-C1-classification, for this class.
As an important application, we consider bulk-classification problem of gapped Hamiltonians.
It is believed that there exists only one gapped bulk ground state phase in one dimensional quantum
spin systems. It has been an open problem for a while, if two MPS-Hamiltonians from the class of
[FNW] can be connected to each other without closing the gap in the bulk, and without breaking
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the translation invariance ([BO],[SW]). We solve this affirmatively. More generally, we consider
Hamiltonians which 1. are given by translation invariant finite range interactions, 2. are gapped
in the bulk, 3. are frustration-free, 4. have uniformly bounded ground state degeneracy on finite
intervals, and 5. have a unique bulk ground state,. We show that for the bulk-classification, any
such Hamiltonians are equivalent.
Throughout this article, 2 ≤ n ∈ N is fixed as the dimension of the spin under consideration. We
use freely the notations and definitions given in Part I [O1] Subsection 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, and Appendix
A.
1.1 ClassA′ and its type II-C1-classification
Form ∈ N, we denote by Jm the set of all positive translation invariant interactions with interaction
length less than or equal to m. We also set J := ∪m∈NJm. A natural number m ∈ N and an
element h ∈ A[0,m−1], define an interaction Φh by
Φh(X) :=
{
τx (h) , if X = [x, x +m− 1] for some x ∈ Z
0, otherwise
(1)
for X ∈ SZ. A Hamiltonian associated with Φ is a net of self-adjoint operatorsHΦ := ((HΦ)Λ)Λ∈IZ
such that
(HΦ)Λ :=
∑
X⊂Λ
Φ(X). (2)
First we confirm what we mean by gapped Hamiltonian with open boundary conditions.
Definition 1.1. Let Φ be a translation invariant finite range interaction on AZ. For each N ∈
N, let G[0,N−1] be the spectral projection of (HΦ)[0,N−1] corresponding to the lowest eigenvalue
inf σ
(
(HΦ)[0,N−1]
)
. We say that the HamiltonianHΦ is gapped with respect to the open boundary
condition if there exist γ > 0 and N0 ∈ N such that
inf σ
(
(HΦ)[0,N−1]
)
+ γ
(
I−G[0,N−1]]
) ≤ (HΦ)[0,N−1] , N0 ≤ N ∈ N.
We call this γ, a lower bound of the gap.
Let us recall the definition of C1-classification I, II.
Definition 1.2 (C1-classification I of gapped Hamiltonians). Let H0, H1 be Hamiltonians gapped
with respect to the open boundary conditions, associated with interactions Φ0,Φ1 ∈ J . We say
that H0, H1 are typeI-C
1-equivalent if the following conditions are satisfied.
1. There exist an m ∈ N and a continuous and piecewise C1-path Φ : [0, 1] → Jm such that
Φ(0) = Φ0, Φ(1) = Φ1.
2. Let H(t) be the Hamiltonian associated with Φ(t) for each t ∈ [0, 1]. There are γ > 0,
N0 ∈ N, and finite intervals I(t) = [a(t), b(t)], whose endpoints a(t), b(t) smoothly depending
on t ∈ [0, 1], such that for any N0 ≤ N ∈ N, the smallest eigenvalue of H(t)[0,N−1] is in I(t)
and the rest of the spectrum is in [b(t) + γ,∞).
We write H0 ≃I H1 when H0, H1 are type I-C1-equivalent.
Definition 1.3 (C1-classification II of gapped Hamiltonians). Let H0, H1 be Hamiltonians gapped
with respect to the open boundary conditions, associated with interactions Φ0,Φ1 ∈ J . We say
that H0, H1 are type II-C
1-equivalent if the following conditions are satisfied.
1. There exist m ∈ N and a continuous and piecewise C1-path Φ : [0, 1] → Jm such that
Φ(0) = Φ0, Φ(1) = Φ1.
2
2. Let H(t) be the Hamiltonian associated with Φ(t) for each t ∈ [0, 1]. There are γ > 0,
N0 ∈ N, and finite intervals I(t) = [a(t), b(t)], t ∈ [0, 1], satisfying the followings:
(i) the endpoints a(t), b(t) smoothly depend on t ∈ [0, 1], and
(ii) there exists a sequence {εN}N∈N of positive numbers with εN → 0, forN →∞, such that
σ
(
H(t)[0,N−1]
) ∩ I(t) = σ (H(t)[0,N−1]) ∩ [λ(t, N), λ(t, N) + εN ], and σ (H(t)[0,N−1]) ∩
I(t)c = σ
(
H(t)[0,N−1]
)∩ [b(t)+ γ,∞) for all N ≥ N0 and t ∈ [0, 1], where λ(t, N) is the
smallest eigenvalue of H(t)[0,N−1].
We write H0 ≃II H1, when H0 and H1 are typeII − C1-equivalent.
In Part II [O2], we discussed the type II-C1-classification for a class of Hamiltonians H˜ satisfying
five qualitative properties. We showed that any element in H˜ is type II-C1-equivalent to an MPS
Hamiltonian HΦm,B which is given by some B ∈ ClassA, the class which was introduced in Part
I [O1]. In other words, the problem of type II-C1-classification for this family H˜ is reduced
to the classification problem of MPS Hamiltonians given by ClassA. In this paper, we classify
Hamiltonians given by the “non-degenerate” part of ClassA, which we call ClassA′.
The subclass ClassA′ is the set of elements of ClassA with the non-degeneracy condition on λ.
Namely we assume λ in Definition 1.14 Part I [O1] to be in Wo′(KR, kL) defined in the following.
Definition 1.4. For kR, kL ∈ N∪{0}, we denote byWo′(kR, kL) the set of all λ = (λ−kR , . . . , λ−1, λ0, λ1, . . . , λkL) ∈
CkR+kL+1 satisfying
λ0 = 1, 0 < |λ−kR | ≤ |λ−kR+1| ≤ · · · |λ−1| < 1, 0 < |λkL | ≤ |λkL−1| ≤ · · · |λ1| < 1,
and λi 6= λj if −kR ≤ i < j ≤ 0 or 0 ≤ i < j ≤ kL.
The last condition in the definition corresponds to the non-degeneracy. Recall the definitions
in subsection 1.3 of [O1]. In particular, ClassA is defined as follows.
Definition 1.5. Let n, n0 ∈ N with n ≥ 2, kR, kL ∈ N∪{0} and (λ,D,G, Y ) ∈ T (kR, kL). We de-
note byB(n, n0, kR, kL,λ,D,G, Y ) the set of all n-tuples B = (B1, . . . , Bn) ∈Mn0 ⊗ (D(kR, kL,D,G)Λλ (1 + Y ))
satisfying
lB = lB(n, n0, kR, kL,λ,D,G, Y ) := inf
{
l | Kl′(B) = Mn0 ⊗
(
D(kR, kL,D,G) (Λλ (1 + Y ))l
′
)
for all l′ ≥ l
}
<∞,
(3)
and rTB = 1. We define ClassA by
ClassA :=
⋃
{B(n, n0, kR, kL,λ,D,G, Y ) | n0 ∈ N, kR, kL ∈ N ∪ {0}, (λ,D,G, Y ) ∈ T (kR, kL)} .
We define ClassA′, as the ”non-degenerate” part of ClassA. The non-degeneracy is about λ,
i.e., λ belongs to Wo′(kR, kL), the non-degenerate part Wo(kR, kL).
Definition 1.6. We define ClassA′ by
ClassA′ :=
⋃{
B(n, n0, kR, kL,λ,D,G, Y ) | n0 ∈ N, kR, kL ∈ N ∪ {0}, (λ,D,G, Y ) ∈ T (kR, kL),λ ∈Wo′(kR, kL)
}
=
⋃{
B(n, n0, kR, kL,λ,D,G, 0) | n0 ∈ N, kR, kL ∈ N ∪ {0}, (λ,D,G, 0) ∈ T (kR, kL),λ ∈Wo′(kR, kL)
}
.
Remark 1.7. The condition λ ∈ Wo′(kR, kL) and (λ,D,G, Y ) ∈ T (kR, kL) automatically implies
Y = 0 (Lemma 3.2). This corresponds to the second inequality.
Furthermore, for each n0 ∈ N and kR, kL ∈ N ∪ {0}, we set
Class(n, n0, kR, kL) :=
⋃{
B(n, n0, kR, kL,λ,D,G, 0) | (λ,D,G, 0) ∈ T (kR, kL),λ ∈Wo′(kR, kL)
}
.
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We denote by H(n, n0, kR, kL), the set of Hamiltonians HΦm,B given by B ∈ Class(n, n0, kR, kL),
and m ≥ 2lB. Recall from Part I [O1] Theorem 1.18 (vi) that n0(kR + 1) (resp. n0(kL + 1)) is
the degree of ground state degeneracy on right (resp. left) half infinite chain. The following
theorem says that these numbers are complete invariant of the type II C1-classification of MPS
Hamiltonians given by ClassA′.
Theorem 1.8. Let n0, n
′
0 ∈ N, kR, kL, k′R, k′L ∈ N ∪ {0}, B ∈ Class(n, n0, kR, kL), and B′ ∈
Class(n, n′0, k
′
R, k
′
L). Then for any m ≥ 2lB, and m′ ≥ 2lB′ , we have HΦm,B ≃II HΦm′,B′ if and only
of
n0(kR + 1) = n
′
0(k
′
R + 1), and n0(kL + 1) = n
′
0(k
′
L + 1).
1.2 Bulk Classification
Let us recall the definition of a ground state of C∗-dynamical system [BR96]. Let A be a unital
C∗-algebra and α a strongly continuous one parameter group on A. We denote the generator of α
by δα. A state ω on A is called an α-ground state if the inequality −iω (A∗δα (A)) ≥ 0 holds for any
element A in the domain D(δα) of δα. Let ω be an α-ground state, with the GNS triple (H, π,Ω).
Then there exists a unique positive operator Hω,α on H such that eitHω,απ (A)Ω = π (αt (A))Ω,
for all A ∈ A and t ∈ R. Note that Ω is an eigenvector of Hω,α with eigenvalue 0. We say that
Hω,α has a spectral gap if 0 is a non-degenerate eigenvalue of Hω,α and there exists γ > 0 such
that σ(Hω,α) \ {0} ⊂ [γ,∞). (Here, σ(Hω,α) denotes the spectrum of Hω,α.)
We consider C∗-dynamical systems given by translation invariant finite range interactions on
the quantum spin chain AZ. Let Φ be a translation invariant finite range interaction . Our C∗-
dynamics is given by αΦ,t (A) := limΛ→Z eit(HΦ)ΛAe−it(HΦ)Λ , A ∈ AZ, t ∈ R with (HΦ)Λ in (2).
We denote the set of all αΦ-ground states on AZ by BΦ. Recall SZ(HΦ) from subsection 1.1 of
[O1]. It is known that ∅ 6= SZ(HΦ) ⊂ BΦ (See Proposition 5.3.25 of [BR96]). For each ϕ ∈ BΦ,
we call the positive operator Hϕ,αΦ the bulk Hamiltonian associated to ϕ, Φ. We consider the
following class of the interactions.
Definition 1.9. We denote by JB, the set of all Φ ∈ J which satisfiy the following conditions.
1. For any ϕ ∈ BΦ, 0 is the non-degenerate eigenvalue of the bulk Hamiltonian Hϕ,αΦ .
2. There is a constant γ > 0, such that
σ (Hϕ,αΦ) \ {0} ⊂ [γ,∞),
for any ϕ ∈ BΦ.
Now we specify what we mean by bulk-classification in this paper.
Definition 1.10 (Bulk Classification). Let Φ0,Φ1 ∈ JB. We say that the Hamiltonians HΦ0 , HΦ1
are bulk equivalent if the following conditions are satisfied.
1. There exist m ∈ N and a continuous path of interactions Φ : [0, 1] → Jm ∩ JB such that
Φ(0) = Φ0, Φ(1) = Φ1.
2. There is a constant γ > 0, such that
σ
(
Hϕs,αΦ(s)
) \ {0} ⊂ [γ,∞),
for any s ∈ [0, 1] and ϕs ∈ BΦ(s).
When HΦ0 , HΦ1 are bulk equivalent, we write HΦ0 ≃B HΦ1 .
The class we bulk-classify is the class of frustration free Hamiltonians whose degrees of local
ground states degeneracy are uniformly bounded.
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Definition 1.11. Let Φ be a positive translation invariant finite range interaction on AZ. We say
HΦ is frustration free if 1 ≤ dimker (HΦ)[0,N−1] for allN ∈ N. Furthermore, we say that the ground
state degeneracy of HΦ := ((HΦ)Λ)Λ∈IZ is uniformly bounded if supN dimker (HΦ)[0,N−1] < ∞.
We denote by JFB, the set of all interactions Φ ∈ JB satisfying the followings:
1. There exists a unique αΦ-ground state ω on AZ.
2. The Hamiltonian HΦ is frustration free and the ground state degeneracy of the corresponding
local Hamiltonians is uniformly bounded.
We prove the following.
Theorem 1.12. For any Φ0,Φ1 ∈ JFB, we have HΦ0 ≃B HΦ1 .
2 Paths of gapped Hamiltonians
In this section, we introduce a sufficient condition for a path of Hamiltonians to be uniformly
gapped. We first introduce a set of conditions on sequences of subspaces.
Definition 2.1 (Condition 5). Let n, a ∈ N. Let ξlj : [0, 1] →
⊗l−1
i=0 C
n be a map given for each
l ∈ N and j = 1, . . . , a. For each l ∈ N and t ∈ [0, 1], let Dl(t) be the subspace of
⊗l−1
i=0C
n spanned
by {ξlj(t)}aj=1, and Gl(t) the orthogonal projection onto Dl(t). We say {ξlj}j=1,...,a, l∈N satisfies the
Condition 5 if the following conditions are satisfied.
(i) For any l ∈ N and j = 1, . . . , a, the map ξlj : [0, 1]→
⊗l−1
i=0C
n is continuous and piecewise C∞.
(ii) There exists an l′ ∈ N such that for all l ≥ l′ and t ∈ [0, 1], the vectors {ξlj(t)}aj=1 are linearly
independent.
(iii) There exists an m′ ∈ N such that for all N ≥ m′ + 1 and t ∈ [0, 1],
DN (t) = (DN−1(t)⊗ Cn) ∩ (Cn ⊗DN−1(t)) . (4)
(iv) There exists an l′′ ∈ N such that for all l ≥ l′′, there exists 0 < εl < 12√l such that
sup
t∈[0,1]
∥∥(I[0,N−l] ⊗Gl(t)) (GN (t)⊗ I{N} −GN+1(t))∥∥ < εl, (5)
for all N ≥ 2l.
We say {ξlj}aj=1 satisfies the Condition 5 for (l′,m′, l′′) when we would like to specify the numbers.
Remark 2.2. Suppose that {ξlj}aj=1 satisfies Condition 5. As the dimensions ofDN (t)s are uniformly
bounded by a, (iii) of Condition 5 implies Dm(t) 6=
⊗m−1
i=0 C
n, for any m ≥ m′, i.e., dimDm(t) <
nm, for all m ≥ m′. In particular, we have a = dimDmax{l′,m′}(t) < nmax{l′,m′}. For the same
reason, for v ∈ Mk×n with mv < ∞, we have dimGm,v < nm for all m ≥ mv. In particular,
if B ∈ ClassA with respect to (n0, kR, kL,λ,D,G, Y ), then we have n20(kR + 1)(kL + 1) < n2lB
by Proposition 3.1 of [O1]. Therefore, in the statement of Theorem 1.18 of [O1], we note 2lB =
max{2lB, log(n
2
0(kR+1)(kL+1)+1)
log n }.
Lemma 2.3. Let n, a ∈ N with 2 ≤ n, and ξlj : [0, 1] →
⊗l−1
i=0C
n be maps given for each l ∈ N
and j = 1, . . . , a. For each l ∈ N and t ∈ [0, 1], let Dl(t) be the subspace of
⊗l−1
j=0 C
n spanned by
{ξlj(t)}aj=1 and Gl(t) the orthogonal projection onto Dl(t). Suppose that {ξlj}j=1,...,a, l∈N satisfies
Condition 5 for (l′,m′, l′′). Then we have the followings.
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1. For any l ≥ l′, the map Gl : [0, 1]→
⊗l−1
i=0Mn(C) is continuous and piecewise C
∞.
2. For any t ∈ [0, 1], m{DN (t)} ≤ m′, (see Definition 1.3 of Part I [O1] for m{DN (t)}).
3. For any m ≥ m′ and t ∈ [0, 1], ker (HΦ1−Gm(t))[0,N−1] = DN (t) for all N ≥ m.
4. For any m ≥ m′ and l ≥ max{l′,m},
γml := inf
t∈[0,1]
dR
(
σ
((
HΦ1−Gm(t)
)
[0,l−1]
)
\ {0}, {0}
)
> 0.
(Here, dR(A,B) denotes the Euclidean distance between A,B ⊂ R.)
5. For any m ≥ m′, and t ∈ [0, 1],
γml ∧ γm2l
4(l+ 2)
(1−GN (t)) ≤
(
HΦ1−Gm(t)
)
[0,N−1] , for all l ≥ max{l
′′, l′,m}, and N ≥ 2l+ 1.
6. For any m0,m1 ≥ m′, we have HΦ1−Gm0 (0) ≃I HΦ1−Gm1 (1) .
Proof. 1. is immediate from Lemma A.1. It is clear that (iii) implies Property (I,m′), namely
2 holds. (Recall (3) of [O1] for Property (I,m′).) Property (I,m′) implies 3. Applying Lemma A.6 to(
HΦ1−Gm(t)
)
[0,l−1], we obtain 4. (Here, we used a < n
max{l′,m′} to guarantee rank
(
HΦ1−Gm(t)
)
[0,l−1] =
nl − a ∈ N, for l ≥ max{l′,m′}.) Theorem 3 of [N] gives 5. The properties 1.-5. implies
HΦ1−Gm(0) ≃I HΦ1−Gm(1) for m ≥ m′. By the argument of Lemma 4.2 [BO], we obtain
HΦ1−Gm0 (0)
≃I HΦ1−Gm(0) , HΦ1−Gm1 (1) ≃I HΦ1−Gm(1) .
Hence we obtain HΦ1−Gm0 (0)
≃I HΦ1−Gm1 (1) . 
Recall the definition of Mv,p,q given in (8), and Condition 2,3,4 given by Definition 2.3, 2.4, 2.5
of Part I [O1]
Proposition 2.4. Let n, k,m1,m2,m3 ∈ N and p, q ∈ P(Mk). Let vµ : [0, 1] → Mk, µ = 1, . . . , n
be C∞-maps. Let {xi}rank p·rank qi=1 be a basis of pMkq. Suppose that for each t ∈ [0, 1], the pentad
(n, k, p, q,v(t)) satisfies the Condition 2, and the Condition 3 for m1. Furthermore, assume that
the triple (n, k,v(t)) satisfies the Condition 4 for (m2,m3) for each t ∈ [0, 1]. Then M0 :=
supt∈[0,1]
{
Mv(t),p,q
}
< ∞ and {Γ(R)l,v(t)(xi)}i=1,...,rankp·rank q, l∈N satisfies the Condition 5. Here,
l′,m′ ∈ N of (ii), (iii) in Condition 5 can be taken l′ =M0 and m′ = m2 +m3.
Proof. The first condition (i) is clear from the definition of Γ
(R)
l,v(t) and the fact that v(t) is
C∞. We recall the definitions of av, cv, ev, ρv, ϕv, Ev , Fv, Lv introduced in pp10–11 of Part
I. As (n, k, p, q,v(t)) satisfies the Condition 2, from Lemma 2.9 of [O1], there exists a constant
0 < sv(t) < 1, a state ϕv(t), and a positive element ev(t) ∈ Mk+ and Tv(t) satisfies the Spectral
Property II with respect to (sv(t), ev(t), ϕv(t)). Furthermore, we have s(ev(t)) = p, s(ϕv(t)) = q.
In particular, [0, 1] ∋ t 7→ Tv(t) is a C∞ -map satisfying the (1), (2), (3) of Lemma B.3 with
rT
v(t)
= 1. Therefore, from Lemma B.3, there exists 0 < s < 1 such that σ(Tv(t)) \ {1} ⊂ Bs(0) for
all t ∈ [0, 1]. Furthermore, [0, 1] ∋ t 7→ ev(t) = PTv(t){1} (1) is a C∞-path of positive elements of Mk
whose rank is equal to rankp. As av(t) = dR
(
σ(ev(t)) \ {0}, {0}
)
, we have a := inft∈[0,1] av(t) > 0
by Lemma A.6. Similarly, [0, 1] ∋ t 7→ Tr
(
P
T
v(t)
{1} (·)
)
\Tr ev(t) = ϕv(t) = Tr ρv(t) (·) is C∞ and we
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have c := inft∈[0,1] cv(t) > 0. Therefore, for any s < s′ < 1 fixed, we have
C1 := (ac)
−1
k2
(
sup
t∈[0,1]
sup
|z|=s′
∥∥(z − Tv(t))−1∥∥
)
<∞,
C2 := sup
t∈[0,1]
Fv(t) = sup
t∈[0,1]
(
sup
N∈N
∥∥∥TNv(t) (1− PTv(t){1} )∥∥∥+ ∥∥ev(t)∥∥) <∞.
With these constants, we have
sup
t∈[0,1]
Ev(t)(N) = sup
t∈[0,1]
(
av(t)cv(t)
)−1
k2
∥∥∥TNv(t) (1− PTv(t){1} )∥∥∥ ≤ C1(s′)N . (6)
Fix some L0 ∈ N such that C1(s′)L0 < 12 . Then we have
Lv(t) = inf
{
L ∈ N | sup
N≥L
Ev(t)(N) <
1
2
}
≤ L0, t ∈ [0, 1],
by (6). By Lemma 2.15 of Part I [O1], we have
M0 := sup
t∈[0,1]
Mv(t),p,q ≤ sup
t∈[0,1]
Lv(t) ≤ L0 <∞.
This proves (ii) of Condition 5 for l′ =M0.
(iii) of Condition 5 for m′ = m2 +m3 follows from Lemma 2.14 of Part I [O1].
To prove (iv), note that
sup
t∈[0,1]
2Fv(t)Ev(t)(m)
(
F 2
v(t)Ev(t)(m) + 1
)
≤ 2C1C2
(
C22C1 + 1
)
s′m.
Choose L1 ∈ N such that 8C1C2
(
C22C1 + 1
)√
m+ 1s′m < 1 for any m ≥ L1. We use Lemma
2.17 of Part I [O1] replacing (l,m, r) in Lemma 2.17 of Part I [O1] by (N − l + 1, l − 1, 1) with
l − 1 ≥ max{m1, L0, L1} =: l′′. Then we obtain (iv) with this l′′. 
3 C1-classification of H(n, n0, kR, kL)
In this section, we show the following Proposition.
Proposition 3.1. Let n, n0 ∈ N with n ≥ 2 and kR, kL ∈ N ∪ {0}. Then for any B0,B1 ∈
Class(n, n0, kR, kL), and m0,m1 ∈ N with m0,m1 ≥ 2n60(kR + 1)(kL + 1), we have HΦm0,B0 ≃I
HΦm1,B1 .
First we check what the condition λ ∈Wo′(kR, kL) implies.
Lemma 3.2. Let kR, kL ∈ N∪{0}, and (λ,D,G, Y ) ∈ T (kR, kL). If furthermore λ ∈Wo′(kR, kL),
then Y = 0 and D, G satisfy the followings.:
1. For any 1 ≤ a1, a2 ≤ kR, either there exist σ(a1, a2) ∈ {1, . . . , kR} and a nonzero κ(a1, a2) ∈
C such that Da1Da2 = κ(a1, a2)Dσ(a1,a2), or Da1Da2 = 0.
2. For any 1 ≤ b1, b2 ≤ kL, either there exist σ(b1, b2) ∈ {1, . . . , kL} and a nonzero κ(b1, b2) ∈ C
such that Gb1Gb2 = κ(b1, b2)Gσ(b1,b2), or Gb1Gb2 = 0.
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Proof. As Y belongs to UT0,kR+kL+1 and commutes with Λλ ((11) of [O1]) , the assumption
λ ∈ Wo′(kR, kL) implies that P (kR,kL)R Y P (kR,kL)R = P (kR,kL)L Y P (kR,kL)L = 0. As we also have
P
(kR,kL)
R Y P
(kR,kL)
L = 0, we get Y = 0. To see the property of D in the claim, let 1 ≤ a1, a2 ≤ kR.
As the linear span of {Da}kRa=1 is a subalgebra of UT0,kR+1, Da1Da2 can be expanded as Da1Da2 =∑kR
a=1 caDa with some coefficients ca ∈ C. From (9) of [O1], we have
kR∑
a=1
caλ−aE
(kR,kL)
−a0 = ΛλI
(kR,kL)
R (Da1Da2)Λ
−1
λ
E
(kR,kL)
00 = λ−a1λ−a2I
(kR,kL)
R (Da1Da2)E
(kR,kL)
00 =
kR∑
a=1
caλ−a1λ−a2E
(kR,kL)
−a0
From this, we have ca = 0 unless λ−a1λ−a2 = λ−a. As our λ is in Wo
′(kR, kL), such an a is at
most one. Hence we obtain the claim. The assertion for G is proven analogously. 
Lemma 3.3. Let n, n0 ∈ N with n ≥ 2, kR, kL ∈ N ∪ {0} and B ∈ Class(n, n0, kR, kL).Then
(λ,D,G, 0) ∈ T (kR, kL), λ ∈Wo′(kR, kL) with respect to which B belongs to Class(n, n0, kR, kL) is
uniquely determined. Furthermore, there exists a unique ω ∈M×nn0 such that
λiωµ ⊗ E(kR,kL)ii =
(
I⊗ E(kR,kL)ii
)
Bµ
(
I⊗ E(kR,kL)ii
)
, µ = 1, . . . , n, i = −kR, . . . , kL. (7)
This ω belongs to Prim1(n, n0). (Recall Definition 1.6 [O1] for Prim1(n, n0).)
Definition 3.4. We call the (λ,D,G,ω) determined uniquely for B ∈ Class(n, n0, kR, kL) by
Lemma 3.3, the quadruplet associated with B and write it as (λB,DB,GB,ωB).
Proof. The formula (7) with i = 0 corresponds to the formula in Lemma 3.2 [O1], and the latter
Lemma implies ω ∈ Prim1(n, n0). As we have Bµ ∈Mn0 ⊗D(kR, kL,D,G)Λλ, we obtain (7) for all
i = −kR, . . . , kL. Suppose that B is in Class(n, n0, kR, kL) with respect to (λ,D,G, 0) ∈ T (kR, kL)
as well as (λ′,D′,G′, 0) ∈ T (kR, kL). As rTω = 1 6= 0, there exists a µ such that ωµ 6= 0. For this
µ and any i = −kR, . . . , kL, we have
λiωµ ⊗ E(kR,kL)ii =
(
I⊗ E(kR,kL)ii
)
Bµ
(
I⊗ E(kR,kL)ii
)
= λ′iωµ ⊗ E(kR,kL)ii , (8)
and obtain λ = λ′. If kR ∈ N, then for any a ∈ {1, . . . , kR} fixed, we have
I⊗ I(kR,kL)R (D′a)Λlλ ∈ Kl(B)Pˆ (n0,kR,kL)R = Mn0 ⊗ span
{
I
(kR,kL)
R (Da)Λ
l
λ
}kR
a=0
for all l large enough. Here, we use a notation D0 := P
(kR,0)
R . This means fixing l large enough,
there exist {Zil}kRi=0 such that
I⊗ I(kR,kL)R (D′a)Λlλ =
kR∑
i=0
Zil ⊗ I(kR,kL)R (Di)Λlλ.
As {λ−i}kRi=0 is a set of kR + 1 distinct nonzero complex numbers, from Lemma C.7 Part I [O1],
there exist ςi = (ςi(j))
kR
j=0 ∈ CkR+1, i = 0, . . . , kR such that
∑kR
j=0 ςi(j)λ
j
−i′ = δi,i′ , i, i
′ = 0, . . . , kR.
Using this ςi, we have
I⊗ I(kR,kL)R (D′a)Λlλ =
kR∑
j=0
ςa(j)λ
j
−a
(
I⊗ I(kR,kL)R (D′a)Λlλ
)
=
kR∑
j=0
ςa(j)
(
I⊗ Λj
λ
)(
I⊗ I(kR,kL)R (D′a)Λlλ
)(
I⊗ Λ−j
λ
)
=
kR∑
i=0
kR∑
j=0
ςa(j)
(
I⊗ Λj
λ
)(
Zil ⊗ I(kR,kL)R (Di)Λlλ
)(
I⊗ Λ−j
λ
)
=
kR∑
i=0
kR∑
j=0
ςa(j)λ
j
−i
(
Zil ⊗ I(kR,kL)R (Di)Λlλ
)
= Zal ⊗ I(kR,kL)R (Da)Λlλ.
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This meansD′a is proportional toDa. By the normalization I
(kR,kL)
R (Da)E
(kR,kL)
00 = I
(kR,kL)
R (D
′
a)E
(kR,kL)
00 =
E
(kR,kL)
−a0 , we conclude Da = D
′
a. Similarly, we obtain Gb = G
′
b. 
3.1 Constructive characterization of Class(n, n0, kR, kL)
In order to classify H(n, n0, kR, kL), we need to understand the property of Class(n, n0, kR, kL).
We carry it out in this subsection. The number lB in (3) for B ∈ Class(n, n0, kR, kL) has a uniform
upper bound.
Lemma 3.5. Let n, n0 ∈ N with n ≥ 2, kR, kL ∈ N∪{0}. Let B ∈ Class(n, n0, kR, kL) with respect
to (λ,D,G, 0). Then lB(n, n0, kR, kL,λ,D,G, 0) ≤ n60(kR + 1)(kL + 1).
Proof. We would like to apply Lemma B.1 to see lB(n, n0, kR, kL,λ,D,G, 0) ≤ n60(kR + 1)(kL +
1). The dimension of Mn0 ⊗D(kR, kL,D,G)Λlλ is n20(kR + 1)(kL + 1). Therefore, dimKl(B) =
dim
(
Mn0 ⊗D(kR, kL,D,G)Λlλ
)
= n20(kR + 1)(kL + 1) for all l ≥ lB(n, n0, kR, kL,λ,D,G, 0).
On the other hand, Klω (B) has an invertible element. (Recall Definition 1.6 of Part I [O1] for
lω.) To see this, note by the definition of lω, that In0 ∈ Mn0 = Klω (ω). This means there exists a
set of coefficients {cµ(lω)} such that
∑
µ(lω) cµ(lω )ω̂µ(lω) = In0 . Therefore, we have
Klω (B) ∋
∑
µ(lω)
cµ(lω)B̂µ(lω) = In0 ⊗ Λlωλ + an element of Mn0 ⊗UT0,kR+kL+1 .
From the right hand side, we see that this matrix is invertible.
Note that dimKl(B) = n20(kR + 1)(kL + 1) if and only if Kl(B) = Mn0 ⊗D(kR, kL,D,G)Λlλ,
because we always have Kl(B) ⊂ Mn0 ⊗D(kR, kL,D,G)Λlλ, due to the fact that D(kR, kL,D,G) is
an algebra invariant under operations Λx
λ
(·) Λ−x
λ
, x ∈ Z. Applying Lemma B.1, we obtain
lB(n, n0, kR, kL,λ,D,G, 0) ≤ n20(kR + 1)(kL + 1)lω ≤ n60(kR + 1)(kL + 1).
For the second inequality, we used Lemma B.2. 
We would like to give a constructive characterization of Class(n, n0, kR, kL). To do so, we introduce
the following notations.
Definition 3.6. Let n, n0 ∈ N with n ≥ 2, λ ∈ C, and ω ∈ Prim1(n, n0). We define a linear
subspace L(ω, λ) of ⊕nµ=1Mn0 by
L(ω, λ) := {(Jωµ − λωµJ)nµ=1 | J ∈Mn0} .
We also define a linear map ∆ω,λ : Mn0 → L(ω, λ) by
∆ω,λ(J) := (Jωµ − λωµJ)nµ=1, J ∈ Mn0 .
Definition 3.7. Let n, n0 ∈ N with n ≥ 2, kR, kL ∈ N ∪ {0} and (λ,D,G, 0) ∈ T (kR, kL) with
λ ∈Wo′(kR, kL). We define
H
R
D := {1 ≤ a ≤ kR | there are no 1 ≤ a1, a2 ≤ kR such that Dais a scalar multiple of Da1Da2},
HLG := {1 ≤ b ≤ kL | there are no 1 ≤ b1, b2 ≤ kL such that Gbis a scalar multiple of Gb1Gb2},
GHR(l, n0, kR, kL,D) := Mn0 ⊗ span{I(kR,kL)R (Da) Λlλ}1≤a/∈HRD ,
GHL(l, n0, kR, kL,G) := Mn0 ⊗ span{I(kR,kL)L (Gb)Λlλ}1≤b/∈HLG .
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Lemma 3.8. Let n, n0 ∈ N with n ≥ 2, λ ∈ C with λ 6= 1, and ω ∈ Prim1(n, n0). Then ∆ω,λ is
an injection.
Proof. If J ∈ ker∆ω,λ, then we have Jωµ = λωµJ, for all µ = 1, . . . n. From this, we obtain
Jωµ(l) = λ
lωµ(l)J, for any l ∈ N and µ(l) ∈ {1, . . . n}×l. As ω ∈ Prim1(n, n0), we have Kl(ω) = Mn0
for l large enough. Hence, in particular, we have J = λlJ, for l large enough. As λ 6= 1, this implies
J = 0. 
Definition 3.9. Let n, n0 ∈ N with n ≥ 2 and kR, kL ∈ N∪{0}. Let B = (B1, . . . , Bn) be an n-tuple
of matrices in Mn0 ⊗UTkR+kL+1 ⊂ Mn0 ⊗MkR+kL+1. We say B belongs to Class1(n, n0, kR, kL)
if there exist (λ,D,G, 0) ∈ T (kR, kL) with λ ∈ Wo′(kR, kL) and ω ∈ Prim1(n, n0) satisfying the
following conditions.:
(1) For all i = −kR, . . . , kL and µ = 1, . . . , n, we have
λiωµ ⊗ E(kR,kL)ii =
(
I⊗ E(kR,kL)ii
)
Bµ
(
I⊗ E(kR,kL)ii
)
.
(2) For any µ = 1, . . . , n, we have
BµPˆ
(n0,kR,kL)
R = ωµ ⊗ ΛλP (kR,kL)R +
∑
1≤a≤kR
Xµ,a,B ⊗ I(kR,kL)R (Da)Λλ,
Pˆ
(n0,kR,kL)
L Bµ = ωµ ⊗ ΛλP (kR,kL)L +
∑
1≤b≤kL
Yµ,b,B ⊗ I(kR,kL)L (Gb)Λλ, (9)
where Xa,B := (Xµ,a,B)nµ=1 /∈ L(ω, λ−a) and Yb,B := (Yµ,b,B)nµ=1 /∈ L(ω, λ−1b ), for any a ∈ HRD
and b ∈ HL
G
.
Remark 3.10. We say B belongs to Class1(n, n0, kR, kL) with respect to (λ,D,G,ω), when we
would like to state explicitly. We denote X B := {Xµ,a,B}a,µ, YB := {Yµ,b,B}b,µ, and call them
the sets of matrices associated with B. (Note that they are determined uniquely by B due to the
independence of {I} ∪ {I(kR,kL)R (Da)}kRa=1 ∪ {I(kR,kL)L (Gb)}kLb=1 ∪ {E(kR,kL)−a,b }a=1,...,kR,b=1,...,kL .)
The rest of this subsection is devoted to showing the following Lemma:
Lemma 3.11. Let n, n0 ∈ N with n ≥ 2 and kR, kL ∈ N ∪ {0}. Let (λ,D,G, 0) ∈ T (kR, kL)
with λ ∈ Wo′(kR, kL) and ω ∈ Prim1(n, n0). Then B ∈ (Mn0 ⊗UTkR+kL+1)×n belongs to
Class(n, n0, kR, kL) with associated quadraple (λ,D,G,ω) if and only if it belongs to Class1(n, n0, kR, kL)
with respect to (λ,D,G,ω).
Remark 3.12. The advantage of this characterization is that the conditions for Class1(n, n0, kR, kL)
is easier to check, when we construct a path B(t).
Lemma 3.13. Let n, n0 ∈ N with n ≥ 2, kR, kL ∈ N and (λ,D,G, 0) ∈ T (kR, kL) with λ ∈
Wo′(kR, kL). For any b ∈ {1, . . . , kL}, there exists an m ∈ N with m ≤ kL, b1, . . . , bm ∈ HLG, and
cb ∈ C such that Gb = cbGb1 · · ·Gbm .
Proof. Set nb := min{j − i : (Gb)ij 6= 0}. By the definition, we have 1 ≤ nb ≤ kL. The claim
is trivial when b ∈ HL
G
. If b /∈ HL
G
, then there exist b1, b2 ∈ {1, . . . , kL} such that σ(b1, b2) = b,
and Gb = κ(b1, b2)
−1Gb1Gb2 with nonzero κ(b1, b2) ∈ C. From this, we see 2 ≤ nb1 + nb2 ≤ nb. If
furthermore b1 /∈ HLG, we repeat the same argument to obtain b′11, b′12 ∈ {1, . . . , kL} such that Gb ∝
Gb′11Gb′12Gb2 . We repeat this procedure and obtain b1, b2, . . . , bm such that Gb ∝ Gb1Gb2 · · ·Gbm
and m ≤ nb1 + nb2 + · · ·+ nbm ≤ nb. If some of bi is not in HLG, we repeat the same argument to
split bi into two. However, this procedure stops in finite time because of the bound m ≤ nb ≤ kL.
Namely, at some point, all of b1, . . . , bm will be in H
L
G
. 
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Lemma 3.14. Let n, n0 ∈ N with n ≥ 2, kR, kL ∈ N ∪ {0}. Let B ∈ Class1(n, n0, kR, kL) with re-
spect to (λ,D,G,ω). Then we haveMn0 ⊗P (kR,kL)L Λlλ ⊂ Pˆ (n0,kR,kL)L Kl(B) (resp. Mn0 ⊗P (kR,kL)R Λlλ ⊂
Kl(B)Pˆ (n0,kR,kL)R ), for l large enough. Furthermore, if kL ∈ N, (resp. kR ∈ N), for any b ∈
{1, . . . , kL} ( resp. a ∈ {1, . . . , kR}), we have Mn0 ⊗I(kR,kL)L (Gb)Λlλ ⊂ Pˆ (n0,kR,kL)L Kl(B) (resp.
Mn0 ⊗I(kR,kL)R (Da)Λlλ ⊂ Kl(B)Pˆ (n0,kR,kL)R ), for l large enough.
Proof. Note that the first statement is trivial if kL = 0 (resp. kR = 0), from the primitivity of
ω. We prove the Lemma for kL ∈ N, b ∈ {1, . . . , kL}. The proof for kR ∈ N, a ∈ {1, . . . , kR} is the
same. Assume kL ∈ N. For each b ∈ {1, . . . , kL}, we define
lˇb := inf
{
l ∈ N | Mn0 ⊗I(kR,kL)L (Gb)Λl
′
λ ⊂ Pˆ (n0,kR,kL)L Kl′ (B) + GHL(l′, n0, kR, kL,G), for all l′ ≥ l
}
.
First we see lˇb <∞ for all b ∈ HLG. From (9) and (λ,D,G, 0) ∈ T (kR, kL), we can check inductively
that for any l ∈ N and µ(l) ∈ {1, . . . , n}×l, Pˆ (n0,kR,kL)L B̂µ(l) is of the form
Pˆ
(n0,kR,kL)
L B̂µ(l) = ω̂µ(l) ⊗ ΛlλP (kR,kL)L +
kL∑
b=1
Zµ(l),b ⊗ I(kR,kL)L (Gb)Λlλ,
with Zµ(l),b ∈Mn0 .
Recall that we have Mn0 = Kl(ω) for all l ≥ lω. Therefore, for any l ≥ lω and α, β ∈ {1, . . . , n0},
there exists X
(l)
α,β ∈ Kl(B) such that Pˆ (n0,kR,kL)L X(l)α,β is the of the form
Pˆ
(n0,kR,kL)
L X
(l)
α,β = e
(n0)
α,β ⊗ ΛlλP (kR,kL)L +
kL∑
b=1
W(l)α,β,b ⊗ I(kR,kL)L (Gb)Λlλ,
with some W(l)α,β,b ∈Mn0 .
For any α1, β1, α2, β2 ∈ {1, . . . , n0} and l1, l2 ≥ lω, we have
Pˆ
(n0,kR,kL)
L Kl1+l2(B) ∋ Pˆ (n0,kR,kL)L X(l1)α1,β1X
(l2)
α2,β2
= Pˆ
(n0,kR,kL)
L X
(l1)
α1,β1
Pˆ
(n0,kR,kL)
L X
(l2)
α2,β2
= δβ1,α2e
(n0)
α1,β2
⊗ Λl1+l2
λ
P
(kR,kL)
L +
kL∑
b=1
(
W(l1)α1,β1,be
(n0)
α2,β2
+ λ−l1b e
(n0)
α1β1
W(l2)α2,β2,b
)
⊗ I(kR,kL)L (Gb)Λ(l1+l2)λ
+ an element of GHL(l1 + l2, n0, kR, kL,G) . (10)
We use the following Lemma which can be proven by the same argument as Lemma 7.14 of [O2].
Lemma 3.15. Let n, n0 ∈ N, kR ∈ N∪{0} and kL ∈ N. Let B ∈ Class1(n, n0, kR, kL) with respect
to (λ,D,G,ω). Suppose that there exist an l′ ∈ N and matrices yb ∈Mn0 , b = 1, . . . , kL, such that
kL∑
b=1
yb ⊗ I(kR,kL)L (Gb)Λl
′
λ
∈ Pˆ (n0,kR,kL)L Kl′(B).
Then for any b ∈ HL
G
with yb 6= 0, we have
Mn0 ⊗I(kR,kL)L (Gb)Λlλ ⊂ Pˆ (n0,kR,kL)L Kl(B) + GHL(l, n0, kR, kL,G),
for all l ≥ 2lω + kL + l′ − 1.
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Suppose that lˇb =∞ for some b ∈ HLG. Applying Lemma 3.15 to (10), we see that x(l)α,β :=W(l)α,β,b
and λ := λb satisfy the conditions in Lemma 6.6 of Part II [O2] with l0 = lω. By the latter Lemma,
there exists J ∈Mn0 such that W(l)α,β,b = Je(n0)α,β − λ−lb e(n0)αβ J , l ≥ lω, α, β = 1, . . . , n0, l ≥ lω.
Substituting this and (9), we have
Pˆ
(n0,kR,kL)
L Kl1+l2+1(B) ∋
n0∑
α1,α2=1
(
Pˆ
(n0,kR,kL)
L X
(l1)
α1,α1BµX
(l2)
α2,α2 −
〈
χ(n0)α1 , ωµχ
(n0)
α2
〉
X(l1+l2+1)α1,α2
)
= λ−l1b
(−Jωµ + Yµ,b,B + λ−1b ωµJ)⊗ I(kR,kL)L (Gb)Λl1+l2+1λ
+ elements of Mn0 ⊗ span{I(kR,kL)L (Gb′ )Λl1+l2+1λ }b′ 6=b,b′=1,...kL
Applying Lemma 3.15 and from the assumption lˇb =∞, we get
Yµ,b,B = Jωµ − λ−1b ωµJ, µ = 1, . . . , n.
This means Yb,B := (Yµ,b,B)nµ=1 ∈ L(ω, λ−1b ), which contradict the assumption B ∈ Class1(n, n0, kR, kL).
Hence we have lˇb <∞ for all b ∈ HLG.
Let l˜ := max{lˇb | b ∈ HLG} <∞. Then for each b ∈ HLG, α, β ∈ {1, . . . , n0} and l ≥ l˜, there exists
Cl,α,β,b ∈ GHL(l, n0, kR, kL,G) such that e(n0)α,β ⊗ I(kR,kL)L (Gb)Λlλ+Cl,α,β,b ∈ Pˆ (n0,kR,kL)L Kl(B). For
each i ∈ {1, . . . , kL}, we set
mi := max
{
m ∈ N | there exist b1, . . . , bm ∈ HLG such that Gi ∝ Gb1 . . .Gbm
}
.
From the proof of Lemma 3.13, we see that mi ≤ kL.
Let us consider i ∈ {1, . . . , kL}, with a decomposition Gi = ciGb1 · · ·Gbmi , b1, . . . , bmi ∈ HLG.
Then for all l1, . . . , lmi ≥ l˜ and α, β ∈ {1 . . . , n0}, we have(
e
(n0)
α,β ⊗ I(kR,kL)L (Gb1)Λl1λ + Cl1,α,β,b1
)(
e
(n0)
β,β ⊗ I(kR,kL)L (Gb2)Λl2λ + Cl2,β,β,b2
)
· · ·
(
e
(n0)
β,β ⊗ I(kR,kL)L (Gbmi )Λ
lmi
λ
+ Clmi ,β,β,bmi
)
∈ Pˆ (n0,kR,kL)L Kl1+l2+···+lmi (B).
From this, we see that for all i ∈ {1, . . . , kL}, l ≥ mi l˜ and α, β ∈ {1, . . . , n0}, we have
e
(n0)
α,β ⊗ I(kR,kL)L (Gi)Λlλ + an element ofMn0 ⊗ span{I(kR,kL)L (Gb′)Λlλ}b′∈{1,...,kL},mb′>mi ∈ Pˆ
(n0,kR,kL)
L Kl(B).
(11)
In particular, if there is no b′ such that mb′ > mi, then Mn0 ⊗I(kR,kL)L (Gi)Λlλ ⊂ Pˆ (n0,kR,kL)L Kl(B)
for l large enough. By induction in mi (from large mi to small ones), we prove the second part of
the Lemma. By this, for any α, β ∈ {1, . . . , n0}, we have
e
(n0)
α,β ⊗ ΛlλP (kR,kL)L = Pˆ (n0,kR,kL)L X(l)α,β −
kL∑
b=1
W(l)α,β,b ⊗ I(kR,kL)L (Gb)Λlλ ∈ Pˆ (n0,kR,kL)L Kl(B), (12)
for l large enough. 
Now we give a proof of Lemma 3.11
Proof of Lemma 3.11. Suppose that B belongs to Class1(n, n0, kR, kL) with respect to (λ,D,G,ω).
We would like to show that B belongs to Class(n, n0, kR, kL) with associated quadraple (λ,D,G,ω).
By Lemma 3.14 and Definition 3.9, there exists l′
B
∈ N such that
Kl(B)Pˆ (n0,kR,kL)R = Mn0 ⊗ span
{
I
(kR,kL)
R (Da)Λλ
l
}kR
a=0
,
Pˆ
(n0,kR,kL)
D Kl(B) = Mn0 ⊗ span
{
I
(kR,kL)
L (Gb)Λλ
l
}kL
b=0
. (13)
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for all l ≥ l′
B
. Here we denoted D0 := P
(kR,0)
R , G0 := P
(0,kL)
L . Note that this corresponds to the
property 1. of Lemma 7.2 PartII [O2]. The only difference here is that our Bµs may have term
in Pˆ
(n0,kR,kL)
L (Mn0 ⊗MkR+kL+1) Pˆ (n0,kR,kL)R . However the existence of such terms does not affect
the argument in Section 7 of Part II [O2] and statements of Lemma 7.3,7.6, 7.7 can be proven.
This implies that B is in Class(n, n0, kR, kL) with the associated quadraple (λ,D,G,ω).
Next let us prove Class(n, n0, kR, kL) ⊂ Class1(n, n0, kR, kL). Assume that B belongs to
Class(n, n0, kR, kL) with the associated quadraple (λ,D,G,ω). We would like to show that B
belongs to Class1(n, n0, kR, kL) with respect to (λ,D,G,ω). (1) of Definition 3.9 corresponds to
Lemma 3.3 and Definition 3.4. We have to show (2) of Definition 3.9. Note that Pˆ
(n0,kR,kL)
L Bµ is
of the form
Pˆ
(n0,kR,kL)
L Bµ = ωµ ⊗ ΛλP (kR,kL)L +
∑
1≤b′≤kL
Yµ,b′,B ⊗ I(kR,kL)L (Gb′)Λλ,
for any µ = 1, . . . , n. Suppose that Yb,B = (Yµ,b,B)nµ=1 ∈ L(ω, λ−1b ) for some b ∈ HLG, µ = 1, . . . , n.
Then there exists Jb such that Yµ,b,B = Jbωµ − λ−1b ωµJb. We can check inductively that for any
l ∈ N and µ(l) ∈ {1, . . . , n}×l, Pˆ (n0,kR,kL)L B̂µ(l) is of the form
Pˆ
(n0,kR,kL)
L B̂µ(l) = ω̂µ(l) ⊗ ΛlλP (kR,kL)L +
kL∑
b′=1
Zµ(l),b′ ⊗ I(kR,kL)L (Gb′)Λlλ,
with Zµ(l),b′ ∈ Mn0 and in particular, we have
Zµ(l),b = Jbω̂µ(l) − λ−lb ω̂µ(l)Jb.
Now, as B ∈ Class(n, n0, kR, kL), for l ∈ N large enough, there exist coefficients {αµ(l)}µ(l)∈{1,...,n}×l
such that
I⊗ I(kR,kL)L (Gb)Λlλ = Pˆ (n0,kR,kL)L
∑
µ(l)∈{1,...,n}×l
αµ(l)B̂µ(l)
=
∑
µ(l)∈{1,...,n}×l
αµ(l) ω̂µ(l) ⊗ ΛlλP (kR,kL)L +
kL∑
b′=1
∑
µ(l)∈{1,...,n}×l
αµ(l)Zµ(l),b′ ⊗ I(kR,kL)L (Gb′ )Λlλ.
From the linearly independence of {Gb}kLb=1, we obtain∑
µ(l)∈{1,...,n}×l
αµ(l) ω̂µ(l) = 0, I =
∑
µ(l)∈{1,...,n}×l
αµ(l)Zµ(l),b =
∑
µ(l)∈{1,...,n}×l
αµ(l)
(
Jbω̂µ(l) − λ−lb ω̂µ(l)Jb
)
= 0.
This is a contradiction. Therefore, we have Yb,B /∈ L(ω, λ−1b ) for all b ∈ HLG. Similarly, we have
Xa,B /∈ L(ω, λ−a) for all a ∈ HRD . Hence the condition (2) of Definition 3.9 holds. 
3.2 Proof of Proposition 3.1
In this subsection, we prove Proposition 3.1. For this, we prove the following Lemma.
Lemma 3.16. Let n, n0 ∈ N with n ≥ 2 and kR, kL ∈ N ∪ {0}. Then for any B0,B1 ∈
Class(n, n0, kR, kL), there exists a continuous and piecewise C
∞-map B : [0, 1]→ (Mn0 ⊗MkR+kL+1)×n
such that B(0) = B0, B(1) = B1 and B(t) ∈ Class(n, n0, kR, kL) for all t ∈ [0, 1].
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First we connect each element in Class(n, n0, kR, kL) to an element in Class2(n, n0, kR, kL),
defined as follows.
Definition 3.17. Let n, n0 ∈ N with n ≥ 2, and kR, kL ∈ N∪{0}. We say B ∈ (Mn0 ⊗MkR+kL+1)×n
belongs to Class2(n, n0, kR, kL) if B ∈ Class1(n, n0, kR, kL)(= Class(n, n0, kR, kL)) with respect to
some (λ,D,G,ω), and the associated set of matrices {Xµ,a,B}aµ, {Yµ,b,B}b,µ (see Remark 3.10)
satisfy Xa,B = (Xµ,a,B)nµ=1 /∈ L(ω, λ−a),Yb,B = (Yµ,b,B)nµ=1 /∈ L(ω, λ−1b ) for any 1 ≤ a ≤ kR and
1 ≤ b ≤ kL.
Lemma 3.18. Let n, n0 ∈ N with n ≥ 2, kR, kL ∈ N ∪ {0}, and B0 ∈ Class(n, n0, kR, kL). Then
there exist B1 ∈ Class2(n, n0, kR, kL) and a C∞-map B : [0, 1] → (Mn0 ⊗MkR+kL+1)×n such that
B(0) = B0, B(1) = B1 and B(t) ∈ Class(n, n0, kR, kL) for all t ∈ [0, 1].
Proof. Let (λ0,D0,G0,ω0) be the quadruplet associated with B0 ∈ Class(n, n0, kR, kL). Let
{X0,µ,a}, {Y0,µ,b}, be the set of matrices associated with B0. Set X1,µ,a := X0,µ,a and Y1,µ,b := Y0,µ,b
for each a ∈ HR
D0
and b ∈ HL
G0
. As B0 ∈ Class1(n, n0, kR, kL), by Lemma 3.11, we have (X0,µ,a)µ =
(X1,µ,a)µ /∈ L(ω0, λ−a) for a ∈ HRD0 , and (Y0,µ,b)µ = (Y1,µ,b)µ /∈ L(ω0, λ−1b ), for b ∈ HLG0 . Note
that for any λ ∈ C, dimL(ω0, λ) ≤ n20 < dim(
⊕n
µ=1Mn0) = n
2
0n, as n ≥ 2. Therefore, for each
a ∈ {1, . . . , kR}\HRD0 and b ∈ {1, . . . , kL}\HLG0, we can find (X1,µ,a)µ ∈
(⊕n
µ=1Mn0
)
\L(ω0, λ−a),
(Y1,µ,b)µ ∈
(⊕n
µ=1Mn0
)
\ L(ω0, λ−1b ).
For each t ∈ [0, 1], define B(t) ∈ (Mn0 ⊗MkR+kL+1)×n by
Bµ(t) :=ω0,µ ⊗ Λλ0 +
kR∑
a=1
((1− t)X0,µ,a + tX1,µ,a))⊗ I(kR,kL)R (D0,a)Λλ0
+
kL∑
b=1
((1− t)Y0,µ,b + tY1,µ,b))⊗ I(kR,kL)L (G0,b)Λλ0 + Pˆ (n0,kR,kL)L B0,µPˆ (n0,kR,kL)R , µ = 1, . . . , n.
Clearly, B : [0, 1] → (Mn0 ⊗MkR+kL+1)×nis a C∞-map such that B(0) = B0. It is easy to check
for all t ∈ [0, 1] that B(t) ∈ Class1(n, n0, kR, kL) = Class(n, n0, kR, kL) such that
λB(t) = λ0, DB(t) = D0, GB(t) = G0, ωB(t) = ω0,
Xµ,a,B(t) = (1 − t)X0,µ,a + tX1,µ,a, Yµ,b,B(t) = (1− t)Y0,µ,b + tY1,µ,b.
As we have (X1,µ,a)µ /∈ L(ω0, λ−a), (Y1,µ,b)µ /∈ L(ω0, λ−1b ), B1 := B(1) belongs to Class2(n, n0, kR, kL).

Next we consider elements in Class2(n, n0, kR, kL) given as follows.
Lemma 3.19. Let n, n0 ∈ N with n ≥ 2, kR, kL ∈ N ∪ {0}, and B ∈ Class2(n, n0, kR, kL). Let
(λ,D,G,ω) be the quadruplet associated with B. Let X ,Y be the set of matrices associated with
B. Define B˜ = (B˜1, . . . , B˜n) ∈ (Mn0 ⊗MkR+kL+1)×n by
B˜µ = ωµ ⊗ Λλ +
kR∑
a=1
Xµ,a ⊗ E(kR,kL)−a,0 Λλ +
kL∑
b=1
Yµ,b ⊗ E(kR,kL)0,b Λλ, µ = 1, . . . , n.
Then B˜ ∈ Class2(n, n0, kR, kL), with
λ
B˜
= λ, D
B˜
= (E
(kR,0)
−1,0 , . . . , E
(kR,0)
−kR,0), GB˜ = (E
(0,kL)
0,1 , . . . , E
(0,kL)
0,kL
), ω
B˜
= ω,
X
B˜
= X , Y
B˜
= Y .
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Proof. As B ∈ Class2(n, n0, kR, kL), we have Xµ,a /∈ L(ω, λ−a), Yµ,b /∈ L(ω, λ−1b ). With this
observation, it is easy to check that B˜ ∈ Class2(n, n0, kR, kL). 
Definition 3.20. For B ∈ Class2(n, n0, kR, kL), we denote the B˜ given in Lemma 3.19 by SB := B˜.
Next we connect B0 ∈ Class2(n, n0, kR, kL) to SB0 .
Lemma 3.21. Let n, n0 ∈ N with n ≥ 2, kR, kL ∈ N ∪ {0}, and B0 ∈ Class2(n, n0, kR, kL). Set
B1 := SB0 . Then there exists a C
∞-map B : [0, 1] → (Mn0 ⊗MkR+kL+1)×n such that B(0) = B0,
B(1) = B1 and B(t) ∈ Class2(n, n0, kR, kL) for all t ∈ [0, 1].
Proof. Let (λ,D,G,ω) be the quadruplet associated with B0. Let X ,Y be the set of matrices
associated with B0.
Define for each t ∈ [0, 1], 1 ≤ a ≤ kR, and 1 ≤ b ≤ kL,
Da(t) := E
(kR,0)
−a,0 + (1 − t)DaQ(kR,0)R,−1 , Gb(t) := E(0,kL)0,b + (1− t)Q(0,kL)L,1 Gb.
We consider D(t) := (D1(t), . . . , DkR(t)) and G(t) := (G1(t), . . . , GkL(t)).
We have D(0) = D and G(0) = G. We also have D(1) = (E(kR,0)−1,0 , E
(kR,0)
−2,0 , · · · , E(kR,0)−kR,0) and
G(1) = (E(0,kL)0,1 , E
(0,kL)
0,2 , · · · , E(0,kL)0,kL ). Furthermore, we have
ΛλI
(kR,kL)
L (Gb(t)) = Λλ
(
E
(kR,kL)
0,b + (1− t)Q(kR,kL)L,1 I(kR,kL)L (Gb)
)
= λ−1b
(
E
(kR,kL)
0,b + (1− t)Q(kR,kL)L,1 I(kR,kL)L (Gb)
)
Λλ = λ
−1
b I
(kR,kL)
L (Gb(t)) Λλ,
for 1 ≤ b ≤ kL and t ∈ [0, 1]. Similarly, we have ΛλI(kR,kL)R (Da(t)) = λ−aI(kR,kL)R (Da(t)) Λλ for
1 ≤ a ≤ kR and t ∈ [0, 1].
We claim D(t) := (D1(t), . . . , DkR(t)) ∈ CR(kR), and G(t) := (G1(t), . . . , GkL(t)) ∈ CL(kL), for
each t ∈ [0, 1]. We checkG(t) := (G1(t), . . . , GkL(t)) ∈ CL(kL). That D(t) ∈ CR(kR) can be checked
in the same way. It is clear from the definition that E
(0,kL)
00 Gb(t) = E
(0,kL)
0b and Gb(t) ∈ UT0,kL+1.
We have to check the condition 2. of Definition 1.7 Part I [O1]. Take arbitrary 1 ≤ b1, b2 ≤ kL.
Note from Lemma 3.3 [O1] that
Gb1Gb2 =
(
E
(0,kL)
0,b1
+Q
(0,kL)
L,1 Gb1
)(
E
(0,kL)
0,b2
+Q
(0,kL)
L,1 Gb2
)
= E
(0,kL)
0,b1
Gb2 +Q
(0,kL)
L,1 Gb1Gb2 . (14)
Recall Lemma 3.2. Suppose that there exist σ(b1, b2) ∈ {1, . . . , kL} and nonzero κ(b1, b2) ∈ C such
that
Gb1Gb2 = κ(b1, b2)Gσ(b1,b2). (15)
The equations(14), (15), imply
κ(b1, b2)E
(0,kL)
0,σ(b1,b2)
= κ(b1, b2)E
(0,kL)
0,0 Gσ(b1,b2) = E
(0,kL)
0,0 Gb1Gb2 = E
(0,kL)
0,b1
Gb2 , (16)
and
κ(b1, b2)Q
(0,kL)
L,1 Gσ(b1,b2) = Q
(0,kL)
L,1 Gb1Gb2 . (17)
Substituting (16) and (17), we have
Gb1(t)Gb2(t) =
(
E
(0,kL)
0,b1
+ (1− t)Q(0,kL)L,1 Gb1
)(
E
(0,kL)
0,b2
+ (1 − t)Q(0,kL)L,1 Gb2
)
= (1− t)E(0,kL)0,b1 Gb2 + (1− t)2Q
(0,kL)
L,1 Gb1Gb2 = (1− t)
(
κ(b1, b2)E
(0,kL)
0σ(b1,b2)
+ (1− t)κ(b1, b2)Q(0,kL)L,1 Gσ(b1,b2)
)
= (1− t)κ(b1, b2)Gσ(b1,b1)(t).
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Hence we have Gb1(t)Gb2 (t) ∈ span{Gb(t)}kLb=1, t ∈ [0, 1], when Gb1Gb2 6= 0.
Suppose Gb1Gb2 = 0. Then from (14), we have
E
(0,kL)
0,b1
Gb2 = 0, Q
(0,kL)
L,1 Gb1Gb2 = 0.
Substituting this, we have
Gb1(t)Gb2 (t) =
(
E
(0,kL)
0,b1
+ (1− t)Q(0,kL)L,1 Gb1
)(
E
(0,kL)
0,b2
+ (1− t)Q(0,kL)L,1 Gb2
)
= 0.
This proves Gb1(t)Gb2(t) ∈ span{Gb(t)}kLb=1, t ∈ [0, 1], when Gb1Gb2 = 0. Hence we obtain G(t) ∈
CL(kL).
Now we define the path B(t). We set B(t) := (B1(t), . . . , Bn(t)) with
Bµ(t) := ωµ ⊗ Λλ +
kR∑
a=1
Xµ,a ⊗ I(kR,kL)R (Da(t)) Λλ +
kL∑
b=1
Yµ,b ⊗ I(kR,kL)L (Gb(t)) Λλ + (1 − t)Pˆ (n0,kR,kL)L BµPˆ (n0,kR,kL)R ,
for µ = 1, . . . , n and t ∈ [0, 1]. It is trivial that B : [0, 1]→ (Mn0 ⊗MkR+kL+1)×n is C∞. Further-
more, we have B(0) = B0, and B(1) = S(B) = B1.
For all t ∈ [0, 1], it is easy to check B(t) ∈ Class2(n, n0, kR, kL) with λB(t) = λ, DB(t) = D(t),
GB(t) = G(t), ωB(t) = ω, XB(t) = X , and YB(t) = Y . 
Now we connect elements of Class2(n, n0, kR, kL).
Lemma 3.22. Let n, n0 ∈ N with n ≥ 2 and kR, kL ∈ N ∪ {0}. Then for any B0,B1 ∈
Class2(n, n0, kR, kL), there exists a continuous and piecewise C
∞-map B : [0, 1]→ (Mn0 ⊗MkR+kL+1)×n
such that B(0) = SB0 , B(1) = SB1 and B(t) ∈ Class2(n, n0, kR, kL) for all t ∈ [0, 1].
Proof. Let (λi,Di,Gi,ωi) be the quadruplet associated with Bi, and X i,Y i the set of matrices
associated with Bi, for i = 0, 1.
From [BO], Theorem 5.1, there exists a continuous and piecewise C∞-map ω˜ : [0, 1]→ (Mn0)×n
such that ω˜(0) = ω0, ω˜(1) = ω1 and ω˜(t) ∈ Prim(n, n0). (Note that the proof there provides
continuous and piecewise C∞-path.) By Appendix D of [BO], we see that Tω˜(t) satisfies the
conditions of Lemma B.3. In particular, we have rT
ω˜(t)
> 0 and ω(t) := r
− 12
T
ω˜(t)
ω˜(t) belongs to
Prim1(n, n0). By Lemma B.3, the path ω : [0, 1]→ (Mn0)×n is continuous and piecewise C∞, and
ω(0) = ω0, ω(1) = ω1.
Furthermore, there exists a continuous and piecewise C∞-path λ : [0, 1] → CkR+kL+1 with
λ(0) = λ0, λ(1) = λ1 such that λ(t) ∈ Wo′(kR, kL) for all t ∈ [0, 1]. To see this, choose r :=
(rj)
kL
j=−kR ∈ CkR+kL+1 such that r0 = 1, 0 < r−kR < · · · < r−1 < 1, and 0 < rkL < · · · < r1 < 1.
Decompose each λj,i ∈ C as λj,i = eiθj,i |λj,i|, θj,i ∈ [0, 2π), for each i = 0, 1 and j = −kR, . . . , kL.
Define λ(t) := (λj(t))
kL
j=−kR , t ∈ [0, 1] by
λj(t) :=

eiθj,0 ((1− 3t) |λj,0|+ 3trj) , t ∈
[
0,
1
3
]
,
ei((−3t+2)θj,0+(3t−1)θj,1)rj , t ∈
[
1
3
,
2
3
]
,
eiθj,1 ((3t− 2) |λj,1|+ 3(1− t)rj) , t ∈
[
2
3
, 1
]
.
(18)
It is straight forward to check that λ(t) := (λ−kR(t), . . . , λkL(t)) satisfies the claimed properties.
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Next we consider paths of vectors in
⊕n
µ=1Mn0 . For each α, β ∈ n0, a = 1, . . . , kR, b = 1, . . . , kL
and t ∈ [0, 1], define
ζRα,β,a(t) := ∆ω(t),λ−a(t)
(
e
(n0)
α,β
)
, ζLα,β,b(t) := ∆ω(t),λb(t)−1
(
e
(n0)
α,β
)
.
These define continuous and piecewise C∞-paths ζRα,β,a, ζ
L
α,β,b in
⊕n
µ=1Mn0 . By Lemma 3.8,
for each a = 1, . . . , kR(resp. b = 1, . . . , kL) and t ∈ [0, 1], {ζRα,β,a(t)}α,β (resp. {ζLα,β,b(t)}α,β ) are
linearly independent. Regarding
⊕n
µ=1Mn0 a Hilbert space with inner product
〈⊕
µ aµ,
⊕
µ bµ
〉
=∑
µTr a
∗
µbµ, let Pa(t) be the orthogonal projection onto span{ζRα,β,a(t)}α,β for each a = 1, . . . , kR.
We have (1 − Pa(0))(X0,µ,a)nµ=1 6= 0 and (1 − Pa(1))(X1,µ,a)nµ=1 6= 0 for all a = 1, . . . , kR
because B0,B1 ∈ Class2(n, n0, kR, kL). Applying Lemma A.5 to span{ζRα,β,a(t)}α,β , we obtain a
continuous and piecewise C∞-path Xa : [0, 1]→
⊕n
µ=1Mn0 such that (1 − Pa(t))Xa(t) 6= 0 for all
t ∈ [0, 1] and Xa(0) = (X0,µ,a)nµ=1, Xa(1) = (X1,µ,a)nµ=1 for each a = 1, . . . , kR. In other words, we
obtain a continuous and piecewise C∞-path [0, 1] ∋ t 7→ Xa(t) = (Xµ,a(t))nµ=1 ∈
(⊕n
µ=1Mn0
)
\
L(ω(t), λa(t)) such that Xa(0) = X0,a and Xa(1) = X1,a for each a = 1, . . . , kR. Similarly we
obtain a continuous and piecewise C∞-path [0, 1] ∋ t 7→ Ya(t) = (Yµ,b(t))nµ=1 ∈
(⊕n
µ=1Mn0
)
\
L(ω(t), λ−1b (t)) such that Yb(0) = Y0,b and Yb(1) = Y1,b for each b = 1, . . . , kL.
Now we define the path B(t). We set B(t) := (B1(t), . . . , Bn(t)) with
Bµ(t) := ωµ(t)⊗ Λ(kR,kL)λ(t) +
kR∑
a=1
Xµ,a(t)⊗ E(kR,kL)−a,0 Λ(kR,kL)λ(t) +
kL∑
b=1
Yµ,b(t)⊗ E(kR,kL)0,b Λ(kR,kL)λ(t)
for µ = 1, . . . , n and t ∈ [0, 1].
It is trivial that B : [0, 1] → (Mn0 ⊗MkR+kL+1)×n is continuous and piecewise C∞. Fur-
thermore, we have B(0) = SB0 and B(1) = SB1 . For all t ∈ [0, 1], it is easy to check B(t) ∈
Class2(n, n0, kR, kL) with λB(t) = λ(t), ωB(t) = ω(t), DB(t) = (E
(kR,0)
−a,0 )
kR
a=1, GB(t) = (E
(0,kL)
0,b )
kL
b=1,
XB(t) = X (t), and YB(t) = Y(t). 
Proof of Lemma 3.16. For A0,A1 ∈ Class(n, n0, kR, kL), we denote A0 ≈ A1 if there exists
a continuous and piecewise C∞-map A : [0, 1] → (Mn0 ⊗MkR+kL+1)×n such that A(0) = A0,
A(1) = A1 and A(t) ∈ Class(n, n0, kR, kL) for all t ∈ [0, 1]. Let B0,B1 ∈ Class(n, n0, kR, kL). By
Lemma 3.18, there exists B′0,B′1 ∈ Class2(n, n0, kR, kL) such that B0 ≈ B′0, B1 ≈ B′1. Lemma 3.21
implies B′0 ≈ SB′0 , B
′
1 ≈ SB′1 . Finally, Lemma 3.22 implies SB′0 ≈ SB′1 , proving Lemma 3.16. 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Let B0,B1 ∈ Class(n, n0, kR, kL). Let 2n60(kR+1)(kL+1) ≤ m0,m1 ∈
N. By Lemma 3.16, there exists a continuous and piecewise C∞-path B : [0, 1]→ (Mn0 ⊗MkR+kL+1)×n
such that B(0) = B0, B(1) = B1 and B(t) ∈ Class(n, n0, kR, kL), t ∈ [0, 1]. From Lemma 3.6 Part
I [O1], (n, n0(kL + kR + 1), Pˆ
(n0,kR,kL)
R , Pˆ
(n0,kR,kL)
L ,B(t)) satisfies Condition 2. By Lemma 3.7
Part I [O1], (n, n0(kL + kR + 1), Pˆ
(n0,kR,kL)
R , Pˆ
(n0,kR,kL)
L ,B(t)) satisfies Condition 3 for lB(t) =
lB(t)(n, n0, kR, kL,λ(t),D(t),G(t), 0). By Lemma 3.8 of [O1], (n, n0(kL + kR + 1),B(t)) satisfies
Condition 4 for (lB(t), lB(t)). These facts and the estimate lB(t) ≤ n60(kR + 1)(kL + 1) from Lemma
3.5 gurantee the condition of Proposition 2.4 with m1 = m2 = m3 = n
6
0(kR + 1)(kL + 1). From
Proposition 2.4, the paths [0, 1] ∋ t → Γ(R)m,B(t)
(
e
(n0)
α,β ⊗ E(kR,kL)−a,b
)
satisfies Condition 5. From
Lemma 2.3, this implies Proposition 3.1. 
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4 Classification of H(n)
In this section, we prove Theorem 1.8. Given Proposition 3.1, it suffices to find a concrete C1-
path of gapped Hamiltonians connecting HΦm1,B1 with B1 ∈ Class(n, n0, kR, kL) and HΦm2,B2 with
B2 ∈ Class(n, 1, n0(kR + 1)− 1, n0(kL + 1)− 1).
4.1 The path with singularity
We introduce several notations. Throughout Section 4, we fix numbers 0 < κ < 1 and θ ∈
2π (R \Q). Let 2 ≤ n0 ∈ N, kR, kL ∈ N ∪ {0}. Define vectors r = (rα)n0α=1 ∈ Cn0 , λL =
(λL,α)
n0−1
α=−(n0−1) ∈ C2n0−1, and λR = (λR,i)
kL
i=−kR ∈ CkR+kL+1 by
rα :=
(
κeiθ
)α−1
, for α = 1, . . . , n0,
λL,α =
(
κeiθ
)|α|
, for α = −(n0 − 1), . . . ,−1, 0, 1, . . . , (n0 − 1),
λR,j :=
(
κeiθ
)|j|n0
, for j = −kR, . . . ,−1, 0, 1, . . . , kL. (19)
Note that we have λL ∈ Wo′(n0 − 1, n0 − 1) and λR ∈ Wo′(kR, kL). We also define diagonal
matrices
R :=
n0∑
α=1
rαe
(n0)
α,α ∈ Mn0 , ΛλL :=
n0−1∑
α=−(n0−1)
λL,αE
(n0−1,n0−1)
α,α ∈M2n0−1, ΛλR :=
kL∑
i=−kR
λR,iE
(kR,kL)
ii ∈MkR+kL+1 .
We define vectors
η
(n0)
0 :=
n0∑
α=2
χ(n0)α ∈ Cn0 ,
η
(n0−1,n0−1)
R :=
−1∑
α=−(n0−1)
f (n0−1,n0−1)α , η
(n0−1,n0−1)
L :=
n0−1∑
β=1
f
(n0−1,n0−1)
β ∈ C2n0−1,
η
(kR,kL)
R :=
−1∑
i=−kR
f
(kR,kL)
i , η
(kR,kL)
L :=
kL∑
i=1
f
(kR,kL)
i ∈ CkL+kR+1.
(Recall the definition of f
(kR,kL)
i from Appendix A of [O1].)
From these vectors, we define
V :=
∣∣∣η(kR,kL)R 〉〈f (kR,kL)0 ∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣f (kR,kL)0 〉〈η(kR,kL)L ∣∣∣ ∈MkR+kL+1, (20)
and
K
(L)
1 :=
∣∣∣χ(n0)1 〉〈η(n0)0 ∣∣∣ , K(R)1 := ΛλR , K˜(L)1 := ∣∣∣f (n0−1,n0−1)0 〉〈η(n0−1,n0−1)L ∣∣∣ ,
K
(L)
2 := R, K
(R)
2 := V ΛλR , K˜
(L)
2 := ΛλL ,
K
(L)
3 :=
∣∣∣η(n0)0 〉〈χ(n0)1 ∣∣∣ , K(R)3 := ΛλR , K˜(L)3 := ∣∣∣η(n0−1,n0−1)R 〉〈f (n0−1,n0−1)0 ∣∣∣ .
We then define matrices
Ki = K
(L)
i ⊗K(R)i ∈Mn0 ⊗MkR+kL+1, K˜i = K˜(L)i ⊗K(R)i ∈ M2n0−1⊗MkR+kL+1,
for i = 1, 2, 3. We set for each t ∈ [0, 1], matrices ω˜µ(t), µ = 1, . . . , n by
ω˜1(t) := R, ω˜2(t) :=
∣∣∣χ(n0)1 〉〈η(n0)0 ∣∣∣+ t ∣∣∣η(n0)0 〉〈χ(n0)1 ∣∣∣ , ω˜µ(t) = 0, µ ≥ 3.
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We claim that ω˜(t) is primitive, for t ∈ (0, 1]. To prove this, we use the same argument as in [BO].
Applying Lemma C.7 of Part I [O1] to the distinct numbers to {rα}n0α=2 ∪ {r−1α }n0α=2, we obtain
ςα = (ςα(j))
2n0−3
j=0 ∈ C2(n0−1) α = 2, . . . , n0 such that
Kl(ω˜(t)) ∋
2n0−3∑
j=0
ςα(j)ω˜1(t)
l−1−j ω˜2(t)ω˜1(t)j = e
(n0)
1,α , (21)
Kl(ω˜(t)) ∋
2n0−3∑
j=0
ςα(j)ω˜1(t)
j ω˜2(t)ω˜1(t)
l−1−j = te(n0)α,1 ,
for all t ∈ [0, 1], α = 2, . . . , n0, and l ≥ 2(n0 − 1). Hence for t ∈ (0, 1] and l ≥ 4(n0 − 1), we
have Kl(ω˜(t)) = Mn0 , i.e., ω˜(t) is primitive. By Lemma C.6 of Part I [O1], for all t ∈ (0, 1], Tω˜(t)
satisfies all the conditions (1),(2),(3) in Lemma B.3.
For t = 0, the pentad (n, n0, e
(n0)
11 , I, ω˜(0)) satisfies the Condition 2 (Definition 2.3 [O1]). This
can be checked in the same way as the proof of Lemma 3.6 [O1], using (21). Then, by Lemma
2.9 [O1], Tω˜(0) satisfies all the conditions (1), (2), (3) in Lemma B.3. In particular, we have
rT
ω˜(0)
= 1 > 0.
Hence we can apply Lemma B.3 to Tω˜(t) and from the latter Lemma, [0, 1] ∋ t 7→ rTω˜(t) ∈ C is
C∞. We define a C∞-path [0, 1] ∋ t 7→ ω(t) ∈ M×nn0 by
ωµ(t) := r
− 12
T
ω˜(t)
ω˜µ(t), t ∈ [0, 1], µ = 1, . . . , n.
We have rT
ω(t)
= 1, for t ∈ [0, 1]. We define a path of n-tuple of elements in Mn0 ⊗MkR+kL+1,
B(t) by
B1(t) := ω1(t)⊗ ΛλR , B2(t) := ω2(t)⊗ ΛλR +
(
rT
ω˜(t)
)− 12 R ⊗ V ΛλR , Bµ(t) := 0, 3 ≤ µ ≤ n,
(22)
for each t ∈ [0, 1].
Lemma 4.1. Let 2 ≤ n0 ∈ N, kR, kL ∈ N ∪ {0}, and B(t) be defined by (22). For any t ∈
(0, 1], B(t) belongs to Class(n, n0, kR, kL) with λB(t) = λR, ωB(t) = ω(t), Da,B(t) = E
(kR,0)
−a,0 ,and
Gb,B(t) = E
(0,kL)
0,b . In particular, by Proposition 3.1 of Part I [O1], TB(t) satisfies the Spectral
Property II with respect to a triple (sB(t), eB(t), ϕB(t)) and 0 < sB(t) < 1, s(eB(t)) = Pˆ
(n0,kR,kL)
R ,
s(ϕB(t)) = Pˆ
(n0,kR,kL)
L .
Proof. We check that B(t) satisfies the condition of Class(n, n0, kR, kL) with respect to (λR,D :=
(E
(kR,0)
−a,0 )
kR
a=1,G := (E
(0,kL)
0,b )
kL
b=1, 0) ∈ T (kR, kL). It is trivial that (λR,D := (E(kR,0)−a,0 )kRa=1,G :=
(E
(0,kL)
0,b )
kL
b=1, 0) belongs to T (kR, kL), with λR ∈ Wo′(kR, kL). Furthermore, we have B(t) ∈
(Mn0 ⊗D(kR, kL,D,G)ΛλR)×n, hence Kl(B(t)) ⊂Mn0 ⊗D(kR, kL,D,G)ΛlλR for all l ∈ N. We claim
Kl(B(t)) = Mn0 ⊗D(kR, kL,D,G)ΛlλR for l large enough. As {rα}n0α=2 ∪ {λ−1Ri }−1i=−kR ∪ {r−1α }n0α=2 ∪
{λRj}kLj=1 are distinct, by the routine argument using Lemma C.7 of Part I [O1], we obtain
e
(n0)
1α ⊗ ΛlλR , e(n0)β,1 ⊗ ΛlλR , Rl ⊗ E(kR,kL)−a,0 , Rl ⊗ E(kR,kL)0b ∈ Kl(B(t)),
for 2 ≤ α, β ≤ n0, a = 1, . . . , kR, b = 1, . . . , kL when l is large enough. By multiplying these
elements, we obtain
Mn0 ⊗D(kR, kL,D,G)ΛlλR ⊂ Kl(B(t)),
for l large enough. This proves the claim. 
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Therefore, for t ∈ (0, 1], the Hamiltonians Hm,Φ(t) are gapped by Theorem 1.18 [O1]. By an
analogous argument of Proposition 3.1 [O1], we obtain the following for t = 0.
Lemma 4.2. Let 2 ≤ n0 ∈ N, kR, kL ∈ N ∪ {0}, and B(t) be defined by (22). The quadraplet
(n, n0(kR+kL+1), e
(n0)
11 ⊗P (kR,kL)R , In0⊗P (kR,kL)L ,B(0)) satisfies the Condition 2 of Definition 2.3
[O1]. In particular, by Lemma 2.9 of Part I [O1] , TB(0) satisfies the Spectral Property II with respect
to a triple (sB(0), eB(0), ϕB(0)) and 0 < sB(0) < 1, s(eB(0)) = e
(n0)
00 ⊗P (kR,kL)R , s(ϕB(0)) = Pˆ (n0,kR,kL)L .
From the last two Lemmas, we can apply Lemma B.3 and obtain the following.
Lemma 4.3. There exists an 0 < s1 < 1 such that σ
(
TB(t)
) \ {1} ⊂ Bs1(0), t ∈ [0, 1].
4.2 The t ↓ 0 limit
Throughout this subsection, let 2 ≤ n0 ∈ N, kR, kL ∈ N ∪ {0}, and B(t) be defined by (22). The
path B(t) has a singularity, i.e., although B(t) belongs to Class(n, n0, kR, kL) for t ∈ (0, 1], its t ↓ 0
limit B(0) does not. In this subsection, we consider the t ↓ 0 limit of Gl,B(t). To describe the limit,
we need some preparation. We define n-tuple A of elements in M2n0−1⊗MkR+kL+1 by
A1 := ΛλL ⊗ ΛλR , A2 := K˜1 + K˜2 + K˜3, Aµ := 0, 3 ≤ µ ≤ n. (23)
We set projections
PR,A := P
(n0−1,n0−1)
R ⊗ P (kR,kL)R , PL,A := P (n0−1,n0−1)L ⊗ P (kR,kL)L . (24)
Furthermore, for α = −(n0 − 1), . . . , n0 − 1 and i = −kR, . . . , kL, we denote
gα,i,A := f
(n0−1,n0−1)
α ⊗ f (kR,kL)i . (25)
For each l, k ∈ N with k ≤ l and i1, i2, . . . , ik ∈ {1, 2, 3}, define ζ(k)li1···ik : Mn0 ⊗MkR+kL+1 →⊗l−1
i=0 C
n by
ζ
(k)l
i1···ik(X) :=
∑
1≤m1<···<mk≤l
Tr
(
X
(
B1(0)
m1−1Ki1B1(0)
m2−m1−1Ki2 · · ·B1(0)mk−mk−1−1KikB1(0)l−mk
)∗)
ψ⊗m1−11 ⊗ ψ2 ⊗ ψ⊗m2−m1−11 ⊗ ψ2 ⊗ · · ·ψ⊗mk−mk−1−11 ⊗ ψ2 ⊗ ψ⊗l−mk1 , (26)
for X ∈ Mn0 ⊗MkR+kL+1. For each 4 ≤ l ∈ N, define Υl : MkR+kL+1 → ⊗l−1i=0Cn by
Υl(x) :=
(
ζ
(2)(l)
13 + ζ
(3)(l)
213 + ζ
(3)(l)
123 + ζ
(3)(l)
132 + ζ
(4)(l)
2213 + ζ
(4)(l)
2123 + ζ
(4)(l)
2132 + ζ
(4)(l)
1223 + ζ
(4)(l)
1232 + ζ
(4)(l)
1322
)(
e
(n0)
11 ⊗ x
)
,
x ∈MkR+kL+1 . (27)
For l ∈ N, α, β ∈ {1, . . . , n0}, a = 0, 1, . . . , kR, and b = 0, 1, . . . , kL, we define
ξ
(l)
α,β,a,b := Γ
(R)
l,A
(
E
(n0−1,n0−1)
−(α−1),β−1 ⊗ E(kR,kL)−a,b
)
− δα,β(1− δα,1)r¯lαΥl(E(kR,kL)−a,b ). (28)
For each l ∈ N, we denote the linear subspace of ⊗l−1i=0Cn spanned by ξ(l)α,β,a,b, α, β ∈ {1, . . . , n0},
a = 0, 1, . . . , kR, and b = 0, 1, . . . , kL, by Dl. Furthermore, we denote the orthogonal projection
onto Dl by Gl. , i.e.,
Gl := orthogonal projection onto span{ξ(l)α,β,a,b}α,β=1,...,n0,a=0,1,...,kR,b=0,1,...,kL . (29)
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Set
̂
e
(n0)
11 := e
(n0)
11 ⊗IkR+kL+1 and at :=̂e(n0)11 + 1t
̂
e
(n0)
11 , for each t ∈ (0, 1]. For each l ∈ N, and t ∈
(0, 1], we define maps̟l,Ξl,Θl,t : Mn0 ⊗P (kR,kL)R MkR+kL+1 P (kR,kL)L → Mn0 ⊗P (kR,kL)R MkR+kL+1 P (kR,kL)L ,
by
̟l (X) := e
(n0)
11 ⊗ Trn0
((
e
(n0)
11 R
∗l ⊗ IkR+kL+1
)
X
)
, Ξl (X) :=
̂
e
(n0)
11 X −̟l(X), Θl,t (X) :=̂e(n0)11 X +
1
t
Ξl(X),
(30)
for X ∈ Mn0 ⊗P (kR,kL)R MkR+kL+1 P (kR,kL)L . Here, Trn0 : Mn0 ⊗MkR+kL+1 → MkR+kL+1 indicates
the partial trace. Note that Θl,t is a bijection from Mn0 ⊗P (kR,kL)R MkR+kL+1 P (kR,kL)L onto itself.
We have
lim
l→∞
Θl,t (X) = atX, X ∈Mn0 ⊗P (kR,kL)R MkR+kL+1 P (kR,kL)L , t ∈ (0, 1]. (31)
Now we consider the t ↓ 0 limit.
Lemma 4.4. For each l ∈ N, α, β ∈ {1, . . . , n0}, a = 0, 1, . . . , kR, and b = 0, 1, . . . , kL, we have
the limit
lim
t↓0
Γ
(R)
l,B(t)
(
Θl,t
(
e
(n0)
αβ ⊗ E(kR,kL)−a,b
))
= ξ
(l)
α,β,a,b. (32)
Proof. First, we have limt↓0 Γ
(R)
l,B(t)
(
e
(n0)
1β ⊗ E(kR,kL)−a,b
)
= Γ
(R)
l,(B1(0),B2(0),0,··· ,0)
(
e
(n0)
1β ⊗ E(kR,kL)−a,b
)
.
Let us consider the monomials Bµ(l)(0), µ
(l) ∈ {1, . . . , n}×l which appears in the representation of
Γ
(R)
l,B(0). Note that B1(0) = R ⊗ ΛλR is diagonal and B2(0) = K1 +K2. Therefore, monomials of
B1(0) and B2(0) are sum of monomials of B1(0), K1, and K2. A monomial of B1(0), K1, and K2
vanishes if there are more than one K1. (Note K
(L)
1 R
l−1K(L)1 = 0, l ∈ N.) It also vanishes if there
are more than two K2.(Note V Λ
l1
λR
V Λl2
λR
V = 0 = 0, l1, l2 ∈ N.) Furthermore, if β 6= 1, in order to
give a nontrivial contribution, the monomial has to own one K1. On the other hand, if β = 1, the
number of K1 should be zero. From this kind of observations we obtain
lim
t↓0
Γ
(R)
l,B(t)
(
e
(n0)
1β ⊗ E(kR,kL)−a,b
)
=

(
TrE
(kR,kL)
−a,b
(
Λ∗
λR
)l)
ψ⊗l1 +
(
ζ
(1)(l)
2 + ζ
(2)(l)
2,2
)(
e
(n0)
11 ⊗ E(kR,kL)−a,b
)
, if β = 1,(
ζ
(1)(l)
1 + ζ
(2)(l)
21 + ζ
(2)(l)
12 + ζ
(3)(l)
221 + ζ
(3)(l)
212 + ζ
(3)(l)
122
)(
e
(n0)
1β ⊗ E(kR,kL)−a,b
)
, if β ∈ {2, . . . , n0}.
Similar kind of observation aboutA shows that the right hand side coincides with Γ(R)l,A
(
E
(n0−1,n0−1)
0,β−1 ⊗ E(kR,kL)−a,b
)
.
Next let us consider the case with α 6= 1 and α 6= β. Note that in the representation of
1
tΓ
(R)
l,B(t)
(
e
(n0)
αβ ⊗ E(kR,kL)−a,b
)
, terms with more than two r
− 12
T
ω˜(t)
tK3 vanish in the t ↓ 0 limit. On the
other hand, all the monomials of B1(0), K1, and K2 are either of the form ”diagonal matrix ⊗
MkR+kL+1” or in (e
(n0)
11 Mn0)⊗MkR+kL+1. Therefore, we have
Γ
(R)
l,(B1(0),B2(0),0,··· )
(
e
(n0)
α,β ⊗ E(kR,kL)−a,b
)
= 0,
because α 6= β and α 6= 1. Hence, what is left is only the monomials of B1(0), K1, K2 and K3 with
exactly one K3. The contribution of such a monomial is zero if there exists K1 left to K3. This
is because such a term belongs to (e
(n0)
11 Mn0) ⊗MkR+kL+1. Terms with two K1 without having
K3 between vanish by the same argument as α = 1 case. Also, terms with more than two K2 also
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disappear. From these observation we obtain for α 6= β,
lim
t↓0
1
t
Γ
(R)
l,B(t)
(
e
(n0)
αβ ⊗ E(kR,kL)−a,b
)
=
(
ζ
(1)(l)
3 + ζ
(2)(l)
23 + ζ
(2)(l)
32 + ζ
(3)(l)
223 + ζ
(3)(l)
232 + ζ
(3)(l)
322 + ζ
(2)(l)
31 + ζ
(3)(l)
231 + ζ
(3)(l)
321 + ζ
(3)(l)
312
)(
e
(n0)
αβ ⊗ E(kR,kL)−a,b
)
+
(
ζ
(4)(l)
2231 + ζ
(4)(l)
2321 + ζ
(4)(l)
2312 + ζ
(4)(l)
3221 + ζ
(4)(l)
3212 + ζ
(4)(l)
3122
)(
e
(n0)
αβ ⊗ E(kR,kL)−a,b
)
.
Similar observation aboutA shows that the right hand side coincides with Γ(R)l,A
(
E
(n0−1,n0−1)
−(α−1),β−1 ⊗ E(kR,kL)−a,b
)
.
Finally, we consider the case with α 6= 1 and α = β. Note that terms in 1tΓ(R)l,B(t)
((
e
(n0)
αα − r¯lαe(n0)11
)
⊗ E(kR,kL)−a,b
)
with more than two r
− 12
T
ω˜(t)
tK3 vanish in the t ↓ 0 limit. Now let us see that the terms given by mono-
mials of B1(0), K1, and K2 vanish. There can be at most one K1 for nonzero monomial of B1(0),
K1, and K2 as above. However, if there is one, then the monomial belongs to
(
e
(n0)
11 Mn0 e
(n0)
11
)
⊗
MkR+kL+1. Therefore, these terms are orthogonal to
(
e
(n0)
α,α − r¯lαe(n0)11
)
⊗MkR+kL+1 with respect
to the inner product 〈, 〉Tr given by 〈X,Y 〉Tr = TrX∗Y . Hence we conclude that the number of
K1 should be zero. In case there is no K1, the monomial belongs to R
l ⊗MkR+kL+1. But such
an element is again orthogonal to
(
e
(n0)
α,α − r¯lαe(n0)11
)
⊗MkR+kL+1 with respect to 〈, 〉Tr. Hence any
term given by a monomial of B1(0), K1, and K2 vanishes.
For the reasons above, terms which are left in t ↓ 0 limit are only the monomials of B1(0),
K1, K2 and K3 with exactly one K3. Terms with two K1 without having K3 in between vanish
by observation in α 6= 1, α 6= β case. Therefore, there can be at most two K1. Under these
conditions, if furthermore there is no K1 in the monomial, it belongs to e
(n0)
11 Mn0 e
(n0)
11 ⊗MkR+kL+1.
If there are two K1 in the monomial, then from the above observation, they have to be ordered as
K1,K3,K1, and the monomial belongs to e
(n0)
11 Mn0 e
(n0)
11 ⊗MkR+kL+1. In both cases, the monomial
is orthogonal to
(
e
(n0)
α,α − r¯lαe(n0)11
)
⊗MkR+kL+1 with respect to 〈, 〉Tr. Therefore, to have a non-zero
contribution, the number of K1 has to be one. When there is one K1, the monomial belongs to(
e
(n0)
11 Mn0 e
(n0)
11
)
⊗MkR+kL+1 if K1 is left to K3, and it belongs to
(
e
(n0)
11 Mn0 e
(n0)
11
)
⊗MkR+kL+1
if K3 is left to K1.Terms with more than two K2s disappear as usual. From these observations, we
obtain for α 6= β,
lim
t↓0
1
t
Γ
(R)
l,B(t)
((
e(n0)αα − r¯lαe(n0)11
)
⊗ E(kR,kL)−a,b
)
=
(
ζ
(2)(l)
31 + ζ
(3)(l)
231 + ζ
(3)(l)
321 + ζ
(3)(l)
312
)(
e(n0)αα ⊗ E(kR,kL)−a,b
)
+
(
ζ
(4)(l)
2231 + ζ
(4)(l)
2321 + ζ
(4)(l)
2312 + ζ
(4)(l)
3221 + ζ
(4)(l)
3212 + ζ
(4)(l)
3122
)(
e(n0)αα ⊗ E(kR,kL)−a,b
)
− r¯lα
(
ζ
(2)(l)
13 + ζ
(3)(l)
213 + ζ
(3)(l)
123 + ζ
(3)(l)
132
)(
e
(n0)
11 ⊗ E(kR,kL)−a,b
)
− r¯lα
(
ζ
(4)(l)
2213 + ζ
(4)(l)
2123 + ζ
(4)(l)
2132 + ζ
(4)(l)
1223 + ζ
(4)(l)
1232 + ζ
(4)(l)
1322
)(
e
(n0)
11 ⊗ E(kR,kL)−a,b
)
.
It is straight forward to check that the right hand side coincides with Γ
(R)
l,A
(
E
(n0−1,n0−1)
−(α−1),α−1 ⊗ E(kR,kL)−a,b
)
−
δα,α(1− δα,1)r¯lαΥl(E(kR,kL)−a,b ). 
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4.3 The properties of A
Throughout this subsection, let 2 ≤ n0 ∈ N, kR, kL ∈ N ∪ {0}, and A be given by (23). By a
routine argument, using Lemma C.7 of [O1], we obtain the following Lemma.
Lemma 4.5. Set
DA := span
({
I, E(n0−1,n0−1)−α,0 , E
(n0−1,n0−1)
0,β , E
(kR,kL)
−α,β
}
α,β=1,...,n0−1
⊗
{
I, E(kR,kL)−a,0 , E
(kR,kL)
0,b , E
(kR,kL)
−a,b
}
a=1,...,kR,b=1,...,kL
)
.
There exists an lA ∈ N such that
Kl(A) = DA
(
Λl
λL
⊗ Λl
λR
)
,
for all l ≥ lA.
Using this, we obtain the following Lemma. The proof is the same as that of Proposition 3.1
[O1].
Lemma 4.6. The pentad (n, (2n0−1)(kL+kR+1), PR,A, PL,A,A) satisfies Condition 2, defined in
Definition 2.3 [O1]. Therefore, by Lemma 2.9 [O1], there exist a number 0 < sA < 1, a state ϕA on
M2n0−1⊗MkR+kL+1 and a positive element eA ∈ (M2n0−1⊗MkR+kL+1)+, such that TA satisfies
the Spectral Property II with respect to (sA, eA, ϕA) (see Definition 2.7 [O1]) and s(eA) = PR,A, and
s(ϕA) = PL,A. Furthermore, the pentad (n, (2n0−1)(kL+kR+1), PR,A, PL,A,A) satisfies Condition
3 for lA, and the triple (n, (2n0− 1)(kL + kR +1),A) satisfies Condition 4, for (lA, lA). Therefore,
by Lemma 2.14, Proposition 2.6 of [O1], mA ≤ 2lA < ∞ and MA,PR,A,PL,A < ∞. (Here mA,
MA,PR,A,PL,A defined in Definition 1.4 and (8) of [O1].) From Proposition 2.6 [O1], Gl,A satisfies
Condition 1(see Definition2.1 of [O1]).
By the argument parallel to Lemma 3.11-13 and Lemma 3.15, 3.16 of [O1], we obtain the
following.
Lemma 4.7. There exists a completely positive map from the half-infinite chain A(−∞,−1] to
M2n0−1⊗MkR+kL+1, such that
LA(B) :=
∑
µ(l),ν(l)∈{1,...,n}×l
〈
ψ̂µ(l) , Bψ̂ν(l)
〉(
Âν(l)
)∗
ρAÂµ(l) ,
if B ∈ A[−l,−1] ≃ ⊗l−1i=0Mn for l ∈ N. We have
RanLA = PL,A (M2n0−1⊗MkR+kL+1)PL,A. (33)
For each σL ∈ En0(kL+1), under the identification Mn0(kL+1) ≃ PL,A (M2n0−1⊗MkR+kL+1)PL,A,
define ΞL,A(σL) : A(−∞,−1] → C by
ΞL,A(σL)(B) := σL(y
1
2
A
LA(B)y
1
2
A
), B ∈ A(−∞,−1].
Then for m ≥ mA, the map ΞL,A : En0(kL+1) → S(−∞,−1](HΦm,A) defines an affine bijection. An
analogous statement holds for the right half infinite chain and defines ΞR,A, RA. The set SZ(HΦm,A)
consists of a unique state
ωA,∞ =
⊗
Z
ρ0, (34)
where ρ0 is a state on Mn such that ρ0 =
〈
χ
(n)
1 , (·)χ(n)1
〉
.
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The statement of Lemma 3.25 of [O1] also holds for A.
Lemma 4.8. Let m ≥ mA. There exists a constant C ′′′A > 0 satisfying the following. : Let
M ∈ N and ϕ be a state on AZ. Assume that we have ϕ(τi(1 − Gm,A)) = 0 for all i ∈ Z with
[i, i+m− 1] ⊂ [−M,M ]c. Then for any L ∈ N with M + 1 ≤ L and A ∈ A[−L+1,L−1]c, we have∣∣∣ϕ (A)− (ωA,∞|A(−∞,−1] ⊗ ωA,∞|A[0,∞)) (A)∣∣∣ ≤ C ′′′A sL−MA ‖A‖ . (35)
Furthermore, as in Lemma 3.15-22 of [O1], we obtain the followings.
Lemma 4.9. [A1]-[A5] in [O2] hold for HΦm,A for m ≥ 2lA.
Proof. The proof is a straight forward application of the argument of Part I [O1]. 
Notation 4.10. From Theorem 1.2 of [O2], for each m ≥ 2lA, there exists a V ∈ ClassA with
respect to some (n0,V, kR,V, kL,V,λV,DV,GV, YV) such that
S(−∞,−1](HΦm,A) = S(−∞,−1](HΦm1,V), S[0,∞)(HΦm,A) = S[0,∞)(HΦm1,V), SZ(HΦm,A) = SZ(HΦm1 ,V) = {ωV,∞} = {ωA,∞},
(36)
for all m1 ≥ 2lV. Furthermore, HΦm,A and HΦm1,V are type II-C1-equivalent, by Corollary 1.4 of
[O2].
Lemma 4.11. This V in Notation 4.10 belongs to Class(n, 1, n0(kR + 1)− 1, n0(kL + 1)− 1).
Proof. We already know that V ∈ ClassA. Therefore, there exist n0,V ∈ N, kRV, kLV ∈ N ∪ {0},
(λV,DV,GV, YV) ∈ T (kRV, kLV) such that V ∈ B(n, n0,V, kRV, kLV,λV,DV,GV, YV). We have to
show that n0,V = 1, kRV = n0(kR+1)− 1, kLV = n0(kL+1)− 1, YV = 0, and λV ∈Wo′(kRV, kLV).
First we show n0,V = 1. Recall from Part I [O1] Lemma 3.2, we obtain ωV ∈ Prim1(n, n0,V) by
ωµ,V ⊗ E(kR,kL)00 =
(
I⊗ E(kR,kL)00
)
Vµ
(
I⊗ E(kR,kL)00
)
, µ = 1, . . . , n.
By the primitivity, from C.6 of [O1], there exist a faithful positive linear functional ϕωV on Mn0,V
and a strictly positive element eωV ∈ Mn0,V such that limN→∞ TNωV(A) = ϕωV(A)eωV for all A ∈
Mn0,V . In particular, we have ϕωV(eωV) = 1.
On the other hand, by Lemma 2.9 [O1], we have limN→∞ TNV (A) = ϕV(A)eV for all A ∈
Mn0,V ⊗MkRV+kLV+1. Sandwiching this by ̂E(kRV,kLV)00 = I⊗ E(kRV,kLV)00 , we obtain
ϕV
(
X ⊗ E(kRV,kLV)00
)
· ̂E(kRV,kLV)00 eV ̂E(kRV,kLV)00
= lim
N→∞
̂
E
(kRV,kLV)
00 T
N
V
(
X ⊗ E(kRV,kLV)00
) ̂
E
(kRV,kLV)
00 = lim
N→∞
TNωV (X)⊗ E(kRV,kLV)00
= ϕωV (X) eωV ⊗ E(kRV,kLV)00 , (37)
for any X ∈ Mn0,V . In the second equality, we used the property ̂P (n0,VkRV,kLV)L V̂µ(l)
̂
P
(n0,V,kRV,kLV)
R =
ω̂µ(l),V ⊗ E(n0,kRV,kLV)00 , for µ(l) ∈ {1, . . . , n}×l. Substituting X = eωV to this equality, we obtain
eωV ⊗ E(kRV,kLV)00 = ϕV
(
eωV ⊗ E(kRV,kLV)00
)
· ̂E(n0,V,kRV,kLV)00 eV ̂E(n0,V,kRV,kLV)00 . (38)
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We used ϕωV(eωV) = 1 on the left hand side. Substituting (38) to (37), we obtain
ϕωV (X) =
ϕV
(
X ⊗ E(kRV,kLV)00
)
ϕV
(
eωV ⊗ E(kRV,kLV)00
) , X ∈Mn0,V . (39)
We set u ∈ M×nn0,V by uµ := e
− 12
ωV (ωµ,V) e
1
2
ωV , µ = 1, . . . , n. Then Tu is a unital CP map on Mn0,V
and ϕu := ϕωV ◦ Ad e
1
2
ωV is a faithful Tu-invariant state on Mn0,V . From Lemma 3.16 of [O1] and
(38), (39), the unique element ωV,∞ in SZ(HΦm,A) = SZ(HΦm1,V) is
ωV,∞ (A) =
∑
µ(l),ν(l)∈{1,...,n}×l
〈
ψ̂µ(l) , Aψ̂ν(l)
〉
ϕV
(
V̂µ(l)eV
(
V̂ν(l)
)∗)
=
∑
µ(l),ν(l)∈{1,...,n}×l
〈
ψ̂µ(l) , Aψ̂ν(l)
〉
ϕV
(
̂
P
(n0,V,kRV,kLV)
L V̂µ(l)
̂
P
(n0,V,kRV,kLV)
R eV
̂
P
(n0,V,kRV,kLV)
R
(
V̂ν(l)
)∗ ̂
P
(n0,V,kRV,kLV)
L
)
=
∑
µ(l),ν(l)∈{1,...,n}×l
〈
ψ̂µ(l) , Aψ̂ν(l)
〉
ϕV
((
ω̂µ(l),V ⊗ E(kRV,kLV)00
)
eV
(
ω̂ν(l),V ⊗ E(kRV,kLV)00
)∗)
=
∑
µ(l),ν(l)∈{1,...,n}×l
〈
ψ̂µ(l) , Aψ̂ν(l)
〉
ϕωV
(
ω̂µ(l),VeωV
(
ω̂ν(l),V
)∗)
=
∑
µ(l),ν(l)∈{1,...,n}×l
〈
ψ̂µ(l) , Aψ̂ν(l)
〉
ϕu
(
ûµ(l) (ûν(l))
∗)
,
A ∈ A[i,i+l−1], i ∈ Z, l ∈ N.
In the second equality we used the fact that the supports of eV, ϕV are
̂
P
(n0,V,kRV,kLV)
R ,
̂
P
(n0,V,kRV,kLV)
L .
In the third equality, we used the property
̂
P
(n0,V,kRV,kLV)
L V̂µ(l)
̂
P
(n0,V,kRV,kLV)
R = ω̂µ(l),V⊗E(kRV,kLV)00 .
The eigenspace of Tu for the eigenvalue 1 is CI and (Mn0,V ,u, ϕu) is a minimal standard triple
which right generates ωV,∞. (Recall Appendix C of [O2].) By (34), ωV,∞ = ωA,∞ is right-generated
by a minimal standard triple (M1 = C,υ, idC), where υ = (υµ) ∈ C×n is given by υ1 = 1 and
υµ = 0 for µ ≥ 2. From this and the uniqueness of the minimal representation proven in [FNW2]
(see Theorem C.3 of [O2]), we conclude that there exists a C∗-isomorphism Θ : Mn0,V → C such
that υµυ
∗
µ = Θ(uµu
∗
µ) for all µ = 1, . . . , n. Therefore, n0,V = 1 and Mn0,V = C.
Second, note that from the first and second equality of (36) and Lemma 3.13 of [O1], the map
Ξ−1L,A ◦ ΞLV (resp. Ξ−1R,A ◦ ΞRV) is a well-defined affine bijection from EkLV+1 (resp. EkRV+1) to
En0(kL+1) (resp. En0(kR+1)). Recall that Ek denotes the set of all states on Mk. In particular, we
have kRV + 1 = n0(kR + 1) and kLV + 1 = n0(kL + 1).
Third, we show YV = 0. We note that from the choice of λL, λR, the numbers
{λLβλLβ′λRbλRb′ | β, β′ = 0, . . . , n0 − 1, b, b′ = 0, . . . , kL} (40)
are distinct. Furthermore, λLβλLβ′λRbλRb′ is a positive real number if and only if β = β
′ and
b = b′.
From Mn0,V = C, we have ω1,V = u1 and it is an element in C with absolute value 1. For µ ≥ 2,
we have ωµ,V = 0. Note, in particular, that V1 is of the form
V1 = ω1ΛλV (I+ YV) +W1, (41)
with some element W1 , such that
P
(kRV,kLV)
L W1 =
∑
i,j=0,...kLV|λi,V|>|λj,V|
E
(kRV,kLV)
ii W1E
(kRV,kLV)
jj , (42)
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(Recall that V ∈ Mn0V ⊗D (kRV, kLV,DV,GV) ΛλV (1 + YV) from Definition 1.13 of [O1].) From (41)
and (42), we have ∑
i:i≥0,λiV=λ
E
(kRV,kLV)
ii
V N1
 ∑
i:i≥0,λiV=λ
E
(kRV,kLV)
ii
 = (ω1λ (I+ YV))N
 ∑
i:i≥0,λiV=λ
E
(kRV,kLV)
ii
 ,
(43)
for any N ∈ N and λ ∈ {λiV}kLVi=1.
For each nonzero ξ ∈ CkLV+1, we define a state σξ on MkLV+1 given by a density matrix
C−1ξ y
− 12
V
|ξ〉 〈ξ| y− 12
V
where Cξ =
〈
ξ, y−1
V
ξ
〉
. (Recall the definition of yB in [O1], after Remark 2.10.) Furthermore, we
denote by σ˜ξ the image of σξ by Ξ
−1
L,A ◦ ΞLV , i.e., σ˜ξ = Ξ−1L,A ◦ ΞLV (σξ). Let D˜ξ be the density
matrix of σ˜ξ. We set Dξ := y
1
2
A
D˜ξy
1
2
A
∈ PL,A (M2n0−1⊗MKR+kL+1)PL,A. (Recall (24) for the
definition of PL,A.) For each X ∈ MkLV+1, there exists an AX ∈ Aloc(−∞,−1] such that LV(AX) = X .
This can be seen from the proof of Lemma 3.11 of [O1]. From the definitions, we have
σξ
(
y
1
2
V
(AdV ∗1 )
N
(LV (AX)) y
1
2
V
)
= ΞLV (σξ)
(
AX ⊗
(
e
(n)
11
)⊗N)
= ΞL,A (σ˜ξ)
(
AX ⊗
(
e
(n)
11
)⊗N)
= σ˜ξ
(
y
1
2
A
(AdA∗1)
N
(LA (AX)) y
1
2
A
)
=
n0−1∑
β,β′=0
kL∑
b,b′=0
(
λLβλLβ′λRbλRb′
)N 〈gβ,b,A,LA (AX) gβ′,b′,A〉 〈gβ′,b′,A, Dξgβ,b,A〉 , (44)
for all N ∈ N and X ∈MkLV+1. (Recall (25) for the definition of gβ,b,A.)
Let λ ∈ {λiV}kLVi=1, X ∈
(∑
i:i≥0,λiV=λE
(kRV,kLV)
ii
)
MkRV+kLV+1
(∑
i:i≥0,λiV=λE
(kRV,kLV)
ii
)
, and
0 6= ξ ∈
(∑
i:i≥0,λiV=λE
(kRV,kLV)
ii
)
CkRV+kLV+1. Substituting this to (44) and using (43), we get
C−1ξ
2(kLV+1)∑
k=0
|λ|2N NCk
〈
ξ, (Ad (1 + Y ∗V )− I)k (X) ξ
〉
= C−1ξ |λ|2N
〈
ξ, (Ad (1 + Y ∗V ))
N
(X) ξ
〉
= σξ
(
y
1
2
V
(AdV ∗1 )
N
(X) y
1
2
V
)
= σξ
(
y
1
2
V
(AdV ∗1 )
N
(LV (AX)) y
1
2
V
)
=
n0−1∑
β,β′=0
kL∑
b,b′=0
(
λLβλLβ′λRbλRb′
)N 〈gβ,b,A,LA (AX) gβ′,b′,A〉 〈gβ′,b′,A, Dξgβ,b,A〉 , (45)
for all N ∈ N. Applying Lemma C.7 of [O1], we see that
〈
ξ, (Ad (1 + Y ∗
V
)− I)k (X) ξ
〉
= 0 for all
k ∈ N. As this holds for all λ, ξ and X as above, we conclude that YV = 0.
Finally, we show that λV ∈ Wo′(n0(kR + 1) − 1, n0(kL + 1) − 1). Namely, we show that the
numbers {λi,V}kLVi=1 (resp. {λi,V}−1−kRV) are distinct. Substituting YV = 0 to (45), we have
C−1ξ |λ|2N 〈ξ,Xξ〉 =
n0−1∑
β,β′=0
kL∑
b,b′=0
(
λLβλLβ′λRbλRb′
)N 〈gβ,b,A,LA (AX) gβ′,b′,A〉 〈gβ′,b′,A, Dξgβ,b,A〉 ,
(46)
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for all N ∈ N, λ ∈ {λiV}kLVi=1, X ∈
(∑
i:i≥0,λiV=λ E
(kRV,kLV)
ii
)
MkRV+kLV+1
(∑
i:i≥0,λiV=λE
(kRV,kLV)
ii
)
,
and 0 6= ξ ∈
(∑
i:i≥0,λiV=λ E
(kRV,kLV)
ii
)
CkRV+kLV+1. In particular, for each λ ∈ {λiV}kLVi=1, take any
unit vector ξ ∈∑i:i≥0,λiV=λE(kRV,kLV)ii CkRV+kLV+1 and set X := |ξ〉 〈ξ|. Then we obtain
C−1ξ |λ|2N =
n0−1∑
β,β′=0
kL∑
b,b′=0
(
λLβλLβ′λRbλRb′
)N 〈
gβ,b,A,LA
(
A|ξ〉〈ξ|
)
gβ′,b′,A
〉 〈gβ′,b′,A, Dξgβ,b,A〉 ,
for all N ∈ N. As the coefficient C−1ξ of |λ|2N on the left hand side is nonzero, another application
of Lemma C.7 of [O1] and distinction of numbers in (40) implies that for each λ ∈ {λi}kLVi=1, there
exists λLβλLβ′λRbλRb′ such that |λ|2 = λLβλLβ′λRbλRb′ . By the consideration around (40), we see
that β = β′, b = b′, |λ|2 = |λLβ|2|λRb|2. Furthermore, as the numbers in (40) are distinct, such a
pair (β, b) is unique. We denote the pair by (βλ, bλ). For any unit vector ξ ∈
∑
i:i≥0λiV=λE
(kRV,kLV)
ii ,
we have 〈
gβλ,bλ,A,LA
(
A|ξ〉〈ξ|
)
gβλ,bλ,A
〉 〈gβλ,bλ,A, Dξgβλ,bλ,A〉 = C−1ξ 6= 0. (47)
Now we are ready to show that λi,V 6= λj,V for any 1 ≤ i < j ≤ kLV. This proves that the
numbers {λi,V}kLVi=1 are distinct. We assume that λi,V = λj,V for some 1 ≤ i < j ≤ kLV and show a
contradiction. First, substituting λ := λi,V = λj,V, X = E
(kRV,kLV)
j,j and ξ = f
(kRV,kLV)
i to (46), we
have
0 =
n0−1∑
β,β′=0
kL∑
b,b′=0
(
λLβλLβ′λRbλRb′
)N 〈
gβ,b,A,LA
(
A
E
(kRV,kLV)
j,j
)
gβ′,b′,A
〉〈
gβ′,b′,A, Df(kRV,kLV)
i
gβ,b,A
〉
,
for all N ∈ N. As the numbers in (40) are distinct, this equality implies〈
gβ,b,A,LA
(
A
E
(kRV,kLV)
j,j
)
gβ′,b′,A
〉〈
gβ′,b′,A, Df(kRV,kLV)
i
gβ,b,A
〉
= 0, (48)
for all β, β′ = 0, . . . , n0 − 1 and b, b′ = 0, . . . , kL. For λ = λi,V = λj,V, there exists a unique pair
(βλ, bλ) such that |λ| = |λLβλλRbλ |. From (47) with ξ = f (kRV,kLV)i , and ξ = f (kRV,kLV)j , we have〈
gβλ,bλ,A,LA
(
A
E
(kRV,kLV)
ii
)
gβλ,bλ,A
〉〈
gβλ,bλ,A, Df(kRV,kLV)
i
gβλ,bλ,A
〉
6= 0,〈
gβλ,bλ,A,LA
(
A
E
(kRV ,kLV)
j,j
)
gβλ,bλ,A
〉〈
gβλ,bλ,A, Df(kRV,kLV)
j
gβλ,bλ,A
〉
6= 0. (49)
On the other hand, we have〈
gβλ,bλ,A,LA
(
A
E
(kRV,kLV)
j,j
)
gβλ,bλ,A
〉〈
gβλ,bλ,A, Df(kRV,kLV)
i
gβλ,bλ,A
〉
= 0,
from (48) . This and (49) can not hold simultaneously. Hence we obtain a contradiction. Similarly,
we can show that the numbers {λi,V}−1−kRV are distinct. 
4.4 Properties of Dl
Throughout this subsection, let 2 ≤ n0 ∈ N, kR, kL ∈ N ∪ {0}, and A, B(t) be given by (23),
(22). Recall that Dl is the the linear subspace of
⊗l−1
i=0C
n spanned by ξ
(l)
α,β,a,b, α, β ∈ {1, . . . , n0},
a = 0, 1, . . . , kR, b = 0, 1, . . . , kL, and that Gl is the orthogonal projection onto Dl. In this
subsection, we investigate properties of Dl. First we show that the projections Gl and Gl,A are
close. In order for that, we estimate Υl in (27).
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Lemma 4.12. There exists a constant C7 > 0 such that∥∥rlαΥl(x)∥∥ ≤ C7κ l2 ‖x‖ ,
we for all α = 2, . . . , n0, l ∈ N, and x ∈ MkR+kL+1.
Proof. From (27), it suffices to show that each ζ
(k)l
i1···ik(e
(n0)
11 ⊗ x), is bounded by const× lk ×‖x‖.
By the definition∥∥∥ζ(k)li1···ik (e(n0)11 ⊗ x)∥∥∥2
=
∑
1≤m1<···<mk≤l
kL∑
j,j′=−kR〈
χ
(n0)
1 ⊗ f (kR,kL)j , Tm1−10 ◦AdKi1 ◦ · · · ◦ Tmk−mk−1−10 ◦AdKik ◦ T l−mk0
(
e
(n0)
11 ⊗ x∗E(kR,kL)jj′ x
)(
χ
(n0)
1 ⊗ f (kR,kL)j′
)〉
.
Here, T0 is a CP map given by T0 := Ad (R⊗ ΛλR), and we have a bound ‖T0‖ = ‖T0(1)‖ ≤ 1.
From this and the above formula, we obtain the bound
∥∥∥ζ(k)li1···ik (e(n0)11 ⊗ x)∥∥∥2 ≤ ∑
1≤m1<···<mk≤l
kL∑
j,j′=−kR
(
max
i=1,2,3
{‖AdKi‖}
)k
‖x‖2 ≤ const · lk · ‖x‖2 .
This completes the proof. 
Lemma 4.13. There exist l3 ∈ N and a constant C8 > 0 such that for all l ≥ l3,
1. the vectors ξ
(l)
α,β,a,b, α, β ∈ {1, . . . , n0}, a = 0, 1, . . . , kR, and b = 0, 1, . . . , kL,, are linearly
independent, and
2.
‖Gl −Gl,A‖ ≤ C8κ l2 .
Proof. This follows from the fact that there exist C′ > 0 and LA ∈ N such that
C′ ‖X‖2 ≤
∥∥∥Γ(R)l,A (X)∥∥∥ ≤ (C′)−1 ‖X‖2 , for all LA ≤ l, X ∈ PR,A (Mn0 ⊗MkR+kL+1)PL,A (50)
and Lemma 4.12. (Recall Lemma 2.16 of [O1].) 
Lemma 4.14. For any l ≥ max{l3, n60(kR + 1)(kL + 1)} (where l3 is given in Lemma 4.13),
t ∈ [0, 1], and α, β ∈ {1, . . . , n0}, a = 0, 1, . . . , kR, and b = 0, 1, . . . , kL, set
ξˆ
(l)
α,β,a,b (t) :=
Γ
(R)
l,B(t)
(
Θl,t
(
e
(n0)
αβ ⊗ E(kR,kL)−a,b
))
, if t ∈ (0, 1]
ξ
(l)
α,β,a,b, if t = 0
. (51)
Let Gˆl(t) be the orthogonal projection onto the subspace of
⊗l−1
i=0 C
n spanned by ξˆ
(l)
α,β,a,b (t), α, β ∈
{1, . . . , n0}, a = 0, 1, . . . , kR, and b = 0, 1, . . . , kL, for each t ∈ [0, 1] and l ≥ max{l3, n60(kR +
1)(kL + 1)}. Then the maps [0, 1] ∋ t 7→ ξˆ(l)α,β,a,b (t) ∈
⊗l−1
i=0C
n, [0, 1] ∋ t 7→ Gˆl(t) ∈
⊗l−1
i=0Mn are
C∞.
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Proof. That [0, 1] ∋ t 7→ ξˆ(l)α,β,a,b (t) ∈
⊗l−1
i=0 C
n is C∞, is immediate from the proof of Lemma 4.4.
By Lemma 4.13, the vectors ξ
(l)
α,β,a,b, are linearly independent for any l ≥ l3. For any t ∈ (0, 1], B(t)
belongs to Class(n, n0, kR, kL) ⊂ ClassA from Lemma 4.1. Therefore, by Proposition 3.1 of [O1] and
Lemma 3.5, for any l ≥ n60(kR+1)(kL+1) ≥ lB(t), the vectors
{
Γ
(R)
l,B(t) ◦Θl,t
(
e
(n0)
αβ ⊗ E(kR,kL)−a,b
)}
α,β=1,...,n0,a=0,...,kR,b=0,...,kL
are linearly independent. Therefore, by Lemma A.1, Gˆl is C
∞ for l ≥ max{l3, n60(kR+1)(kL+1)}.

By the bijectivity of Θl,t on Mn0 ⊗P (kR,kL)R MkR+kL+1 P (kR,kL)L and the definition of Gl, we have
Gˆl(t) = Gl,B(t) for t ∈ (0, 1] and Gˆl(0) = Gl.
Next we show the intersection property of Dl. It is convenient to represent the vectors ξ(l)α,β,a,b
in a matrix product form. We set F ∈ (Mn0+1⊗MkR+kL+1)×n by
F1 := ΛλF ⊗ ΛλR ,
F2 :=
∣∣∣χ(n0+1)1 〉 〈ηF | ⊗ ΛλR + |ηF 〉〈χ(n0+1)n0+1 ∣∣∣⊗ ΛλR + ΛλF ⊗ V ΛλR ,
Fµ = 0, µ ≥ 3.
Here, we set
ηF :=
n0∑
i=2
χ
(n0+1)
i ∈ Cn0+1, λF := (1, r2, . . . , rn0 , 1) ∈ Cn0+1.
(Recall rα, V from (19), and (20).) With this definition, it is straight forward to check
Υl (X) = Γ
(R)
l,F
(
e
(n0+1)
1,n0+1
⊗X
)
,
for X ∈ P (kR,kL)R MkR+kL+1 P (kR,kL)L , l ∈ N. In order to represent ξ(l)α,β,a,b, we set A′ as
A′µ := Aµ ⊕ Fµ ∈ (M2n0−1⊗MkR+kL+1)⊕ (Mn0+1⊗MkR+kL+1) ≃ (M2n0−1⊕Mn0+1)⊗MkR+kL+1, µ = 1, . . . , n.
(52)
Using these matrices, our ξ
(l)
α,β,a,b is represented as
ξ
(l)
α,β,a,b = Γ
(R)
lA′
(
Θl
(
e
(n0)
αβ
)
⊗ E(kR,kL)−a,b
)
.
Here, Θl : Mn0 → M2n0−1⊕Mn0+1 is a linear map given by
Θl
(
e
(n0)
αβ
)
:= E
(n0−1,n0−1)
−(α−1),β−1 ⊕
(
−δαβ (1− δα,1) r¯lαe(n0+1)1,n0+1
)
, α, β = 1, . . . , n0. (53)
Hence, we obtain
Dl = Γ(R)l,A′
(
(Θl ⊗ id)
(
Mn0 ⊗P (kR,kL)R MkR+kL+1 P (kR,kL)L
))
, (54)
and
lim
t↓0
Γ
(R)
l,B(t) ◦Θl,t (X) = Γ(R)l,A′ ◦ (Θl ⊗ id) (X) , X ∈Mn0 ⊗MkR+kL+1, l ∈ N. (55)
Lemma 4.15. There exists an l4 ∈ N such that
Dl+1 = (Dl ⊗ Cn) ∩ (Cn ⊗Dl) , l4 ≤ l.
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Proof. The inclusion ⊂ is easy. For each l ≥ max{2n60(kR + 1)(kL + 1), l3} and t ∈ (0, 1], by
Proposition 3.1 of [O1] and Lemma 3.5, Lemma 4.1, we have l ≥ 2n60(kR + 1)(kL + 1) ≥ 2lB(t) ≥
mB(t). Therefore, we have
Gl+1,B(t) =
(Gl,B(t) ⊗ Cn) ∩ (Cn ⊗ Gl,B(t)) .
For any η ∈ Dl+1, by Lemma 4.14, we have
η = Gl+1η = lim
t↓0
Gl+1,B(t)η =
{
limt↓0
(
Gl,B(t) ⊗ I
)
Gl+1,B(t)η = (Gl ⊗ I) η
limt↓0
(
I⊗Gl,B(t)
)
Gl+1,B(t)η = (I⊗Gl) η.
This proves Dl+1 ⊂ (Dl ⊗ Cn) ∩ (Cn ⊗Dl).
The proof of opposite inclusion is similar to the proof of Lemma 2.14 of [O1].
By the routine argument using Lemma C.7 of [O1], we see that there exists an l′4 ∈ N such that
Kl (A′) = Vl,
for all l ≥ l′4. The subspace Vl is defined by
Vl = span


(I2n0−1 ⊕ In0+1) ,
(
E
(n0−1,n0−1)
0,β−1 ⊕ e(n0+1)1β
)
,(
E
(n0−1,n0−1)
−(α−1),0 ⊕ e(n0+1)α,n0+1
)
,(
02n0−1 ⊕ e(n0+1)1,n0+1
)
,(
E
(n0−1,n0−1)
−(α−1),β−1 ⊕ 0n0+1
)

α,β=2,...,n0
⊗
{
I, E(kR,kL)−a,0 ,
E
(kR,kL)
0,b , E
(kR,kL)
−a,b
}
a=1,...,kR,b=1,...,kL

Λˆl.
(56)
Here, we set Λˆ := (ΛλL ⊕ ΛλF )⊗ ΛλR .
Now we are ready to prove Dl+1 = (Dl ⊗ Cn) ∩ (Cn ⊗Dl) for l ≥ l′4 + 1. Let l′4 + 1 ≤ l ∈
N and Φ ∈ (Dl ⊗ Cn) ∩ (Cn ⊗Dl). We show that Φ ∈ Dl+1. By (54), there exist Cµ, Dν ∈
Mn0 ⊗P (kR,kL)R MkR+kL+1 P (kR,kL)L , µ, ν = 1, . . . , n such that
Φ =
n∑
µ=1
Γ
(R)
l,A′ ((Θl ⊗ id) (Cµ))⊗ ψµ =
n∑
ν=1
ψν ⊗ Γ(R)l,A′ ((Θl ⊗ id) (Dν)) . (57)
Therefore, for all ̟(l−1) ∈ {1, . . . , n}×l−1 and µ, ν ∈ {1, . . . , n}, we have
Tr
(
(Θl ⊗ id) (Cµ)
(
A′νÂ′̟(l−1)
)∗)
= Tr
(
(Θl ⊗ id) (Dν)
(
Â′̟(l−1)A
′
µ
)∗)
.
From this, we see that for each µ, ν ∈ {1 . . . , n},
A′∗ν (Θl ⊗ id) (Cµ)− (Θl ⊗ id) (Dν)A′∗µ
is orthogonal to Kl−1(A′) with respect to the inner product 〈, 〉Tr given by 〈X,Y 〉Tr = TrX∗Y . As
l − 1 ≥ l′4, we have Kl−1(A′) = Vl−1.
Note that A′1
−1Vl ⊂ Vl−1 from the definition of Vl. From this, if X ∈ (M2n0−1⊕Mn0+1) ⊗
MkR+kL+1 belongs to the orthogonal complement of Vl−1 with respect to 〈, 〉Tr, then
(
A′1
∗)−1
X be-
longs to the orthogonal complement of Vl. Applying this toX = A′∗1 (Θl ⊗ id) (Cµ)−(Θl ⊗ id) (D1)A′∗µ,
we see for each µ = 1, . . . , n, that
Zµ := (Θl ⊗ id) (Cµ)−
(
A′1
∗)−1
(Θl ⊗ id) (D1)A′∗µ
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is orthogonal to Vl = Kl(A′). This means that Zµ is in the kernel of Γ(R)l,A′ for each µ = 1, . . . , n.
By the definition of Θl, we have(
A′1
∗)−1 (
(Θl ⊗ id)
(
e
(n0)
αβ ⊗ E(kR,kL)−a,b
))
= (Θl+1 ⊗ id)
((
λL,−(α−1)
)−1 (
λR,−a
)−1
e
(n0)
αβ ⊗ E(kR,kL)−a,b
)
.
Therefore, we have(
A′1
∗)−1
(Θl ⊗ id)
(
Mn0 ⊗P (kR,kL)R MkR+kL+1 P (kR,kL)L
)
⊂ (Θl+1 ⊗ id)
(
Mn0 ⊗P (kR,kL)R MkR+kL+1 P (kR,kL)L
)
.
In particular, we have (
A′1
∗)−1
(Θl ⊗ id) (D1) = (Θl+1 ⊗ id) (W ) ,
with some W ∈Mn0 ⊗P (kR,kL)R MkR+kL+1 P (kR,kL)L . Hence for each µ = 1, . . . , n, we obtain
(Θl ⊗ id) (Cµ) = (Θl+1 ⊗ id) (W )A′∗µ + Zµ,
where W ∈ Mn0 ⊗P (kR,kL)R MkR+kL+1 P (kR,kL)L and Zµ ∈ kerΓ(R)l,A′ . Substituting this to (57), we
obtain
Φ =
n∑
µ=1
Γ
(R)
l,A′ ((Θl ⊗ id) (Cµ))⊗ ψµ = Γ(R)l+1,A′ ((Θl+1 ⊗ id) (W )) ∈ Dl+1.
This completes the proof. 
The Hamiltonian HΦ1−Gm given by the interaction 1−Gm via the formula (1), (2) is gapped with
respect to the open boundary conditions:
Lemma 4.16. For any m,N ∈ N with max{l3, l4} ≤ m ≤ N , the kernel of
(
HΦ1−Gm
)
[0,N−1] is
equal to DN , and its dimension is n20(kL + 1)(kR + 1). For each m ≥ max{l3, l4}, there exist a
γm > 0 and an Nm ∈ N such that
γm (1−GN ) ≤
(
HΦ1−Gm
)
[0,N−1] , for all N ≥ Nm.
(The numbers l3, l4 are given in Lemma 4.13, Lemma 4.15.)
Proof. From Lemma 4.15, {Dl}l satisfies the intersection property. From Lemma 4.6, {Gl,A}l
satisfies Condition 1 of [O1] Definition 2.1. By the second statement of Lemma 4.13, the differemce
between Gl and Gl,A decays exponentially fast, as l → ∞. Therefore, {Dl}l satisfies the second
property of Condition 1. Hence we conclude that {Dl}l satisfies Condition 1 . Therefore, by the
Theorem of Nachtergaele, [N](see Theorem 2.2 of [O1] for the version we use) we obtain the claim
of the current Lemma. 
Note that for m ≥ max{l3, l4}, we have nm > n20(kR+1)(kL+1) by Remark 2.2. The Hamiltonian
HΦ1−Gm1 and HΦm2,A are equivalent with respect to the typeII-C
1-classification.
Lemma 4.17. Let m1,m2 ∈ N with max{l3, l4} ≤ m1 and max{lA,mA} ≤ m2. (Recall the
definition of lA from Lemma 4.5.) For each t ∈ [0, 1] we define Φ(t) ∈ J by
Φ(X ; t) := (1− t)Φ1−Gm1 (X) + tΦm2,A(X), X ∈ SZ.
Then we have HΦ1−Gm1 ≃II HΦm2,A .
Proof. It is proven by the same argument as in the proof of Corollary 1.4 of [O2]. 
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At the end of this subsection, we prove Lemmas which we will use in the next section to discuss
about the bulk classification. We introduce the following notation.
Notation 4.18. Let HΦ be a frustration free Hamiltonian given by a positive interaction Φ ∈ J .
For each Γ ⊂ Z, we set
S˜Z,Γ (HΦ) := {ϕ | ϕ is a state on AZ with ϕ (Φ(X)) = 0 for all X ∈ SΓ} .
Remark 4.19. By definition, we clearly have S˜Z,Γ1 (HΦ) ⊂ S˜Z,Γ2 (HΦ) if Γ2 ⊂ Γ1.
From 2. of Lemma 4.13, we obtain the following.
Lemma 4.20. For any m1,m2 ∈ N with m1 ≥ l4, m2 ≥ mA, and M ∈ N, we have
SZ
(
HΦ1−Gm1
)
= SZ
(
HΦm2,A
)
, ˜SZ,[−M,M ]c
(
HΦ1−Gm1
)
= ˜SZ,[−M,M ]c
(
HΦm2,A
)
. (58)
Definition 4.21. We say that an interaction Φ ∈ J satisfies Condition 6 if the followings hold.
1. There exists a state ω∞ on AZ such that SZ (HΦ) = {ω∞}.
2. For any M ∈ N and ϕ ∈ ˜SZ,[−M,M ]c (HΦ), ϕ is quasi-equivalent to ω∞.
Lemma 4.22. Let h ∈ AZ be a positive operator given by either of the followings:
h :=

1−Gm,B, B ∈ ClassA, m ≥ mB,
1−Gm,A, A : given in (23), m ≥ mA
1−Gm, Gm : given in (29), m ≥ l4
.
Then Φh given by the formula (1) satisfies the Condition 6. (Recall l4 given in Lemma 4.15.)
Proof. Let us first consider 1−Gm,B, 1−Gm,A . The first condition of Condition 6 for 1−Gm,B,
1−Gm,A is already checked. From Lemma 4.8 and Lemma D.1, the second property of Condition
6 holds for 1−Gm,A. As the corresponding property holds for 1−Gm,B from Lemma 3.25 of [O1],
the latter property holds also for 1−Gm,B.
Let us consider 1−Gm. From Lemma 4.20 and Condition 6 for 1−Gm,A , we obtain Condition
6 for 1−Gm. 
Definition 4.23. Let Φ0,Φ1 ∈ J be positive interactions. For each Λ ∈ SZ and i = 0, 1, we denote
by GΛ,i the orthogonal projection onto (kerHΦi)Λ. We say the pair (Φ0,Φ1) satisfies Condition 7
if the followings hold.
1. The Hamiltonians HΦ0 , HΦ1 are frustration free.
2. The Hamiltonian HΦ1 is gapped with respect to the open boundary conditions.
3. There exist constants C > 0 and 0 < r < 1 such that∥∥G[0,N−1],0G[0,N−1],1 −G[0,N−1],1∥∥ ≤ CrN , for all N ∈ N. (59)
4. There exists a state ω∞ on AZ such that SZ (HΦ0) = SZ (HΦ1) = {ω∞}.
5. For any M ∈ N and ϕ ∈ ˜SZ,[−M,M ]c (HΦ1), ϕ is quasi-equivalent to ω∞.
Definition 4.24. Let Φ0,Φ1 ∈ J be positive interactions. We say the pair (Φ0,Φ1) satisfies
Condition 8 if it satisfies Condition 7 and either (i) or (ii) of the following conditions holds.
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(i) (a) There exists a unique αΦ0 -ground state, and
(b) Φ0 ∈ JB.
(ii) (a) The Hamiltonian HΦ0 is gapped with respect to the open boundary conditions, and
(b) for any M ∈ N and ϕ ∈ ˜SZ,[−M,M ]c (HΦ0), ϕ is quasi-equivalent to ω∞. (Here, ω∞ is
the state given by 4. of Condition 7.)
From Lemma 4.9, Lemma 4.13, Lemma 4.15, Lemma 4.16, Lemma 4.20 and Lemma 4.22, we have
the following.
Lemma 4.25. Let m1,m2 with max{l3, l4} ≤ m1 and 2lA ≤ m2. Then (Φ1−Gm1 ,Φm2,A) satisfies
Condition 8.
By Corollary 1.4 of [O2], Theorem 1.18 of [O1], Lemma 4.9, Lemma 4.13, and Lemma 4.22, we
obtain the following.
Lemma 4.26. Let m1,m2 with 2lA ≤ m1 and 2lV ≤ m2. Then (Φm1,A,Φm2,V) satisfies Condition
8.
4.5 The overlaps of GN,B(t)
Throughout this subsection let 2 ≤ n0 ∈ N, kR, kL ∈ N ∪ {0}, and A, B(t) be given by (23),
(22). As B(t) belongs to ClassA if t ∈ (0, 1] from Lemma 4.1, we obtain eB(t) and ϕB(t) given in
Proposition 3.1 of [O1]. In this subsection, we show the following Lemma.
Lemma 4.27. There exist C9, 0 < s4 < 1, and l5 ∈ N such that
sup
t∈[0,1]
∥∥∥(I[0,N−l] ⊗ Gˆl(t))(GˆN (t)⊗ I{N} − GˆN+1(t))∥∥∥ ≤ n20 (kR + 1) (kL + 1)C9 (sl4 + sN−l4 ) ,
(60)
for all N, l ∈ N such that N ≥ l ≥ max{l3, l5, n60 (kR + 1) (kL + 1)}. (Recall l3 given in Lemma
4.13.)
First we estimate various sesqui-linear forms.
Lemma 4.28. There exist constants C3, C4 > 0, 0 < s2 < 1 such that∣∣∣〈Γ(R)l,B(t) ◦Θl,t (X1) ,Γ(R)l,B(t) ◦Θl,t (X2)〉− ϕB(t) (X∗1ateB(t)atX2)∣∣∣ ≤ C3sl2 ‖X1‖ ‖X2‖ , (61)∣∣∣〈Γ(R)l,B(t) (Θl+1,t (X1)Bµ(t)∗) ,Γ(R)l,B(t) ◦Θl,t (X2)〉− ϕB(t) (Bµ(t)X∗1ateB(t)atX2)∣∣∣ ≤ C3sl2 ‖X1‖ ‖X2‖ ,
(62)∣∣ϕB(t) (X∗1ateB(t)atX2)∣∣ ≤ C4 ‖X1‖ ‖X2‖ , (63)∣∣ϕB(t) (Bµ(t)X∗1ateB(t)atX2)∣∣ ≤ C4 ‖X1‖ ‖X2‖ , (64)
for all t ∈ (0, 1], l ∈ N, X1, X2 ∈ Mn0 ⊗P (kR,kL)R MkR+kL+1 P (kR,kL)L , µ ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
Proof. We prove (62) and (64). The proofs of (61) and (63) are the same. First, from the
definition, we have
Γ
(R)
l,B(t) (Θl+1,t (X1)Bµ(t)
∗) =
∑
µ(l)∈{1,...,n}×l
(
TrΘl+1,t (X1)
(
Bµ(l)(t)Bµ(t)
)∗)
ψ̂µ(l) .
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In the Tr on the right hand side, we have l + 1 number of Bµ(t)s and Θl+1,t (X1). Therefore,
from the proof of Lemma 4.4, we see that it is of the form r
− l+12
T
ω˜(t)
× a polynimial of t. Similarly,
Γ
(R)
l,B(t) ◦Θl,t (X2) is of the form r
− l2
T
ω˜(t)
× a polynimial of t. Therefore, we have
lim
t↓0
t
〈
Γ
(R)
l,B(t) (Θl+1,t (X1)Bµ(t)
∗) ,Γ(R)l,B(t) ◦Θl,t (X2)
〉
= 0. (65)
Next, let 0 < s1 < 1 be the constant given in Lemma 4.3. and set S1 := {z ∈ C | |z| = 1+s12 }∪{z ∈
C | |z − 1| = 1−s12 }. Then by Spectral Property II of TB(t), t ∈ [0, 1], and the definition of s1 from
Lemma 4.3, we have
T l
B(t) = P
TB(t)
{1} + T
l
B(t)
(
id−PTB(t){1}
)
=
(∮
|z−1|= 1−s12
dz +
∮
|z|= 1+s12
dzzl
)(
z − TB(t)
)−1
(66)
From this and a routine calculation from [O1], we obtain〈
Γ
(R)
l,B(t) (Θl+1,t (X1)Bµ(t)
∗) ,Γ(R)l,B(t) ◦Θl,t (X2)
〉
=
n0∑
α,β=1
0∑
i,j=−kR
〈
χ(n0)α ⊗ f (kR,kL)i , T lB(t)
(
Bµ(t)Θl+1,t (X1)
∗
∣∣∣χ(n0)α ⊗ f (kR,kL)i 〉〈χ(n0)β ⊗ f (kR,kL)j ∣∣∣Θl,t (X2))χ(n0)β ⊗ f (kR,kL)j 〉
=
(∮
|z−1|= 1−s12
dz +
∮
|z|= 1+s12
dzzl
)
n0∑
α,β=1
0∑
i,j=−kR〈
χ(n0)α ⊗ f (kR,kL)i ,
(
z − TB(t)
)−1 (
Bµ(t)Θl+1,t (X1)
∗
∣∣∣χ(n0)α ⊗ f (kR,kL)i 〉〈χ(n0)β ⊗ f (kR,kL)j ∣∣∣Θl,t (X2))χ(n0)β ⊗ f (kR,kL)j 〉
(67)
for each t ∈ (0, 1]. Now, we expand (z − TB(t))−1, Bµ(t), as (z − TB(t))−1 = ∑j=0,1 tjAj (z) +
t2A2 (z, t), Bµ(t) =
∑
j=0,1 t
jWj + t
2W2(t), t ∈ [0, 1], z ∈ S1. Here Aj (z), A2 (z, t), Wj ,
W2(t) are operators on Mn0 ⊗MkR+kL+1 such that supz∈S1 ‖Aj (z)‖, supt∈[0,1],z∈S1 ‖A2 (z, t)‖,
supt∈[0,1] ‖W2(t)‖ are finite. Substituting these in (67), the right hand side of (67) can be ex-
panded as t−2b2 (l, X1, X2) + t−1b1 (l, X1, X2) + b0 (t, l, X1, X2). Here, for the map b0 : (0, 1] ×
N ×
(
Mn0 ⊗P (kR,kL)R MkR+kL+1 P (kR,kL)L
)×2
∋ (t, l, X1, X2) 7→ b0 (t, l, X1, X2) ∈ C, there exists a
constant C4 > 0 such that
sup
t∈(0,1]
sup
l∈N
|b0 (t, l, X1, X2)| ≤ C4 ‖X1‖ ‖X2‖ . (68)
Furthermore, there exists a limit b∞ (t,X1, X2) = liml→∞ b0 (t, l, X1, X2). From (68), we have
sup
t∈(0,1]
|b∞ (t,X1, X2)| ≤ C4 ‖X1‖ ‖X2‖ . (69)
There exist constants C3 > 0 and 0 < s2 < 1 such that
sup
t∈(0,1]
|b∞ (t,X1, X2)− b0 (t, l, X1, X2)| ≤ C3sl2 ‖X1‖ ‖X2‖ , X1, X2 ∈ Mn0 ⊗P (kR,kL)R MkR+kL+1 P (kR,kL)L l ∈ N.
(70)
On the other hand, from the property (65), we know that limt↓0 t−1b2 (l, X1, X2)+ b1 (l, X1, X2) +
tb0 (t, l, X1, X2) = 0. This means b2 (l, X1, X2) = b1 (l, X1, X2) = 0. Substituting these, we obtain〈
Γ
(R)
l,B(t) (Θl+1,t (X1)Bµ(t)
∗) ,Γ(R)l,B(t) ◦Θl,t (X2)
〉
= b0 (t, l, X1, X2) . (71)
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Take l → ∞ limit of this equation. From (70) and the first equality of (67) combined with the
spectral property of TB(t), we obtain
ϕB(t)
(
Bµ(t)X
∗
1ateB(t)atX2
)
= b∞ (t,X1, X2) . (72)
From (70), (71), and (72), we obtain (62). Furthremore, from (69) and (72), we obtain (64). 
Lemma 4.29. There exist constants C5, C6 > 0 such that
C5TrX
∗X ≤ ϕB(t)
(
X∗ateB(t)atX
) ≤ C6 TrX∗X, X ∈ Mn0 ⊗P (kR,kL)R MkR+kL+1 P (kR,kL)L .
(73)
Proof. We define a linear map ι : Mn0 → M2n0−1 by ι
(
e
(n0)
αβ
)
= E
(n0−1,n0−1)
−(α−1),β−1 , α, β = 1, . . . , n0.
By Lemma 4.12, we have∥∥∥Γ(R)l,A ◦ (ι⊗ id) (X)− Γ(R)l,A′ ◦ (Θl ⊗ id) (X)∥∥∥ ≤ n0C7κ l2 ‖X‖ , l ∈ N, X ∈Mn0 ⊗P (kR,kL)R MkR+kL+1 P (kR,kL)L .
(74)
By (33) of [O1] with Lemma 4.6, and (61), (74), we have a (t-independent) sequence of positive
numbers δl, l ∈ N with δl → 0, l →∞, such that∣∣ϕB(t) (X∗0ateB(t)atX1)− ϕA (((ι⊗ id) (X0))∗ eA (ι⊗ id) (X1))∣∣
≤
∣∣∣〈Γ(R)l,B(t) ◦Θl,t (X0) ,Γ(R)l,B(t) ◦Θl,t (X1)〉− 〈Γ(R)l,A′ ◦ (Θl ⊗ id) (X0) ,Γ(R)l,A′ ◦ (Θl ⊗ id) (X1)〉∣∣∣+ δl.
We first take lim supt↓0, applying (55) for this inequality, and then take l → ∞ limit. Hence we
obtain
lim
t↓0
ϕB(t)
(
X∗0ateB(t)atX1
)
= ϕA
(
((ι⊗ id) (X0))∗ eA (ι⊗ id) (X1)
)
, X0, X1 ∈Mn0 ⊗P (kR,kL)R MkR+kL+1 P (kR,kL)L .
(75)
As ι⊗ id is a bijection from Mn0 ⊗P (kR,kL)R MkR+kL+1 P (kR,kL)L to PR,A (M2n0−1⊗MkR+kL+1)PL,A
and s (eA) = PR,A and s (ϕA) = PL,A, (X0, X1) 7→ ϕA
(
((ι⊗ id) (X0))∗ eA (ι⊗ id) (X1)
)
, X0, X1 ∈
Mn0 ⊗P (kR,kL)R MkR+kL+1 P (kR,kL)L defines an inner product on Mn0 ⊗P (kR,kL)R MkR+kL+1 P (kR,kL)L .
From this and (75), and the finite dimensionality of Mn0 ⊗P (kR,kL)R MkR+kL+1 P (kR,kL)L , we prove
the claim of the Lemma. 
From the upper bound of the last Lemma, we obtain the following.
Corollary 4.30. We have supt∈(0,1]
∥∥ateB(t)at∥∥ <∞.
Furthermore, from Lemma 4.28 and Lemma 4.29 , we obtain the following.
Corollary 4.31. Let C5 be the constant given in Lemma 4.29. Then there exists an l5 ∈ N such
that
C5
2
TrX∗X ≤
∥∥∥Γ(R)l,B(t) ◦Θl,t (X)∥∥∥2 , X ∈ Mn0 ⊗P (kR,kL)R MkR+kL+1 P (kR,kL)L , l5 ≤ l, t ∈ (0, 1].
(76)
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For any N, l ∈ N with N ≥ l ≥ 2 and t ∈ (0, 1], Z,Xµ ∈ Mn0 ⊗P (kR,kL)R MkR+kL+1 P (kR,kL)L ,
µ = 1, . . . , n, we define
Q (t, N, l, Z, {Xµ}µ) :=
∑
µ(N−l+1)∈{1,...,n}×N−l+1
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
µ=1
〈
Γ
(R)
l−1,B(t)
(
Θl,t (Z)Bµ (t)
∗)
,Γ
(R)
l−1,B(t)
((
̂Bµ(N−l+1)(t)
)∗
ΘN,t (Xµ)
)〉∣∣∣∣∣
2
,
R (t, Z, {Xµ}µ) :=
n∑
µ=1
atXµρB(t)Bµ(t)Z
∗ateB(t) ∈Mn0 ⊗P (kR,kL)R MkR+kL+1 P (kR,kL)R .
Lemma 4.32. There exist constants C10 > 0, 0 < s3 < 1 satisfying the followings.: For any
N, l ∈ N with N ≥ l ≥ 2, t ∈ (0, 1],and Z,Xµ ∈ Mn0 ⊗P (kR,kL)R MkR+kL+1 P (kR,kL)L , µ = 1, . . . , n,
we have∣∣Q (t, N, l, Z, {Xµ}µ)− ϕB(t) ((R (t, Z, {Xµ}µ))∗ eB(t)R (t, Z, {Xµ}µ))∣∣ ≤ C10 (sl3 + sN−l3 )
(
n∑
µ=1
‖Xµ‖2
)
‖Z‖2 .
(77)
Proof. The proof is analogous to that of Lemma 4.28. Let 0 < s1 < 1 be the constant given in
Lemma 4.3. In this proof, we use a notation
ˆ∫
N,l
:=
1
(2pii)3
(∮
|z|=
1+s1
2
dzz
N−l+1 +
∮
|z−1|=
1−s1
2
dz
)(∮
|ζ|=
1+s1
2
dζζ
l−1 +
∮
|ζ−1|=
1−s1
2
dζ
)(∮
|w|=
1+s1
2
dww
l−1 +
∮
|w−1|=
1−s1
2
dw
)
,
Note that Γ
(R)
l−1,B(t)
(
Θl,t (Z)Bµ (t)
∗) and Γ(R)l−1,B(t) (( ̂Bµ(N−l+1)(t))∗ΘN,t (Xµ)) are of the form
r
− l2
T
ω˜(t)
× a polynimial of t and r−N2T
ω˜(t)
× a polynimial of t, from the proof of Lemma 4.4. Therefore,
we have
lim
t↓0
t · Q (t, N, l, Z, {Xµ}µ) = 0. (78)
From (66) and a routine calculation from [O1], we obtain
Q (t,N, l, Z, {Xµ}µ)
=
n∑
µ,µ′=1
n0∑
α,β=1
0∑
i,j=−kR
n0∑
α′,β′=1
0∑
i′,j′=−kR
〈
χ
(n0)
β′
⊗ f
(kR,kL)
j′
, T
N−l+1
B(t)

T
l−1
B(t)
(
ΘN,t (Xµ′)
∗
∣∣∣χ(n0)β′ ⊗ f (kR,kL)j′ 〉〈χ(n0)α′ ⊗ f (kR,kL)i′ ∣∣∣Θlt (Z)Bµ′(t)∗)
·
∣∣∣χ(n0)α′ ⊗ f (kR,kL)i′ 〉〈χ(n0)α ⊗ f (kR,kL)i ∣∣∣
·T l−1
B(t)
(
Bµ(t)Θlt (Z)
∗
∣∣∣χ(n0)α ⊗ f (kR,kL)i 〉〈χ(n0)β ⊗ f (kR,kL)j ∣∣∣ΘN,t (Xµ))

(
χ
(n0)
β ⊗ f
(kR,kL)
j
)〉
(79)
=
∫̂
N,l
n∑
µ,µ′=1
n0∑
α,β=1
0∑
i,j=−kR
n0∑
α′,β′=1
0∑
i′,j′=−kR〈
χ
(n0)
β′
⊗ f
(kR,kL)
j′
,
(
z − TB(t)
)−1

(
ζ − TB(t)
)−1 (
ΘN,t (Xµ′)
∗
∣∣∣χ(n0)β′ ⊗ f (kR,kL)j′ 〉〈χ(n0)α′ ⊗ f (kR,kL)i′ ∣∣∣Θlt (Z)Bµ′(t)∗)
·
∣∣∣χ(n0)α′ ⊗ f (kR,kL)i′ 〉〈χ(n0)α ⊗ f (kR,kL)i ∣∣∣
·
(
w − TB(t)
)−1 (
Bµ(t)Θlt (Z)
∗
∣∣∣χ(n0)α ⊗ f (kR,kL)i 〉〈χ(n0)β ⊗ f (kR,kL)j ∣∣∣ΘN,t (Xµ))

(
χ
(n0)
β ⊗ f
(kR,kL)
j
)〉
(80)
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for each t ∈ (0, 1]. Now, as in the proof of Lemma 4.28, expanding (z − TB(t))−1, (w − TB(t))−1,(
ζ − TB(t)
)−1
, Bµ(t) we obtain an expansion
Q (t, N, l, Z, {Xµ}µ) =
4∑
j=1
t−jbj (N, l, Z, {Xµ}µ) + b0 (t, N, l, Z, {Xµ}µ) . (81)
By taking the limit N → ∞ and then l → ∞ after that for b0 (t, N, l, Z, {Xµ}) we obtain a
function b∞ (t, Z, {Xµ}) = liml→∞ (limN→∞ b0 (t, N, l, Z, {Xµ})). There exist constants C10 > 0
and 0 < s3 < 1 such that
sup
t∈(0,1]
sup
N,l∈N;N≥l
|b0 (t, N, l, Z, {Xµ})| , max
j=1,...,4
sup
N,l∈N;N≥l
|bj (N, l, Z, {Xµ})| , sup
t∈(0,1]
|b∞ (t, Z, {Xµ})| ≤ C10
n∑
µ=1
‖Xµ‖2 · ‖Z‖2 ,
(82)
sup
t∈(0,1]
sup
N,l∈N;N≥l
|b∞ (t, Z, {Xµ})− b0 (t, N, l, Z, {Xµ})| ≤ C10
(
sl3 + s
N−l
3
) n∑
µ=1
‖Xµ‖2 · ‖Z‖2 , (83)
for any Z,Xµ ∈Mn0 ⊗P (kR,kL)R MkR+kL+1 P (kR,kL)L .
The expansion (81) and the property (78) implies bj (N, l, Z, {Xµ}) = 0 for any j = 1, . . . , 4,
N, l ∈ N with N ≥ l, t ∈ (0, 1] and Z,Xµ ∈ Mn0 ⊗P (kR,kL)R MkR+kL+1 P (kR,kL)L . Hence we obtain
Q (t, N, l, Z, {Xµ}µ) = b0 (t, N, l, Z, {Xµ}) , (84)
for any N, l ∈ N with N ≥ l, t ∈ (0, 1], Z,Xµ ∈ Mn0 ⊗P (kR,kL)R MkR+kL+1 P (kR,kL)L , µ = 1, . . . , n.
Take N →∞ limit and l →∞ then after in this equation. From (79) combined with the spectral
property of TB(t), we obtain
ϕB(t)
(
(R (t, Z, {Xµ}µ))∗ eB(t)R (t, Z, {Xµ}µ)
)
= b∞ (t, Z, {Xµ}) . (85)
From (83), (84), and (85), we obtain (77). 
Lemma 4.33. There exist constants C9 > 0, 0 < s4 < 1 satisfying the followings.: For any N, l ∈
N with N ≥ l ≥ max{l5, n60 (kR + 1) (kL + 1)}, t ∈ (0, 1], Z ∈ Mn0 ⊗P (kR,kL)R MkR+kL+1 P (kR,kL)L ,
Φ ∈ (GN,B(t) ⊗ Cn) ∩ G⊥N+1,B(t) we have∥∥∥(IN+1−l ⊗ 〈Γ(R)l,B(t) ◦Θl,t (Z)∣∣∣)Φ∥∥∥2 ≤ C9 (sl4 + sN−l4 ) ‖Φ‖2 ∥∥∥Γ(R)l,B(t) ◦Θl,t (Z)∥∥∥2 . (86)
(Recall l5 given in Corollary 4.31.)
Proof. LetN, l ∈ N withN ≥ l ≥ max{l5, n60 (kR + 1) (kL + 1)}, t ∈ (0, 1], Z ∈Mn0 ⊗P (kR,kL)R MkR+kL+1 P (kR,kL)L ,
and Φ ∈ (GN,B(t) ⊗ Cn)∩G⊥N+1,B(t). As B(t) ∈ Class(n, n0, kR, kL), andN ≥ n60 (kR + 1) (kL + 1) ≥
lB(t), from Proposition 3.1 of [O1], for Φ ∈ GN,B(t)⊗Cn there exist {Φµ}nµ=1 ⊂ Mn0 ⊗P (kR,kL)R MkR+kL+1 P (kR,kL)L
such that Φ =
∑n
µ=1 Γ
(R)
N,B(t) ◦ΘNt (Φµ)⊗ ψµ. By Corollary 4.31, we have
n∑
µ=1
‖Φµ‖2 ≤ 2
C5
n∑
µ=1
∥∥∥Γ(R)l,B(t) ◦Θl,t (Φµ)∥∥∥2 = 2C5 ‖Φ‖2 . (87)
We claim∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
µ=1
ϕB(t)
(
Bµ(t)X
∗ateB(t)atΦµ
)∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C3 ·
√
2n
C5
· sN1 · ‖Φ‖ ‖X‖ , X ∈ Mn0 ⊗P (kR,kL)R MkR+kL+1 P (kR,kL)L .
(88)
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To see this, let X ∈Mn0 ⊗P (kR,kL)R MkR+kL+1 P (kR,kL)L . From Φ ∈ G⊥N+1,B(t), we have
0 =
〈
Γ
(R)
N+1,B(t) ◦ΘN+1,t (X) ,Φ
〉
=
n∑
µ=1
〈
Γ
(R)
N,B(t) (ΘN+1,t (X)Bµ(t)
∗) ,Γ(R)N,B(t) ◦ΘNt (Φµ)
〉
.
From this, we obtain∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
µ=1
ϕB(t)
(
Bµ(t)X
∗ateB(t)atΦµ
)∣∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
µ=1
(
ϕB(t)
(
Bµ(t)X
∗ateB(t)atΦµ
)− 〈Γ(R)N,B(t) (ΘN+1,t (X)Bµ(t)∗) ,Γ(R)N,B(t) ◦ΘNt (Φµ)〉)
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C3sN2 ‖X‖
n∑
µ=1
‖Φµ‖
≤ C3sN2 ‖X‖
√
2n
C5
‖Φ‖ .
In the first inequality, we used Lemma 4.28. The second inequality is due to (87) and Cauchy-
Schwartz inequality. This proves the claim (88).
From Corollary 4.30,
C
′
:= sup
t∈(0,1]
∥∥eB(t)∥∥ ∥∥ateB(t)at∥∥
(
n∑
µ=1
‖Bµ(t)‖2
) 1
2
 , C ′′ := 2√n
C5
C3C
′
are finite positive constants. We apply (88) to
St :=
n∑
µ′=1
Φµ′ρB(t)Bµ′(t)Z
∗ateB(t)ρB(t)eB(t)atZ ∈ Mn0 ⊗P (kR,kL)R MkR+kL+1 P (kR,kL)L .
Note that, by Tr ρB(t) = 1 and Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and (87), we have
‖St‖ ≤ C′ · ‖Z‖2
(
n∑
µ=1
‖Φµ‖2
) 1
2
≤ C′ · ‖Z‖2
√
2
C5
‖Φ‖ .
Applying (88) to St, we obtain
∣∣ϕB(t) ((R (t, Z, {Φµ}µ))∗ eB(t)R (t, Z, {Φµ}µ))∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
µ=1
ϕB(t)
(
Bµ(t)S
∗
t ateB(t)atΦµ
)∣∣∣∣∣
≤ C3 ·
√
2n
C5
· sN1 · ‖Φ‖ ‖St‖ ≤ C
′′
sN1 ‖Z‖2 ‖Φ‖2 . (89)
Now we are ready to show (86). It is straightforward to check that
∥∥∥(IN+1−l ⊗ 〈Γ(R)l,B(t) ◦Θl,t (Z)∣∣∣)Φ∥∥∥2
is equal to Q (t, N, l, Z, {Φµ}µ). From this, applying Lemma 4.32 and (89),∥∥∥(IN+1−l ⊗ 〈Γ(R)l,B(t) ◦Θl,t (Z)∣∣∣)Φ∥∥∥2 = Q (t, N, l, Z, {Φµ}µ)
≤ ∣∣Q (t, N, l, Z, {Φµ}µ)− ϕB(t) ((R (t, Z, {Φµ}µ))∗ eB(t)R (t, Z, {Φµ}µ))∣∣ + ϕB(t) ((R (t, Z, {Φµ}µ))∗ eB(t)R (t, Z, {Φµ}µ))
≤ C10
(
sl3 + s
N−l
3
)( n∑
µ=1
‖Φµ‖2
)
‖Z‖2 + C ′′sN1 ‖Z‖2 ‖Φ‖2 ≤ C10
(
sl3 + s
N−l
3
) 2
C5
‖Φ‖2 ‖Z‖2 + C ′′sN2 ‖Z‖2 ‖Φ‖2 .
In the last inequality, we used (87). This and Corollary 4.31 proves the claim of Lemma. 
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Proof of Lemma 4.27. Let C9, 0 < s4 < 1 be the constants in Lemma 4.33, and l5 ∈ N in
Corollary 4.31. Let N, l ∈ N such that N ≥ l ≥ max{l5, n60 (kR + 1) (kL + 1)}.
For each t ∈ (0, 1], we have B(t) ∈ Class(n, n0, kR, kL) and l ≥ n60 (kR + 1) (kL + 1) ≥ lB(t).
Therefore, by Proposition 3.1 of [O1], there exist Zt,i ∈ Mn0 ⊗P (kR,kL)R MkR+kL+1 P (kR,kL)L , i =
1, . . . , n20 (kR + 1) (kL + 1) such that {Γ(R)l,B(t) ◦Θl,t (Zt,i)}
n20(kR+1)(kL+1)
i=1 is a CONS of Gl,B(t).
Let ξ ∈⊗Ni=0Cn and t ∈ (0, 1]. Then Φt := (GN,B(t) ⊗ I{N} −GN+1,B(t)) ξ ∈ (GN,B(t) ⊗ Cn) ∩
G⊥N+1,B(t). From Lemma 4.33, we have
∥∥(I[0,N−l] ⊗Gl,B(t)) (GN,B(t) ⊗ I{N} −GN+1,B(t)) ξ∥∥2 = n20(kR+1)(kL+1)∑
i=1
∥∥∥(I[0,N−l] ⊗ 〈Γ(R)l,B(t) ◦Θl,t (Zt,i)∣∣∣)Φt∥∥∥2
≤ C9
(
sl4 + s
N−l
4
) n20(kR+1)(kL+1)∑
i=1
‖Φt‖2
∥∥∥Γ(R)l,B(t) ◦Θl,t (Zt,i)∥∥∥2 ≤ n20 (kR + 1) (kL + 1)C9 (sl4 + sN−l4 ) ‖ξ‖2 .
Hence we obtain
sup
t∈[0,1]
∥∥∥(I[0,N−l] ⊗ Gˆl(t))(GˆN (t)⊗ I{N} − GˆN+1(t))∥∥∥ = sup
t∈(0,1]
∥∥(I[0,N−l] ⊗Gl,B(t)) (GN,B(t) ⊗ I{N} −GN+1,B(t))∥∥
≤ n20 (kR + 1) (kL + 1)C9
(
sl4 + s
N−l
4
)
.
For the first equality, we used the continuity of Gˆl(t). 
Lemma 4.34. We define l6 ∈ N by
l6 := inf{l′ ∈ N | l′ ≥ l5, n20 (kR + 1) (kL + 1)C9sl4 <
1
8
√
l
, for all l ≥ l′}.
The paths {ξˆ(l)α,β,a,b} given in Lemma 4.14 satisfies the Condition 5 with respect to (max{l3, n60(kR+
1)(kL + 1)},max{l4, 2n60(kR + 1)(kL + 1)}, l6). (Recall that C9, s4 are given in Lemma 4.27, and
l3, l4, l5 by Lemma 4.13, 4.15, 4.27, respectively.)
Proof. (i) of Condition 5 follows from Lemma 4.14. (ii) of Condition 5 for l′ = max{l3, n20(kR +
1)(kL + 1)} follows from Lemma 4.13 and Proposition 3.1 of [O1] with lB(t) ≤ n60(kR + 1)(kL + 1).
(iii) of Condition 5 form′ = max{l4, 2n60(kR+1)(kL+1)} follows from Lemma 4.15 and Proposition
3.1 of [O1] with lB(t) ≤ n60(kR+1)(kL+1). (iv) of Condition 5 with εl := 4n20 (kR + 1) (kL + 1)C9sl4
and l
′′
= l6 is from Lemma 4.27. 
4.6 Proof of Theorem 1.8
In this subsection, we complete the proof of Theorem 1.8. We use the following notations.
Notation 4.1. If 2 ≤ n0 ∈ N and kR, kL ∈ N ∪ {0}, we denote the path B(t) ∈ Class(n, n0, kR, kL)
given in (22) by Bs,n0,kR,kL(t). We denote A given in (23) by As,n0,kR,kL , andV ∈ Class(n, 1, n0(kR+
1)−1, n0(kL+1)−1) given in Notation 4.10 associated to As,n0,kR,kL by Vs,n0,kR,kL . Furthermore,
we denote the path of the orthogonal projections Gˆl(t) given in Lemma 4.14 by Gˆn0,kR,kL,l(t). We
also set
m˜(n0, kR, kL) := max
{
2n60 (kR + 1) (kL + 1) , 2lAs,n0,kR,kL , 2lVs,n0,kR,kL , l4,n0,kR,kL , l3,n0,kR,kL
}
,
(90)
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where lAs,n0,kR,kL , l4,n0,kR,kL , l3,n0,kR,kL are the numbers lA, l4, l3 given in Lemma 4.5, Lemma
4.15, Lemma 4.13, respectively. The number lVs,n0,kR,kL is the one defined in Definition 1.13 [O1]
for Vs,n0,kR,kL ∈ ClassA. For n0 = 1 and each kR, kL ∈ N ∪ {0}, we fix some Vs,1,kR,kL ∈
Class(n, 1, kR, kL) and set Bs,1,kR,kL(t) := Vs,1,kR,kL , t ∈ [0, 1]. We also set m˜(1, kR, kL) :=
2(kR + 1)(kL + 1).
Proof of Theorem 1.8. Let n0, n
′
0 ∈ N, kR, kL, k′R, k′L ∈ N ∪ {0}, B ∈ Class(n, n0, kR, kL), and
B′ ∈ Class(n, n′0, k′R, k′L). Let m ≥ 2lB, and m′ ≥ 2lB′. From [BMNS] and Theorem 1.18 (vi) of
[O1], if HΦm,B ≃II HΦm′,B′ , we have n0(kR + 1) = n′0(k′R + 1), and n0(kL + 1) = n′0(k′L + 1).
Now we show the converse. Set m0 := max{m,m′, m˜(n0, kR, kL), m˜(n′0, k′R, k′L)}.We consider
the following sequence of paths.
1. By the same argument as Lemma 4.2 of [BO], by considering a path Φ(X ; t) := (1 −
t)Φm,B(X) + tΦm0,B(X), we obtain HΦm,B ≃I HΦm0,B . For N large enough, the kernel of(
HΦm,B
)
[0,N−1] and
(
HΦm0,B
)
[0,N−1] coincide. From this, Lemma 4.22, and Theorem 1.18 of
[O1] we see that (Φm,B,Φm0,B) satisfy Condition 8.
2. As B,Bs,n0,kR,kL(1) ∈ Class(n, n0, kR, kL), we haveHΦm0,B ≃I HΦm0,Bs,n0,kR,kL (1) from Propo-
sition 3.1. By the proof of Proposition 3.1, the path connecting Φm0,B and Φm0,Bs,n0,kR,kL (1)
is given by Φm0,B(t) with B(t) ∈ Class(n, n0, kR, kL), a path of positive frustration free trans-
lation invariant finite range interactions satisfying Condition 6.
3. (If n0 ≥ 2.) By Lemma 4.34, the paths {ξˆ(l)α,β,a,b} given by Lemma 4.14 satisfies the Condition
5 with m′ = max{l4,n0,kR,kL , 2n60(kR + 1)(kL + 1)} ≤ m0. From Lemma 2.3, this implies
HΦm0,Bs,n0,kR,kL (1)
= HΦ
Gˆn0,kR,kL,m0
(1)
≃I HΦ
Gˆn0,kR,kL,m0
(0)
. The path connecting them is
given by Φ(t) = Φ
Gˆn0,kR,kL,m0(t)
, a path of positive frustration free translation invariant
finite range interactions satisfying Condition 6.
4. (If n0 ≥ 2.) By Lemma 4.17, we have HΦ
Gˆn0,kR,kL,m0
(0)
≃II HΦm0,As,n0,kR,kL via the path
Φ(X ; t) := (1 − t)Φ
Gˆn0,kR,kL,m0(0)
(X) + tΦm0,As,n0,kR,kL (X). From Lemma 4.25, the pair of
the interactions (Φ
Gˆn0,kR,kL,m0(0)
,Φm0,As,n0,kR,kL ) satisfies Condition 8.
5. (If n0 ≥ 2.) By Notation 4.10, we have HΦm0,As,n0,kR,kL ≃II HΦm0,Vs,n0,kR,kL , via the path
Φ(X ; t) := (1 − t)Φm0,As,n0,kR,kL (X) + tΦm0,Vs,n0,kR,kL (X). From Lemma 4.26, the pair of
the interactions (Φm0,As,n0,kR,kL ,Φm0,Vs,n0,kR,kL ) satisfies Condition 8.
Hence we obtain HΦm,B ≃II HΦm0,Vs,n0,kR,kL . Recall that we set Bs,1,kR,kL(1) := Vs,1,kR,kL ,
for n0 = 1. Parallel argument implies HΦm′,B′ ≃II HΦm0,Vs,n′
0
,k′
R
,k′
L
. If n0(kR + 1) = n
′
0(k
′
R +
1), and n0(kL + 1) = n
′
0(k
′
L + 1), then we have Vs,n0,kR,kL ,Vs,n′0,k′R,k′L ∈ Class(n, 1, n0(kR + 1) −
1, n0(kL+1)−1) = Class(n, 1, n′0(k′R+1)−1, n′0(k′L+1)−1). Therefore we haveHΦm0,Vs,n0,kR,kL ≃I
HΦm0,Vs,n′
0
,k′
R
,k′
L
from Proposition 3.1. This completes the proof. 
5 Bulk classification
In this section we prove Theorem 1.12. First, recall that gap of local Hamiltonians imply that of
bulk Hamiltonians.
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Lemma 5.1. Let Φ be a translation invariant finite range interaction on AZ. Assume that the
Hamiltonian HΦ is gapped with respect to the open boundary condition. Let γ > 0 be a lower bound
of the gap. Then for any ω ∈ SZ(HΦ), we have
σ (Hω,αΦ) \ {0} ⊂ [γ,∞).
Proof. The proof is the same as that of [KN], and [SS]. 
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 5.1, we obtain the following.
Lemma 5.2. Let H0, H1 be Hamiltonians associated with interactions Φ0,Φ1 ∈ J that are gapped
with respect to the open boundary conditions. Assume that H0 and H1 are type I-C
1-equivalent.
Let m ∈ N, Φ : [0, 1]→ Jm, and γ > 0 be the corresponding path of interactions and the uniform
lower bound of the gap in Definition 1.2. Then, for any t ∈ [0, 1] and ωt ∈ SZ
(
HΦ(t)
)
, we have
σ
(
Hωt,αΦ(t)
) \ {0} ⊂ [γ,∞).
5.1 Frustration free Hamiltonians and their bulk ground states
To check that some interaction Φ belongs to JB , we have to consider not only elements in SZ(HΦ)
but all elements in BΦ. For the interactions that is considered in this paper, these set coincides.
Recall Notation 4.18. The proof of the following Lemma is exactly the same as that of Lemma
3.10 [O1].
Lemma 5.3. Let HΦ be a frustration free Hamiltonian given by a positive interaction Φ ∈ J .
Then we have S˜Z,Z (HΦ) = SZ (HΦ). If ω is a unique element in SZ (HΦ), it is pure.
Lemma 5.4. Let HΦ be a frustration free Hamiltonian given by a positive interaction Φ ∈ J . Let
ω be an element in SZ(HΦ) and (H, π,Ω) its GNS triple. Then for any unit vector ξ ∈ kerHω,αΦ ,
ωξ := 〈ξ, π (·) ξ〉 defines a state in SZ(HΦ).
Proof. We first claim that ∥∥∥∥(π ((HΦ)[a,b])) 12 η∥∥∥∥ ≤ ∥∥∥H 12ω,αΦη∥∥∥ , (91)
for all η in the domain of (H
1
2
ω,αΦ) and a ≤ b. To see this, we consider arbitrary a ≤ b, finite
interval I = [c, d] with c ≤ a, b ≤ d, and A ∈ AI . Let R ∈ N be the interaction length of Φ. Then
we have δΦ(A) = i
[
(HΦ)[c−R,d+R] , A
]
, by the definition of αΦ. From this , we have
〈π(A)Ω, Hω,αΦπ(A)Ω〉 = −iω (A∗δΦ(A)) = ω
(
A∗ (HΦ)[c−R,d+R]A
)
− ω
(
A∗A
(
(HΦ)[c−R,d+R]
))
= ω
(
A∗ (HΦ)[c−R,d+R]A
)
≥ ω
(
A∗ (HΦ)[a,b]A
)
.
The third equality is due to the frustration freeness of Φ and that ω ∈ SZ(HΦ) = S˜Z,Z(HΦ), due to
Lemma 5.3. The inequality is by the positivity of Φ. As π
(Aloc
Z
)
Ω is a core of Hω,αΦ , this prove
the claim.
By (91), for any unit vector ξ ∈ kerHω,αΦ , and fintie interval [a, b], we have π
(
(HΦ)[a,b]
)
ξ = 0.
This means ωξ ∈ S˜Z,Z(HΦ) = SZ(HΦ). 
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Lemma 5.5. Let Φ0,Φ1 ∈ J be positive interactions. Assume that the pair (Φ0,Φ1) satisfies the
Condition 7. Let ω∞be the state in 4 of Condition 7. For each s ∈ [0, 1] we define Φ(s) ∈ J by
Φ(X ; s) := (1− s)Φ0(X) + sΦ1(X), X ∈ SZ. (92)
Then, for each s ∈ (0, 1), ω∞ is the unique αΦ(s)-ground state.
Proof. Step 1. Note that for any s ∈ (0, 1), we have ω∞ ∈ S˜Z,Z
(
HΦ(s)
)
. This is because
ω∞ (Φ(X ; s)) = (1− s)ω∞ (Φ0(X)) + sω∞ (Φ1(X)) = 0, X ∈ SZ
due to the frustration freeness of HΦ0 , HΦ1 and Lemma 5.3. Therefore, HΦ(s) is frustration free
and ω∞ ∈ SZ(HΦ(s)) for all s ∈ (0, 1). In particular, ω∞ is an αΦ(s)-ground state on AZ for all
s ∈ (0, 1). Furthermore, ω∞ is pure, because it is the unique element in SZ (HΦ0), (Lemma 5.3).
Step 2. We claim that for any s ∈ (0, 1), any pure αΦ(s)-ground state ω on AZ is quasi-equivalent
to ω∞. Let s ∈ (0, 1) and ω be an arbitrary pure αΦ(s)-ground state on AZ and (H, π,Ω) the GNS
triple of ω.
As Φ0,Φ1 are of finite range, there exists an R > 0 such that Φ0(X) = Φ1(X) = 0 if
the diameter of X is larger than R. Let γ > 0 and N0 ∈ N be numbers satisfying γ ≤
infN≥N0 inf
(
σ
(
(HΦ1)[0,N−1]
)
\ {0}
)
, from 2. of Condition 7.
First we claim ∑
X∈SZ
ω (Φ(X ; s)) <∞. (93)
To see this, recall the characterization of the ground state in Thorem 6.2.52 of [BR96]. For each
M ∈ N, we choose a state σM on A[−M,M ] whose support is in the kernel of (HΦ1)[−M,M ]. We
consider the state ω′M := σM ⊗ ω|AZ\[−M,M] on AZ. Note that ω′M and ω coincide on AZ\[−M,M ].
By Thorem 6.2.52 of [BR96], as ω is an αΦ(s)-ground state, we obtain
0 ≤
∑
X:X∩[−M,M ] 6=∅
ω (Φ(X ; s)) ≤
∑
X:X∩[−M,M ] 6=∅
ω′M (Φ(X ; s)) =
∑
X:X∩[−M,M ] 6=∅
((1− s)ω′M (Φ0(X)) + sω′M (Φ1(X)))
= (1− s)σM
(
(HΦ0)[−M,M ]
)
+ sσM
(
(HΦ1)[−M,M ]
)
+
∑
X∩[−M,M] 6=∅
X∩[−M,M ]c 6=∅
ω′M (Φ (X ; s)) . (94)
As the support of σM is in the kernel of (HΦ1)[−M,M ], we have σM
(
(HΦ1)[−M,M ]
)
= 0. In order
to estimate σM
(
(HΦ0)[−M,M ]
)
, set C1 :=
∑
X:0∈X ‖Φ1(X)‖, and note that
∥∥∥(HΦ0)[−M,M ]∥∥∥ ≤
C1(2M + 1). We then obtain
σM
(
(HΦ0)[−M,M ]
)
= σM
(
(HΦ0)[−M,M ]
(
G[−M,M ],1 −G[−M,M ],0
)
G[−M,M ],1
)
+ σM
(
(HΦ0)[−M,M ]G[−M,M ],0G[−M,M ],1
)
= σM
(
(HΦ0)[−M,M ]
(
G[−M,M ],1 −G[−M,M ],0
)
G[−M,M ],1
)
≤ ∥∥(G[−M,M ],1 −G[−M,M ],0)G[−M,M ],1∥∥ ∥∥∥(HΦ0)[−M,M ]∥∥∥ ≤ C1 · Cr2M+1(2M + 1).
Here, C, r are constants given in 3. of Condition 7. Hence σM
(
(HΦ0)[−M,M ]
)
converges to 0 as
M →∞.
By the translation invariance of Φ0,Φ1 and the definition of R, for any M ≥ R, we have∑
X∩[−M,M] 6=∅
X∩[−M,M ]c 6=∅
(1− s) ‖Φ0(X)‖+ s ‖Φ1(X)‖ =
∑
X∩[−R,R] 6=∅
X∩[−R,R]c 6=∅
(1− s) ‖Φ0(X)‖+ s ‖Φ1(X)‖ =: C2.
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Substitute this and limM σM
(
(HΦ0)[−M,M ]
)
= 0, σM
(
(HΦ1)[−M,M ]
)
= 0 to (94). TakingM →∞
limit, we obtain 0 ≤∑X∈SZ ω (Φ(X ; s)) ≤ C2 <∞, proving the claim (93).
From this, there exists an M0 ∈ N with R ≤M0 such that
0 ≤ s
∑
X⊂[−M0,M0]c
ω (Φ1(X)) ≤
∑
X⊂[−M0,M0]c
ω (Φ(X ; s)) <
sγ
4
. (95)
By the spectral gap condition for Φ1, for any N ∈ N with M0 +N0 ≤ N , we have∥∥(1−G[−N,N ]\[−M0,M0],1)Ω∥∥2 ≤ γ−1 ∑
X⊂[−M0,M0]c
ω (Φ1(X)) <
1
4
. (96)
Now we set for each N0 +M0 ≤ N , a vector ξN := G[−N,N ]\[−M0,M0],1Ω. The norm of these
vectors are decreasing by the definition. From (96), we have ‖ξN‖ ≥ 12 for each N0 + M0 ≤
N . Therefore ‖ξN‖ converges to a strictly positive constant. Furthermore, for N ′ ≤ N , by the
definition, we have
‖ξN − ξN ′‖2 = ‖ξN‖2 + ‖ξN ′‖2 − 〈ξN , ξN ′〉 − 〈ξN ′ , ξN 〉 = −‖ξN‖2 + ‖ξN ′‖2 .
This and the fact that ‖ξN‖ converges means that {ξN}N is a Cauchy sequence. Therefore, it has
a limit ξ˜ ∈ H. From the bound ‖ξN‖ ≥ 12 , ξ˜ is non-zero, and we define a vector ξ :=
∥∥∥ξ˜∥∥∥−1 ξ˜ in
H and an ω-normal state ωξ := 〈ξ, π (·) ξ〉. As ω is pure, ωξ and ω are quasi-equivalent. From
the definition of this ξ˜, for any X ∈ SZ, with X ∩ [−M0,M0] = ∅, we have ωξ (Φ1(X)) = 0.
Hence ωξ belongs to ˜SZ,[−M0,M0]c (HΦ1). By 5. of the assumption, this implies that ωξ and ω∞
are quasi-equivalent. Combined with the quasi-equivalence of ω and ωξ, we conclude that ω and
ω∞ are quasi-equivalent, proving the claim of Step 2.
Step 3. We claim that for any s ∈ (0, 1), if ω is a pure αΦ(s)-ground state, then we have ω = ω∞.
Let (H∞, π∞,Ω∞) be the GNS triple of ω∞. As ω∞ is pure, we have π∞(AZ)′′ = B(H∞).
From Step 2, ω is ω∞-normal, hence represented by a density matrix on H. As furthermore
ω is pure, the density matrix is a one rank projection onto Cξ for some unit vector ξ ∈ H∞
i.e., ω = ωξ = 〈ξ, π∞ (·) ξ〉. By the αΦ(s)-invariance of ω and π∞(AZ)′′ = B(H∞), we have
e
itHω∞,αΦ(s) (|ξ〉 〈ξ|) e−itHω∞,αΦ(s) = |ξ〉 〈ξ| for all t ∈ R. From this and the strong continuity of
the one parameter group of unitatries e
itHω∞,αΦ(s) , ξ is an eigenvector of Hω∞,αΦ(s) with some
eigenvalue λ. From the positivity of Hω∞,αΦ(s) , we have λ ≥ 0. The triple (H∞, π∞, ξ) is the GNS
triple of ω because of π∞(AZ)′′ = B(H∞), and Hω∞,αΦ(s) − λ satisfies
e
it
(
Hω∞,αΦ(s)−λ
)
π∞ (A) ξ = π∞
(
αΦ(s),t(A)
)
ξ, A ∈ AZ, t ∈ [0, 1].
Hence we have Hω,αΦ(s) = Hω∞,αΦ(s) − λ. As this operator have to be positive, we have
0 ≤ 〈Ω∞, Hω,αΦ(s)Ω∞〉 = 〈Ω∞, Hω∞,αΦ(s)Ω∞〉− λ = −λ.
Hence we conclude λ = 0, and ξ is in the kernel of Hω∞,αΦ(s) . From Lemma 5.4 we obtain that
ω = ωξ ∈ SZ(HΦ(s)) = S˜Z,Z(HΦ(s)) ⊂ S˜Z,Z(HΦ1) = SZ(HΦ1) = {ω∞} , i.e., ω = ω∞.
Step 4. Let s ∈ (0, 1). As the set of all αΦ(s)-ground states BΦ(s) is a non-empty wk∗-compact
convex set, by Krein-Milman theorem, BΦ(s) is the convex closed hull of its extremal points. Any
extremal point of is pure BΦ(s) (Theorem 5.3.37 of [BR96]). Therefore, from Step 3, ω∞ is the
unique extremal point of BΦ(s). This means ω∞ is the unique αΦ(s)-ground state. 
We obtain the following corollary as a special case of the previous Lemma.
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Corollary 5.6. Let HΦ be a frustration free Hamiltonian given by a positive interaction Φ ∈ J ,
and assume that HΦ is gapped with respect to the open boundary conditions. Assume Φ satisfies
Condition 6. Then, the αΦ-ground state is unique.
Proof. Set Φ0 = Φ1 = Φ in Lemma 5.5. 
5.2 Bulk equivalence
In this subsection, we derive sufficient conditions for the bulk equivalence.
Lemma 5.7. Let H0, H1 be gapped Hamiltonians with respect to the open boundary conditions,
associated with interactions Φ0,Φ1 ∈ J . Assume that HΦ0 and HΦ1 are type I-C1-equivalent,
and let Φ be the corresponding path of interactions. Assume that for each s ∈ [0, 1], HΦ(s) is
frustration-free and Φ(s) satisfies Condition 6. Then we have HΦ0 ≃B HΦ1 ,
Proof. By Corollary 5.6, there exists a unique αΦ(s)-ground state ωs for each s ∈ [0, 1]. As
SZ
(
HΦ(s)
)
is non-empty, this means ωs ∈ SZ
(
HΦ(s)
)
. Let γ > 0 be the uniform lower bound of
the gap in Definition 1.2. By Lemma 5.2, we then have
σ
(
Hωs,αΦ(s)
) \ {0} ⊂ [γ,∞).
By the uniqueness of the ground state, 0 is a non-degenerate eigenvalue of Hωs,αΦ(s) , for each
s ∈ [0, 1]. This proves Φ(s) ∈ JB , and HΦ0 ≃B HΦ1 . 
Lemma 5.8. Let Φ0,Φ1 ∈ J be positive interactions. Assume that the pair (Φ0,Φ1) satisfies the
Condition 8. Then we have Φ0,Φ1 ∈ JB. Furthermore, for each s ∈ [0, 1] we define Φ(s) ∈ J by
(92). Then we have HΦ0 ≃B HΦ1 with respect to this path.
Proof. First we note that for any s ∈ [0, 1], ω∞ in 4. of Condition 7 is the unique αΦ(s)-ground
state.: By Lemma 5.5, ω∞ is the unique αΦ(s)-ground state for each s ∈ (0, 1). For s = 0, 1, we
obtain it by Corollary 5.6.
Let (H∞, π∞,Ω∞) be the GNS triple of ω∞. We have π∞ (AZ)
′′
= B (H∞) because ω∞ is pure.
Therefore, for any s ∈ [0, 1], any unit vector η in the kernel of Hω∞,αΦ(s) orthogonal to Ω∞ gives
an αΦ(s)-ground state 〈η, π∞(·)η〉 which is different from ω∞. Recall that our ω∞ is the unique
αΦ(s)-ground state. Therefore, we have kerHω∞,αΦ(s) = CΩ∞ for any s ∈ [0, 1].
From the assumption and Lemma 5.1, there exists γ > 0 such that
σ
(
Hω∞,αΦi
) \ {0} ⊂ [γ,∞), i = 0, 1. (97)
In particular, we have Φ0,Φ1 ∈ JB . In order to complete the proof, it suffices to show
σ
(
Hω∞,αΦ(s)
) \ {0} ⊂ [γ,∞) (98)
for any s ∈ [0, 1]. To prove this, it suffices to show that the spectral projection of Hω∞,αΦ(s)
corresponding to [0, λ] is equal to the orthogonal projection onto CΩ∞, for all 0 < λ < γ. We
assume this is not the case, and show a contradiction. Suppose that there exists a 0 < λ < γ and
a unit vector ξ ∈ H∞ such that orthogonal to Ω∞ and Proj[Hω∞,αΦ(s) ∈ [0, λ]]ξ = ξ. (Recall the
notation Proj in Appendix A [O1].) As ξ is in the domain of Hω∞,αΦ(s) and π∞
(Aloc
Z
)
Ω∞ is a
core of Hω∞,αΦ(s) [BR96], there exists a net {Aβ}β in AlocZ such that
lim
β
‖π∞ (Aβ) Ω∞ − ξ‖ = 0, lim
β
∥∥Hω∞,αΦ(s)π∞ (Aβ) Ω∞ −Hω∞,αΦ(s)ξ∥∥ = 0. (99)
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Note that ω∞(Aβ) = 〈Ω∞, π∞ (Aβ)Ω∞〉 → 〈Ω∞, ξ〉 = 0 from this equation. Therefore, setting
A˜β := Aβ − ω∞(Aβ), we obtain
lim
β
∥∥∥π∞ (A˜β)Ω∞ − ξ∥∥∥ = 0, lim
β
∥∥∥Hω∞,αΦ(s)π∞ (A˜β)Ω∞ −Hω∞,αΦ(s)ξ∥∥∥ = 0. (100)
By the definition, π∞
(
A˜β
)
Ω∞ and Ω∞ are orthogonal. Recall that we have kerHω∞,αΦi = CΩ∞
i = 0, 1, and (97). From these facts, π∞
(
A˜β
)
Ω∞ belongs to Proj[Hω∞,αΦi ∈ [γ,∞)]H, i = 0, 1.
Now using the definition of the bulk Hamiltonian [BR96], we have〈
π∞
(
A˜β
)
Ω∞, Hω∞,αΦ(s)π∞
(
A˜β
)
Ω∞
〉
= −i
〈
π∞
(
A˜β
)
Ω∞, π∞
(
δαΦ(s)
(
A˜β
))
Ω∞
〉
= −i
〈
π∞
(
A˜β
)
Ω∞,
(
(1− s)π∞
(
δαΦ0
(
A˜β
))
+ sπ∞
(
δαΦ1
(
A˜β
)))
Ω∞
〉
= (1− s)
〈
π∞
(
A˜β
)
Ω∞, Hω∞,αΦ0π∞
(
A˜β
)
Ω∞
〉
+ s
〈
π∞
(
A˜β
)
Ω∞, Hω∞,αΦ1π∞
(
A˜β
)
Ω∞
〉
≥ ((1− s)γ + sγ)
∥∥∥π∞ (A˜β)Ω∞∥∥∥2 = γ ∥∥∥π∞ (A˜β)Ω∞∥∥∥2 .
Taking the β →∞ limit, from the choice of ξ, we obtain
λ ≥ 〈ξ,Hω∞,αΦ(s)ξ〉 ≥ γ,
which contradict λ < γ. This proves (98) for all s ∈ [0, 1]. 
Lemma 5.9. Let B ∈ ClassA with respect to (n0, kR, kL,λ,D,G, Y ). Let ωB ∈ Prim1(n, n0) be
the n-tuple given by Lemma 3.2 of [O1]. Then we have HΦm,B ≃B HΦm,ωB , for m ≥ 2lB.
Proof. For any l ≥ lB, we have
Kl (ωB)⊗ E(kR,kL)00 =
(
In0 ⊗ E(kR,kL)00
)
Kl(B)
(
In0 ⊗ E(kR,kL)00
)
= Mn0 ⊗E(kR,kL)00 .
From this, we have lωB ≤ lB, and GN,ωB ≤ GN,B for all lB ≤ N .
We apply Lemma 5.8 to (Φ0,Φ1) = (Φm,B,Φm,ωB) with m ≥ 2lB. We check Condition 7 for
(Φm,B,Φm,ωB). The first and second condition of Condition 7 follows from Theorem 1.18 of [O1].
The third condition follows from GN,ωB ≤ GN,B, lB ≤ N . From this GN,ωB ≤ GN,B and the
frustration freeness, we have {ωωB,∞} = SZ
(
HΦm,ωB
)
⊂ SZ
(
HΦm,B
)
= {ωB,∞}. This proves the
fourth condition of Condition 7 . The fifth condition of Condition 7 follows from Lemma 4.22.
Furthermore, (Φm,B,Φm,ωB) satisfies Condition 8 with respect to (ii) by Theorem 1.18 of[O1] and
Lemma 4.22. Hence we may apply Lemma 5.8 and obtain HΦm,B ≃B HΦm,ωB . 
5.3 Parents Hamiltonian
In this subsection, we connect JFB to MPS Hamiltonians. The key ingredient is [M1].
Lemma 5.10. Let Φ ∈ JFB. Then there exist n0 ∈ N and v ∈ Prim1(n, n0) such that
HΦ ≃B HΦm,v , m ≥ 2lv.
Furthermore, we have GN,v ≤ GN,Φ for all N ∈ N, where GN,Φ denotes the orthogonal projection
onto kerHΦ,[0,N−1].
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Proof. Let ω be the unique αΦ-ground state and (H, π,Ω) its GNS triple. As ω is the unique
αΦ-ground state and HΦ is frustration free, we have ω ∈ S˜Z,Z(HΦ) = SZ(HΦ). The uniqueness
also implies kerHω,αΦ = CΩ.
By Theorem 4.1 of [NS], the second condition of Definition 1.9 and kerHω,αΦ = CΩ implies
limN→∞ ω (Aτ±N (B)) = ω (A)ω (B), for all A,B ∈ AlocZ . Therefore, we can apply Theorem 1.2 of
[M1] and ω is a pure finitely correlated state. Applying Theorem 1.5 of [FNW2], we see that ω is
right-generated by a minimal standard triple (see [FNW2] or [O2] Appendix C) (Mn0 ,E, ρ) where
E is given by an isometry V : Cn0 → Cn ⊗ Cn0 , as E(X) = V ∗XV , X ∈Mn⊗Mn0 . Furthermore,
from Proposition 3.7 and Proposition 2.4 of [FNW2], σ (EI) ∩ T = {1}, and 1 is a non-degenerate
eigenvalue of EI. The isometry V can be decomposed as V χ =
∑n
µ=1 ψµ ⊗ v∗µχ, χ ∈ Cn0 with
vµ ∈Mn0 . With this notation, we have Tv = EI and it is a unital CP map. The state ρ is faithful
and Tv-invariant. Therefore, Tv is primitive and rTv = 1. Hence we have v ∈ Prim1(n, n0).
We check that Gl,v ≤ Gl,Φ for all l ∈ N. We claim that for any l ∈ N, we have s
(
ω|A[0,l−1]
)
=
Gl,v. For ξ ∈
⊗l−1
i=0 C
n, we have
ω (|ξ〉 〈ξ|) = ρ
 ∑
µ(l)∈{1,...,n}×l
〈
ψ̂µ(l) , ξ
〉
v̂µ(l)
 ∑
µ(l)∈{1,...,n}×l
〈
ψ̂µ(l) , ξ
〉
v̂µ(l)
∗ ,
by a straightforward calculation. From this and the faithfulness of ρ, we see that ω (|ξ〉 〈ξ|) = 0 if
and only if
∑
µ(l)∈{1,...,n}×l
〈
ψ̂µ(l) , ξ
〉
v̂µ(l) = 0. By the definition of Γ
(R)
l,v ,
∑
µ(l)∈{1,...,n}×l
〈
ψ̂µ(l) , ξ
〉
v̂µ(l) =
0 if and only if ξ ∈ G⊥l,v. This proves the claim. As we have ω ∈ S˜Z,Z (HΦ), ω
(
HΦ,[0,l−1]
)
= 0 holds
for each l ∈ N. From the claim above, it means that Gl,v = s
(
ω|A[0,l−1]
) ≤ Gl,Φ for all l ∈ N.
Now we would like to show HΦ ≃B HΦm,v if m ≥ 2lv. We apply Lemma 5.8 to (Φ0,Φ1) =
(Φ,Φm,v). We have to check Condition 8 for (Φ,Φm,v). 1.2. of Condition 7 is from Φ ∈ JFB and
Theorem 1.18 of [O1] with v ∈ Prim1(n, n0). The third condition follows from Gl,v ≤ Gl,Φ, l ∈ N.
As ω is generated by v, we have SZ(HΦm,v ) = {ωv,∞} = {ω} = SZ(HΦ), and 4 of Condition 7
follows. 5. of Condition 7 follows from Lemma 4.22. As our Φ belongs to JFB, (i) of Condition 8
holds. Hence we may apply Lemma 5.8 , and obtain HΦ ≃B HΦm,v . 
5.4 Proof of Theorem 1.12
Let Φ0,Φ1 ∈ JFB . By Lemma 5.10, we obtain mi, n0,i ∈ N and vi ∈ Prim1(n, n0,i) with mi ≥ 2lvi ,
for each i = 0, 1, such that HΦi ≃B HΦmi,vi .Set k0 := max{mi, m˜(n0,i, 0, 0)}i=0,1. (Recall (90).)
We consider the sequence of paths 1.-5. given in the proof of Theorem 1.8, for m = mi B = vi,
i = 0, 1. For the paths 1.,4.,5, Condition 8 holds that we may apply Lemma 5.8 to get ≃B. For
2,3, frustration-freeness of the path, Condition 6 and ≃I implies ≃B by Lemma 5.7. Hence we
obtain HΦi ≃B HΦmi,vi ≃B HΦk0,Vs,n0,i,0,0 , i = 0, 1. By Lemma 5.9, we obtain HΦk0,Vs,n0,i,0,0 ≃B
HΦk0,ωVs,n0,i,0,0
, i = 0, 1. Note that ωVs,n0,i,0,0 ∈ Prim1(n, 1), i = 0, 1. Therefore, as in path 2. of
Theorem 1.8 we obtain HΦk0,ωVs,n0,0,0,0
≃B HΦk0,ωVs,n0,1,0,0 . Hence we obtain
HΦ0 ≃B HΦm0,v0 ≃B HΦk0 ,Vs,n0,0,0,0 ≃B HΦk0,ωVs,n0,0,0,0 ≃B HΦk0,ωVs,n0,1,0,0 ≃B HΦk0,Vs,n0,1,0,0 ≃B HΦm1,v1 ≃B HΦ1 ,
proving the Theorem.
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A C∞-path of linear independent vectors
Lemma A.1. Let k,m ∈ N with m ≤ k. Let ζi : [0, 1] → Ck, i = 1, . . . ,m be C∞-maps. For
each t ∈ [0, 1], let P (t) be the orthogonal projection onto span{ζi(t)}mi=1. Suppose that for each t ∈
[0, 1], the vectors {ζi(t)}mi=1 are linearly independent. Then there exist C∞-maps ηi : [0, 1] → Ck,
i = 1, . . . ,m such that {ηi(t)}mi=1 is a CONS of P (t)Ck, for each t ∈ [0, 1]. In particular, the map
[0, 1] ∋ t 7→ P (t) ∈Mk is C∞.
Proof. This is immediate by Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization. 
Lemma A.2. Let k,m ∈ N with m < k and K an m-dimensional subspace of Ck. Let PK be the
orthogonal projection onto K. Let η : [0, 1] → Ck be a C∞-map with η(0), η(1) /∈ K⊥. Then for
any ε > 0, there exists a C∞-map ξ : [0, 1]→ Ck such that supt∈[0,1] ‖ξ(t)− η(t)‖ < ε, ξ(0) = η(0),
ξ(1) = η(1) and PKξ(t) 6= 0 for all t ∈ [0, 1].
Proof. This is immediate from Lemma A.1 of [BO] for a sub-manifold N = K⊥. 
Lemma A.3. Let k ∈ N, −∞ < a < b < ∞ and t0 ∈ [a, b]. Let P : [a, b] → Mk be a C∞-map
such that P (t) ∈ P(Mk) for each t ∈ [a, b] and supt∈[a,b] ‖P (t)− P (t0)‖ < 14 . Then there exists a
C∞-map U : [a, b] → Mk with U(t0) = 1 such that U(t) ∈ U(Mk) and P (t) = U(t)P (t0)U(t)∗ for
each t ∈ [a, b].
Proof. SetX(t) := P (t)P (t0)+(1− P (t)) (1− P (t0)) for t ∈ [a, b]. Then we have ‖X(t)− 1‖ < 14
and can define U(t) := X(t) |X(t)|−1 as X(t) is invertible. By definition, U(t) is unitary for all
t ∈ [a, b] and satisfies U(t0) = 1. Furthermore, U : [a, b]→ Mk is C∞. We claim U(t)P (t0)U(t)∗ =
P (t) for all t ∈ [a, b]. To see this, note that X(t)P (t0) = P (t)X(t). From this and its ad-
joint P (t0)X(t)
∗ = X(t)∗P (t), we also have |X(t)|−1 P (t0) = P (t0) |X(t)|−1. Hence we have
U(t)P (t0)U(t)
∗ = X(t) |X(t)|−1 P (t0) |X(t)|−1X(t)∗ = P (t). 
Lemma A.4. For k ∈ N, let P : [0, 1] → Mk be a C∞-map such that P (t) ∈ P(Mk) for each
t ∈ [0, 1]. Then there exists a continuous and piecewise C∞-map U : [0, 1] → Mk with U(0) = 1
such that U(t) ∈ U(Mk) and P (t) = U(t)P (0)U(t)∗ for each t ∈ [0, 1].
Proof. By the continuity of P and the compactness of [0, 1], there exist l ∈ N and 0 = t0 < t1 <
· · · < tl = 1 such that supt∈[ti,ti+1] ‖P (t)− P (ti)‖ < 14 , i = 0, . . . , l− 1. By Lemma A.3, there exist
C∞-maps Ui : [ti, ti+1] → Mk i = 0, . . . , l − 1 with Ui(ti) = 1, such that Ui(t) ∈ U(Mk), P (t) =
Ui(t)P (ti)Ui(t)
∗ for t ∈ [ti, ti+1]. Set U(t) := Ui−1(t)Ui−2(ti−1) · · ·U1(t2)U0(t1) for t ∈ [ti−1, ti].
Then U(t) satisfies the required conditions. 
Lemma A.5. Let k,m ∈ N with m < k. Let ζi : [0, 1]→ Ck, i = 1, . . . ,m be C∞-maps. For each
t ∈ [0, 1] let P (t) be the orthogonal projection onto span{ζi(t)}mi=1. Suppose that for each t ∈ [0, 1],
the vectors {ζi(t)}mi=1 are linearly independent. Let ξ0, ξ1 ∈ Ck with (1−P (0))ξ0, (1−P (1))ξ1 6= 0.
Then there exists a continuous and piecewise C∞-map ξ : [0, 1] → Ck with ξ(0) = ξ0, ξ(1) = ξ1
such that (1 − P (t))ξ(t) 6= 0 for all t ∈ [0, 1].
Proof. By Lemma A.1, [0, 1] ∋ t 7→ P (t) ∈ Mk is C∞. Therefore, applying Lemma A.4 to
P (t) we obtain a continuous and piecewise C∞-map U : [0, 1] → U(Mk) with U(0) = 1 such that
P (t) = U(t)P (0)U(t)∗ for each t ∈ [0, 1]. Set η0 = ξ0, and η1 := U(1)∗ξ1. By the assumptions,
(1 − P (0))η0 6= 0 and (1 − P (0))η1 6= 0. Let η˜(t) := (1 − t)η0 + tη1. Applying Lemma A.2 to
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this η˜ and (1 − P (0))Ck we obtain a C∞-map ξ˜ : [0, 1] → Ck such that ξ˜(0) = η0, ξ˜(1) = η1 and
K := (1 − P (0))ξ˜(t) 6= 0 for all t ∈ [0, 1]. Set ξ(t) := U(t)ξ˜(t) for t ∈ [0, 1]. Then ξ : [0, 1] ∋ t 7→
ξ(t) ∈ Ck is continuous and piecewise C∞. Furthermore, we have
(1− P (t)) ξ(t) = U(t) (1− P (0))U(t)∗U(t)ξ˜(t) = U(t) (1− P (0)) ξ˜(t) 6= 0,
and ξ(0) = ξ0, ξ(1) = ξ1. 
The proof of the following Lemma is standard.
Lemma A.6. Let k,m ∈ N with m < k. Let X : [0, 1] → (Mk)+ be continuous and piecewise
C∞-path of positive matrices such that the rank of X(t) is m for all t ∈ [0, 1]. Let S(t) be the
support projection of X(t), and set γ(t) := dR(σ(X(t)) \ {0}, {0}). Then, the path of projections
S : [0, 1] ∋ t 7→ S(t) ∈ Mk
is continuous and piecewise C1 and
inf
t∈[0,1]
γ(t) > 0.
B CP maps of matrix algebras
In this section we collect known results about positive maps on matrix algebras.
Lemma B.1. Let n, k ∈ N and v ∈Mk×n. Suppose that there exist l0, d ∈ N, such that
(i) Kl0(v) has an invertible element, and
(ii) there exists l1 ∈ N such that dimKl(v) = d for all@l ≥ l1.
Then we have
min {l ∈ N | dimKl′(v) = d, for all l′ ≥ l} ≤ dl0.
Proof. The proof is basically in [SPWC]. 
Lemma B.2. [SPWC] Let n, n0 ∈ N and ω ∈ Prim(n, n0). Define
lω := inf{l ∈ N | Kl′(ω) = Mn0 , for all l′ ≥ l}.
Then we have lω ≤ n40.
The following statement is standard.
Lemma B.3. Let k ∈ N and T : [0, 1]→ B(Mk) be a C∞- map satisfying the following conditions
for each t ∈ [0, 1].:
(1) The spectral radius rT (t) is strictly positive, and
(2) the spectral radius rT (t) is a non degenerate eigenvalue of T (t), and
(3) there exists 0 < st < rT (t) such that σ(T (t)) \ {rT (t)} ⊂ Bst(0).
Then
1. the map [0, 1] ∋ t 7→ PT (t){rT (t)} ∈ B(Mk) is C∞, and
2. [0, 1] ∋ t 7→ rT (t) ∈ C is C∞, and
3. there exists 0 < s < 1 such that σ(r−1T (t)T (t)) \ {1} ⊂ Bs(0), for all t ∈ [0, 1].
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C Linear spaces spanned by given set of vectors
Lemma C.1. Let m, k ∈ N, with m ≤ k, and {ξi}mi=1, a set of vectors of Ck. Let A be an m×m
matrix given by A = (〈ξi, ξj〉)mi,j=1. Let X :=
∑m
i=1 |ξi〉 〈ξi| ∈ Mk and P be the support projection
of X. Suppose that there exists a positive constant c such that cI ≤ A. Then we have cP ≤ X.In
particular, we have σ(X) \ {0} ⊂ [c, ‖X‖].
Lemma C.2. Let 0 < a1 < a2. There is a constant Ca1,a2 , C
′
a1,a2 > 0 which depend only on
a1, a2 satisfying the following.: Let k,m ∈ N with m ≤ k, {ξi}mi=1, {ηi}mi=1 sets of linearly in-
dependent vectors in Ck. Let P,Q be orthogonal projections onto the subspace spanned by {ξi},
{ηi}, respectively. Assume that the spectrum of X =
∑m
i=1 |ξi〉 〈ξi| , Y =
∑m
i=1 |ηi〉 〈ηi| ∈Mk satisfy
σ(X) \ {0}, σ(Y ) \ {0} ⊂ (a1, a2), and ‖X − Y ‖ < Ca1,a2 . Then we have
‖P −Q‖ ≤ C′a1,a2 ‖X − Y ‖ .
D Quasi-equivalence of states
Lemma D.1. Let d ∈ N, and A be a unital C∗-algebra. Suppose that for any N ∈ N, there exists
a unital C∗-algebra BN such that A =
(⊗N
i=1Md
)
⊗BN . Let ϕ1, ϕ2 be states on A. Suppose that
there exist constants C > 0, 0 < s < 1 such that
|ϕ1(A) − ϕ2(A)| ≤ CsN ‖A‖ , N ∈ N, A ∈ I⊗N
i=1Md
⊗BN .
Then ϕ1 and ϕ2 are quasi-equivalent.
Proof. The proof is analogous to that of Lemma 6.2.55 of [BR96]. We omit the details. 
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